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INTRODUCTION

The work performed over the past year of this contract is summarized in
* three sections. The first is comprised of the final report documenting the

work of Lori Grant on characterizing small explosion seismic source
functions. Section two summarizes talks and papers given in the past year
under this contract. The final section contains reprints of three papeis
published under this contract in the last year.

Experimental Determination of Seismic Soutce Characteristics for Smnall
Explosions by Lori Grant describes a set of experiments and analysis designed
to characterize the equivalent elastic source functions of explosions in
different media. The particular tests studied were in alluvium and a set of
site characterization procedures were developed to support the source study.
The techniques and format developed in this study could be applied to other
geological media. Bounds are placed upon the explosive source function
constrained with only the site characterization data and then compared to the
model developed from the actual explosion data. This comparison quantifies
the predictive capability for the explosive source function in a new media. In
the inversion of the observational data for the equivalent seismic source
function a strong trade-off is identified between the shear wave velocity of the
medium and the symmetry of the equivalent source function. This last result
enph~ai/.e,, the0 need to include a good characterization of the P and S wave
properties of a test site. Unfortunately S or shear wave characterization tools
are not as well developed as those for P or compressional waves.

Two papers were presented at a variety of technical meetings in the last year.
The abstracts from these talks are included in section 3.

* Three papers were published in the past year. Two appeared in the Bulletin

of the Seismological Society of America, Stochastic Geologic Effects on Near-
Field Ground Motions in Alluvium and Experimental Confirmation of
Superposition from Small Scale Explosions. The third paper published in
Journal of Geophysical Research is entitled Effects of Source l)epth onl Near-

* Source Seismogra ms.

This year of research has focused on a transition from our previous source
studies to an increased emphasis on the geophysical characteiization of the
shallow ncar-~,,trface ,nvironment. This characterization is needed to

* improve our ability to quantity the seisiaic source himction as well as estimate
the explosive ground motion loading one might expect in a particular 7
geological material. The papers in the Bulletin summarize our early attelmpts T7
to separate tew ;toclhastic and di,t('rnimiýstic narts ,pf -f w, v. iu ,.

*. I, . . .. . .
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A deterministic source model is defined using three-

* component acceleration data from seven 5 lb. test shots

recorded with identical instrumentation all within the same

test bed. Observational ranges are between 5 and 60 meters

with good azimuthal coverage.

Inversions are done utilizing the moment tensor

representation (M=G-IU), where M is the second order moment

* tensor containing sourcze information, G is the matrix of

Green's functions and U are the observed seismograms. The

Green's functions are based. on a velocity model derived for

*• the test site. Moment tensor inversions with observational

data '--suJ.t in source strengths of between .6 and 4 X 1015

dyne-cm for the layered half-space and between 2 and 8 X 1015

dyne-cm when the half-space path functions are used.

Forward models are calculated for a range of site

models. The moment calculated from forward models is between

* 1.1 and 2.5 X 1015 dyne-cm. Sensitivity studies with the

synthetic data set emphasize the importance of shear velci.Lty

in separatIng source-path trade-offs.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this research is to improve our under-

standing of explosion source functions. Carefully controlled

small scale tests are utilized in a two-step approach to

define a deterministic source model. The first step is to

produce forward models of near-field waveforms using analytic

source functions and numerical Green's functions. These

synthetic seismograms are then compared to the observed seis-

mograms to quantify the path effects. The second step

utilizes the Green's functions obtained in Step 1 in an

inversion of the observed seismograms for the six time

functions of the second order moment tensor representing the

source. The inversion scheme was developed by Stump and

Johnson (1984 (see also Stump and Johnson (1977) and Stump

(1975).

The main application of results from this study is to

aid in the refinement of yield-scaled source models with the

goal of better estimating explosion yield from seismic obser-

vations. Interest in this subject has receritly increased as

requirements of a verifiable test ban treaty are becoming

more severe.

A large body of observational data exists and has been

used to empirically constrain source parameter scaling rela-

I
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tions for the explosion seismic source function (ESSF).

However, despite the advances in modeling the ESSF the rela-

tionship of seismic amplitude to event yield is still not

clear. The problem 4s illustrated in Figure 1.1 taken from

OTA report of May 1988. Seismic magnitude is plotted against

event yield from UNE tests at NTS. Magnitude is related to

the log of the amplitude of teleseismic body waves. The

scatter in the data points represents a variation in seismic

magnitude for a given yield. Assuming the appropriate

magnitude-yield curve has been calculated, the ability to

predict event yield from magnitude is at least limited by the

scatter of the data.

As another example, peak acceleration versus distance

from the source is plotted in Figure 1.2 for several UNEs at

Pahute Mesa, NTS. The Kearsarge test is the most recent

event at a yield approaching the 1974 Test Ban Treaty

threshold of 150 kt. Kearsarge observations exhibit a factor

of 7 scatter in peak acceleration at a single range. (B. Stump

personal communication, August, 1988).

The scatter illustrated in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 makes it

difficult to develop a simple magnitude-yield scaling

relation even when the tests have the same source medium as

in Figure 1.2.

A. Explosion Seismic Source Function

The fundamental goal in source studies is to obtain a

specific time history of the explosion seismic source
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Figure 1.1. Magnitude versus yield for explosions at the
Nevada Test Site. (Modified from Office of Technclogy and
Assessment Report, May 1988)
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function (ESSF) . Masse (1981), in his review of underground

nuclear explosion source models, suggests that an adequate

source model may combine several different mechanisms in se-

quence to explain observed seismic signals. Stump (1985),

for example, has successfully modelled near-field explosion

waveforms as a combination of the spherically symmetric ex-

plosion followed by cylindrically symmetric spallation of the

near surface layers. It is convenient to branch into two

categories of source studies at this point. The first de-

scribes that part of the source which is spherically symmet-

ric or isotropic and concerned with the transfer of chemical

(or nuclear) energy into seismic disturbance; the second

includes all non-isotropic source contributions.

i. 1. The Isotropic Source

Rather than beginning at the exact point of detonation,

the task of describing the isotrolic source function is

simplified by assuming an "equivalent" source acting at the

"elastic" radius. The elastic radius defines a volume inside

which pressures are too large to apply infinitesimal strain

theory. At radial distances beyond the elastic radius

pressures are sufficiently reduced so that Hooke's law can be

applied relating pressure to displacement.

For this approximation to be valid, the data should be

dominated by wavelengths that are longer than the elastic

radius. The redsoning is that when the seismic wavelengths

of the data arE longer than the elastic radius, the details
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of the source inside the elastic radius cannot be resolved by

the data. In other words, the data are not contaminated by

source details which are not included in the physical

description.

The smallest expected wavelength foi this data set is

4.5 m. This value is the ratio of the slowest expected P

velocity in the test site (270 m/s, Section 2.B.1) with the

highest frequency in the data ( 60 Hz, Section 2.A.2). The

dominant frequency in the velocity spectra (shown in Appendix

B), 10 Hz, corresponds to a wavelength of 27 m.

This method of assuming an equivalent elastic radiator

was first discussed by Sharpe (1942) who formuloteLa the

response of an elastic whole space to an arbitrary pressure

pulse on the inside of a spherical cavity. In the idealized

statement of the problem the perfectly spherical cavity

exists in an isotropic homogeneous elastic wholespace. Under

these conditions an explosion produces displacements only in

the radial direction; spherical compressional waves emanate

from the center of the equivalent radiator.

Thc wave equation for this problem reduces to one

dimension in spherical coordinates

(1.1) --

Dr2 c 2 t 2

where solutions are in terms of the potential, X. Displace-

ments are related to the potential by
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(1.2) u (r, t) - ( ( !r

where t = t - (r - rel)/c is the arrival time at r as a

function of the compressional velocity, c.

Sharpe found solutions to Equation 1.1 satisfying the

boundary condition that the pressure applied to the interior

cavity must equal the radial stress in the medium at the

cavity radius (r = rel)

(1.3) - [(X+24)au/ar + 2)(u/r)] r~re= p(t)

Solving Equation 1.3 for displacement and substituting into

Equation 1.2 gives the relation between potential y4(T) and

pressure, p(t) .

(1.4) - + 2 4f(T)+- + -- tt) = pCt)
rei 2c rel2C re 3 c ir=re

Frequency domain solutions have been published by Latter

(1959) and Blake (1952).

Dimensional analysis of Equation 1.2 shows that the

potential has units of volume. Because the potential is

independent of distance from the source it is often called

"reduced" displacement potential abbreviated RDP.
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Carrying out the partial derivative Equation 1.2 becomes

(1.5) 1(r,t) = r- 2  ( 'C())+ 4-'(d_ )cr dt

At large distances from the source, the first term in

Equation 1.5 is much smaller than the second. Thus the far-

field (r >> rel) displacement is approximated by

(1.6) u(r,t)

Equations 1.4 and 1.6 are the foundation for calculating

the seismic source function. Specific pressure functions in

Equation 1.4 lead to a predicted shape of the reduced

displacement potential (RDP) independent of travel path and

distance from the source. When the potential is inserted

into equation 1.6, ground motion is predicted.

Once scaling relationships of the RDP are known,

equations 1.6 can be used to predict the ground motion of an

unknown explosion source. What is necessary in developing

scaling relations is to determine how the PDP changes as each

of the variables in Equation 1.4 change.

Werth and Herbst (1963) used Equation 1.6 in a different

approach. They obtained potentials from measurements of

ground motion near the elast ic radius of nuclear explosions

detonated in four media types. Their far-field RDPs for

tuff, salt, granite and alluvium are shown in Figure 1.3a.
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The Fourier transforms of the far-field RDPs are shown

in Figure 1.3b. The data used by Werth and Herbst were free

field measurements. The instruments were at depth in a

horizontal plane with the device. Thus the free surface

effect which inay increase the amplitude by a factor of two

does not contaminate the data.

Near-source free-field data of the type used by Werth

and Herbst are not often available. The standard approach is

to correct observed seismograms for features not related to

the detonation (e.g. attenuation, and then fit an analytic

function to the remaining data which is interpreted as the

equivalent source.

Haskell (1967) fit the cu-1ves in Figure 3b with simple

analytic functions describing the characteristics in terms of

three parameters: steady state or DC level of potential,

VA(), which is related to the residual displacement produced

by the explosion; source overshoot, the matio of the peak

potential to the steady state potential; and a time constant

specifying the characteristic time of the source function

(i.e. corner frequency).

Mueller and Murphy (1971) followed Latter's (1959) steps

to express the RDP in the frequency domain in terms of the

pressure function. From forward models of close-in

observations of UNEs they incorporated the effects of device

burial depth and medium chaiacteristics in defining the

pressure function. The Mueller-Murphy model is one of the

most extensively used source models. It is the primary model



used io this study because of the ability to incorporate

depth effects and other physical measurements affecting the

source function. Section B in Chapter 3 is devoted to the

description of the Mueller-Murphy source model.

Several additional models have been developed over the

past 30 years which fit near-field and teleseismic

observations: von Seggern and Blanford (1972) modified

Haskell's model based on teleseismic observations of three

UNEs; Helmberger and Hadley (1981) utilized both local and

teleseismic observations of two NTS events to propose yet

another modification of Haskell's model. Burger et.al. (1987)

made comparisons between the Helmberger-Hadley model and the

1Mueller-Murphy model to determine Q.

Physical phenomena which may vary with explosive type,

emplacement media, depth of burial, shape and size of cavity

among other parameters complicate the problem of RDP yield

scaling. Problems arise when the RDP obtained for a source

detonated in one medium is used to predict the RDP of a

soi-ce of different yield detonated in a different meuium at

a different depth because scaling re-ations are not

adequately known. Recent review articles which outline

current understanding in this area include: Minster (1985),

Bache (1982), and Masse (1983).

Many of the unresolved questions center around the de-

pendency of source coupling on shot parameters. Basically,

coupling efficiency decreases as ma rial strength increases

(increasing depth) because the amplitude of the pressure
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function depends on the residual displacement which is

smaller for more competent rock. Coupling efficiency also

decreases as air-filled porosity increases (decreasing depth)

because more energy is spent. in collapsing the pore spaces.

Trade-offs must be understood before observations can be

adequately modeled to develop yield-scaling relations that

are good over a large range of event magnitudes.

2. The Non-isotropic Source

The above methods of determining the ESSF assume

spherical symmetry. This assumption may not be strictly

valid. Thus ron-isotropic components of the explosion may

lead to biased estimates of the RDP. In other words, the

source function is model dependent. Departures from

spherical symmetry have long been observed for large

underground explosions (Minster, 1985, . To develop seismic

magnitude-yield relations it would be best to use the

isotropic source only. in order to separate the isotropic

from the non-isotropic source contributions a more thorough

under.saa.ding of the non-isotropic source is necessary.

Lay (1984) proposed two methods to explain the

generation of non-isotropic source contributions by

explosions: driven motion on pre-existing planes of weakn( s,

and stress relaxation around the fracture zone. Both of

these sources have earthquake-like radiation patterns and

hurl, contribuLe shear waves to the radiated seismic energy.

The genexation of surface waves and shear waves by < losions
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is not very well understood. More effective discrimination

between earthquakes and small explosions is one of the areas

that will benefit from the study of the generation of surface

waves and shear waves from small explosions.

Another non-isotropic contribution is spall, failure of

near surface layers produced upon conversion of compressional

waves to tensile waves at the free surface. When the spalled

layers fall back to the surface the downward impulse produces

P, Sv and Rayleigh waves which are delayed in time relative

to the initial. explosion (Viecelli 1973). The first order

symmetry of this delayed source is cylindrical and, because

of its proximity to the free surface, the spall source is a

very efficient generator of surface waves. Stump (1984) has

shown that spall may explain the late Rayleigh wave arrivals

on near-field seismograms following explosions. Day (1982),

however, showed that there is no spall contribution to

surface waves at 20 seconds and therefor spall will not

com,<l.icate the magnitude-yield relations calculated from

surface waves at the 20 second period. Stump (1985) modeled

the time function of the spall source which is controlled by

the shape of the isotropic pulse and the tensile strength cf

the medium and found that the contribution from spall

dominates in the period range of 0.5 to 2.0 seconds. His

findings suggest that magnitude-yield estimates from near-

source body waves should take into account the spall

contribution to the seismic energy. More work is necessary

to develop scaling relations for the spall source.
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B. Source Scaling

We wish to make yield determinations based on the

scaling of the isotropic source (RDP). Assuming that non-

isotropic radiation has been accounted for, comparisons are

made between source spectra based on changes in long-period

level, corner frequency and high-frequency roll-off with

increasing yield.

Haskell's model utilizes cube-root-yield (CRY) scaling

based on the assumption that the scale lengths change as the

radius of the explosive device. The inclusion of depth ef-

fects by Mueller and Murphy (1971) causes a change in the

scaling characteristics of the RDP resulting in a modified

scaling model.

Haskell's model predicts a long-pexiod level (LPL)

proportional to yield (W10.) while Mueller-Murphy's LPL is

proportional to W.76. The implication is that for a given

LPL, classical CRY scaling results in a smaller yield

interpretation than the modified source model.

If CRY scaling applies then the corner frequency scales

as W -1/3 compared to W -. 19 for the Mueller-Murphy model.

Beyond the corner frequency the CRY spectrum is proportion.i

to W11 3 and the Mueller-Murphy spectrum is proportional to

W*13 . High-frequency decay for these two models is asyinptotiz

to frequency raised to the -4 and -2 power respectively

Another widely used model was proposed by von Seggerri arid

Blanford (1972). The frequency spectrum of the PDP is

expressed in a much simpler form than the Mjeller-Mur,.hy
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model yet the spectra exhibit the Wa-2 roll-off at high

frequencies.

It is difficult to compare the utility of one model over

another because scaling relations are derived from different

data sets. The Mueller-Murphy model is often more desirable

because of the ability to include measurements of the elastic

radius and other parameters. On the other hand, use of the

Mueller-Murphy model requires estimation of a large number of

variables and introduces considerable capacity for error.

£CL)..••i__••uent •i Seismology

in an alternative approach to the problem of q'aanti lying

the explosion source furnctio;i, expej.imental -;eismology is

explcited. Z'mall scale chemlc.ý3 tests are conducted which

reduce complexities by lsolating certain variables (depth of

burial for example) while reproducing important featuies of

the underground nuclear explosion. Insights into physics of

near-source phenomena gained fror,' small scale chemical tests

may Lhe. be used to model the large body oi available

observrational da'La and to develop yield-scaled source mrodVJ's

that are site specific. The following paragraphs describe

two experiments conducted by the SMUJ research group.

Depth cAf 1uria, effects in alluvium were quantified by

Flynn (1986), The data set inlucied observations of a series

of detonat2,Ans of 253 lbs. of TINT ranging from underburied

excavation events (1.85 m) to overburied, fully contained

ev'er, . (11.5 rm) . As overburden increases, the~e is suf-
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ficient vertical coupling to form an initially spherical ex-

plosion. Uncontained events release energy through the free

surface resulting in initially cylindrical symmetry. Flynn

related the shift to higher frequencies with increasing depth

to a shift from cylinurical Sv-iayleigh einergy to spherical

P--wave energy. Her energy calculations estimate P-wave

source coupling efficiency to be 40% of the total seismic

energy for the shallow event. The deeper, fully contained

event partitioned 80% of the total seismic energy into the P-

wave.

Reinke and Stump (1988) quantified the azimuthal coher-

ence of near-source waveforms from 5 pound explosions in al-

luvium. Waveforms are coherent to 35 Hz. Variations above

35 Hz are attributed to scattered energy from waves that

interact with test bed inhomogeneities. They ruled out,

through small tests, the possibility of instrument variation.

They also confirmed the repeatability of the source in this

test series through a series of detonations in a controlled

pit in which every shot variable remained constant.

Small scale tests such as these are relatively inexpen-

sive and instrumentation of a significant part of the

wavefield is possible. An additional advantage is that test

results are directly applicable to other studies in the same

tust environmeDt.



The current study is unique to the standard yield scal-

result from tests designed specifically to isolate the ef-

fLectc of containment- and to quantify solirce symmetry.

Secondly, the moment tensor representation is used to allow

for non-isotropic source contributions.

The inversion scheme used in this study is that of Stump

and Johnson (1984) wherein they represent the explosion

source in terms of the seismic moment tensor. A point source

is assumed and observed seismograms are inverted for the

temporal details of the source function.

This procedure requires careful modeling of the path

contributions in order to minimize source-path trade-offs.

* it is really another way of correcting observed seismograms

to obtain an estinmate of the source time history just outside

the non-linear region.

The isotropic moment tensor represents the volume change

due to the spherically symmetric explosion source. it has

the sarrne shape and time dependence as the reduced

displacement potential (RDP):

(1.7) M(T) s = 4 TEpc 2 V f(E)

where YJ(T) is the potential function in~tro'duced in Equation

1.1. Thu.s the isotropic moment and reduced displacement

potential are similar analytical forms of the seismic source
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function. The units of seismic moment are force by distance.

The development of the moment tensor source representation is

found in Chapter 4.

The isotropic component of the source is represented by

the trace of the moment tensor. The deviatoric source is

that which remains after the isotropic component is removed

(Stump, 1984).

(1.8) MIs0= miJij
3

(1.9) Dij = Mij - Miso6ij

Similar analyses to the one contained in this thesis

have been completed for a 253 pound chemical explosion (Stump

1987) and three nuclear explosions (Stump and Johnson

(1984)). The depth and observational ranges of the test

reported in this study are a scaled version of the 253 :b

test.

This work is presented in four primary sections: (1)

Observational Data: Description of the data includes general

observations of amplitude decay with range, development of

surface waves with range and a summary of the velocity and

attenuation model of the test site. (2) Synthetic Data: The

propagation contribution is modeled with theoretical Green's

functions and checked by convolution with a Mueller-Murphy

source to produce synthetic seismograms in a series of

forward models. (3) Inversions: Generalized linear
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inversions are first done with synthetic seismograms to

verify the inversion code and replicate experimental

conditions. The observed seismograms are then inveLted for

the moment tensor representing isotropic and deviatoric

components of tne source. Several different inversions were

completed to investigate the effects of station distribution

and dependency on the Green's functions. (4) The conclusions

are presented in terms of the physical models for contained

sources. The analysis and comparisons focus on the isotropic

peak time amplitude and the long-period level of the

frequency spectrum.



CHAPTER 2

OBSERVED DATA SET

The data consist of near-source observations recorded on

triaxial accelerometers for seven 5 lb (2.5 X 10-6 kt)

chemical shots in dry alluvium. Explosive yield, explosive

type and test medium are held constant, the only variations

being source burial depth and station distribution. in

addition to the explosive tests, refraction surveys have been

completed to constrain the velocity structure of the test

site. Experimental data are summarized in table 1.

A. Explosion Data

1. Experimental Layout

,wo series of tests were designed specifically to

constrain source symmetry and to quantify containment. The

Array Test Series (ART) with a source burial depth of 1 meter

resulted in uncontained shots. Three of the ART arrays werc

in a circular pattern with 6 stations distributed at a single

range (10, 20 and 30 meters) for each test. The ART Line

Test consisted of 11 stations distributed at 5 meter

intervals a single azimuth between 10 and 60 meters. ART

test configurations are illustrated in Figure 2.1. Data in

the Contained Array Test Scries (CART) were generated by

20
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONAL DATA

Components Range Array Number
Recorded (meters) Type Stations

at each station

IART: 5 lbs. TNT at 1 meter depth 1
ART 1: 3 10 circular 6

ART 2: 3 20 circular 6

ART 3: 3 30 circular 6

ART LINE TEST: 3 10-60 linear 11

CART 1: 3 13.5-40.6 azimuthal 7

CART 2: 3 5-13.5 azimuthal 7

CART 3: 3 5-40.6 linear 6

IRefraction Surveys: Betsy SeisgunTM source at 1 meter

1-m spacing EW veitical 1.0-72.0 linear 24

1.5-m spacing NS vertical 1.5--36.5 linear 24

7.6-m spacing EW vertical 5.0--183.0 linear 24
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Figure 2..1 Array configuration of the four tests in the ART
series. Shot depth is I meter below the surface.
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three fully contained explosions with a source burial depth

of 3 meters below the surface. CART arrays are shown in

Figure 2.2. CART data includes two arrays in which 7

stations were distributed at various azimuths and one linear

array of 6 stations along a single azimuth. CART

observational ranges are between 5 and 40.6 meters.

Instrumentation for all tests is identical. Force

balance accelerometers were buried below the surface and

digital data were recorded in the field with a sample rate of

200 samples/second. A 5 pole anti-alias filter with cutoff

at 70 Hz was applied before recording. A total of 147

channels of explosion data were recorded.

2. Data Corrections: Acceleration to Velocity

Inversions of the ART/CART data set utilize velocity

records. In obtaining velocity from the raw field data,

several steps were necessary. First the data were deglitched

and rescaled. Next each channel was integrated to yield

velocity waveforms. After integration two corrections were

applied; slope removal and a high-pass filter. Additionally,

all corrected velocity records have been integrated a second

time to displacement so time domain displacement amplitudes

could be estimated. No further corrections were necessary

after integration to displacement because the displacement

waveforms did not exhibit a step or ramp.

The data corrections are explained and illustrated in

Appendix A. Additionally Appendix A documents different
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Figure 2.2. Array configuration of the three tests in the
CART series. Shot depth is 3.0 meters below the surface.
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types of slipe corrections that have been applied to the CART

data and justifies the design of the high-pass filter.

As a result of tests outlined in Appendix A, the

frequency band of usable data has been quantified as 5 - 60

Hz. The long period cut off is determined by the 2-po~e high

pass Butterworth filter with corner 3 dB down at 3.5 Hz. At

the short periods, the cut-off is determined by the anti-

alias filter; 5-pole at 70 Hz applied before recording. Thus

interpretation of results outside this frequency band will be

pursued with caution. Details about this bandwidth are given

in Appendix A.

3. Data Characteristics

The complete explosion data set is presented in Appendix

B. The data are, by design, simple in character; the

explosion is the simplest source; the test bed is not

complex; and travel paths are short and therefore simplified.

The following sections list important characteristics of the

data.

a) Simple Waveforms at Close Ranges

As an example of the simple waveforms at close ranges, the

vertical and radial components of velocity at the 5, 9.7 and

13.5 meter ranges of CART 3 are illustrated in Figure 2.3.

The particle motion diagrams shown at the right of the figuru

are the plot of radial versus vertical amplitude. At. these

close ranges radial and vertical waveforms are doitir.ated Iy

p
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one cycle. This arrival is the P-wave energy package

identi.fiable by linear particle motions. The surface waves,

associated with elliptical retrograde particle motion have

only 20 - 30 % of the amplitude of the body wave at these

close ranges. At 5 meters the signal duration is typically

.25 - .4 seconds increasing to .4-.65 seconds at 13.5 meters

with little development of surface waves.

b) Development of Surface Waves with Range

The signals recorded at 20.3, 27 and 40.6 meters are

shown in Figure 2.4. The waveforms become more complex with

increasing range as shear and surface wave energy arrives.

Two particle motion windows separate the early P-wave energy

(dashed line) from the later SV-Rayleigh energy (solid line).

The Sv and Rayleigh energy packages are difficult to separate

because there is not sufficient dispersion at these ranges.

At the onset of the Sv-Rayleigh package the radial and

vertical components are about 90 degrees phase shifted from

each other resulting in the elliptical particle motion.

There as an increase in signal duration associated with the

longer travel paths, At the 20 -- 27 meter range signal

duration has increased to 1 second. Beyond 30 meters the

surface wave amplitudes are relatively equal to or greater

than the body wave amplitudes.

i I
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c) Azimuthal Symmetry of Waveforms

As observations are compared azimuthally, radials and

verticals appear very similar in shape while the transverse

do not show such similarities. As an illustration, the ART 3

cbserved velocities are shown in Figures 2.5a-c. The surface

wave at about .2 seconds can be seen on the radials and

verticals at this range. ART 3 peak radial amplitudes

average 1 cm/s with a maximum of 30% variation. The ART 3

peak vertical amplitudes average 0.5 cm/s with only 17%

variation. The amplitude of the radial component is twice

the vertical at this range. ART 3 peak transverse amplitudes

average .22 cni/s and vary as much as 81%. The transverse

components appear dissimilar especially in terms of when the

energy arrives in time.

It is worth noting that the above similarities in radial

and vertical components apply to the lower frequencies which

dominate the time series. Reinke and Stump (1988) have

studied similar waveforms from the same test site and report

incoherence in the data above 35 Hz.

d) Amplitudes with Range

This section will quantify the ART/CART amplitude decay

with distance. For competent rock at distances where the

medium is responding elastically, the body wave amplitude is

expected to decay due to geometrical spreading at a rate

jTiverse'ly proportional to distance. When attenuation is

taken into account the decay i.aLe is higher.
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Perret and Bass (1975) studied amplitude decay rates of

measurements from 60 underground nuclear explosions ranging

in yield from 67 kt to 2.5 kt (compared with 2.5 x 10-6 kt for

ART/CART). Instruments were typically fielded along a

horizontal radius at shot depth. The data were compiled from

published reports and include all known tests up until the

time of the report. Eight of these explosions were detonated

in dry alluvium at burial depths between 300 and 500 meters

(compared with 1 and 3 meters for ART and CART). One of the

eight alluvial events was under-buried for partial

containment.

Perret et.al. compiled plots of peak vertical particle

velocity versus scaled range and fit linear trends of the

form

(2.1) U =Uo( r -
Wi /3

where U0 is the amplitude, r is the distance between source

and receiver in meters (scaled by ktl/ 3 ) , W is the energy

yield in equivalent kilotons of TNT and n is the power

exponent describing the decay rate.

Data corresponding to measurements in dry alluvium

showed much faster decay rates than those for dry tuff, wet

tuff or hard rock. Two distinct trends were identified for

dry alluvium. Between 30 and 150 m/kt 1 / 3, the best fit linr
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(2.2) U1 = 1.52 x 106 (r•)-3.27

was found. Between 100 and 350 m/ktl/ 3 the amplitudes were

observed to decay slower according to the best fit line

(2.3) U2 = 3.68 x I0 0' r -1.16

Perret and Bass attribute the two different attenuation

rates to regions of non-linear and linear material response.

Because dry alluvium has stronger attenuation properties than

other media the crossover to a decay rate close to the

inverse first power (Equation 2.3) is observed within the

span of observational ranges. This crossover was not

observed for the other media types studied by Perret aind

Bass. Thus at scaled ranges greater than 150 m/ktl/ 3 the

alluvium response is classified as linear.

ART/CART peak vertical and radial velocity as a function

of scaled range is plotted in Figure 2.6. The closest

observation, 5 m, corresponds to a scaled range of 368.4

m/kt'/ 3 and the most distant observation, 60 m, to a scaled

range of 4420.8 m/ktI/3.

The line fitting the ART/CART vertical trend in Figure

2.6a is given as

(2.4) Uv = 1 x 105'-7 ( 7_) -2.6/
WI/3
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Similar analysis of the radial component in Figure 2.6b

gives,

(2.5) Ur = 1 X 04.) -1.48

W 1/3

* The exponent,-1.48, falls within the range reported by Perret

et. al.

The transverse peak amplitudes are plotted in Figure

• 2.9. Here the amplitudes are smaller and the scatter in the

amplitude is much greater.

Considering the differences in yield and depth of burial

• of the ART/CART data compared to the Perret and Bass data,

the amplitude decay trends for alluvium compare favorably

(Equation 2.3 ) . The ART/CART trend has a larger amplitude

• and a faster decay rate. The larger amplitudes occur because

the material, being much closer to the surface, has slower

velocities and the faster decay rate because the material,

• being much closer to the surface is less consolidated and

thus more attenuative. These comparisons have not accounted

for the factor of 2 amplitude otten introduced between

* chemical and nuclear explosions. Nor have these comparisons

accounted for the amplitude effects of the free surface.

Perret and Bass also fit linear trends to acceleration

• and displacement records. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 illustrate the

amplitude decay of the ART/CART acceleration and displacement

observations. The ART/CART trends are summarized in table 2.
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TABLE 2

APMLITUDE DECAY EXPONENTS

Vertical Radial

Acceleration

ART -1.79 -1.37

CART -1.89 -1.29

ALL -1.88 -1.32

Velocity

ART -.1.54 -1.63

CART -1.87 -1.56

All -1.75 -1.56

Displ aQ~ement

ART -1.12 -1.70

CART -1.70 -1.85

ALL -1.57 -1.81
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B. Site Characterization Data

The ART/CART experimental test site is part of McCormick

Ranch near Albuquerque, N.M., chosen in part because of the

available site characterization data. The site is on an old

playa composed of plane layered dry alluvium with the water

table at a depth of 75 meters. Caliche is present on the

test site and has been exposed by several of the test shots.

Trenching at the site confirms geometry of the caliche to be

discontinuous stringers within the upper few meters of the

test bed. The significance of these inhomogeneities is in

their ability to scatter waves.

The velocity model for the ART test site is based on

previous models by Stump and Reinke (1982) with modifications

resulting from additional refraction surveys and analysis of

three-component waveforms recorded in the ART Line Test. The

current model is two layers over a half-space as shown in

table 3. For comparison, the velocity model used by SturiP

and Reinke (1982) is also given in table 3. The following

sections discuss the model components and their derivat ionr.

1. Refraction Surveys

Three refraction surveys were completed or, the ARl /CI:-•T

test site on McCormick Ranch using a BetsyTM s-isguri source.

Figure 2.10 shows the acquisition geometry. Two East- Wvest

line- run through the ART test area; one with '7.6 meter

i S
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TABLE 3

MCCORMICK RANCH SITE MODEL

X(m/s) 3(rn/s) p(gm/cm3) Q• Qp Depth (m) O

Grant Model 1988

Layer 1: 270 120 1.8 10 4 0.0 .38

Layer 2: 670 230 1.9 50 22 3.0 .43

Half Space: 930 360 2.0 100 44 19.0 .41

Stump-Pceirike 2982 Mode]

Layer 1: 366 244 1.8 0.0 .10

Layer 2: (71 366 1.9 3.4 .29

Layer 3: 823 366 2.0 13.4 .38

Half Space: 1128 610 2.1 24.0 .29

4
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Figure 2.10. Three refraction surveys over the ART/CAR'! tesL
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receivers at 1 meter spacing for a total length of 235';
upper right: 24 receivers at 5' spacing for a total ]erngth
of 115'; bottom: 24 receivers at 25' spacing for a total
length of 575'.
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geophone spacing for a total length of 575' (187 meters) and

the other w:ith a 1 meter geophone interval for a total lengLh

of 235' (72 meters). The third line runs North-South over

the CART test area which is about 50 meters to the northwest

of the ART test area. This line is 115' (36.5 meters) in

length with a 1.5 meter geophone spacing.

Travel time curves for the long and short East-West

lines are plotted together in Figure 2.11. The large symbols

represent the travel times of the long line and the smaller

symbols represent the travel times of the short line. While

the short line with closer receiver spacing affords more

detailed interpretation than is possible for the long line,

the slopes of the two profiles closely agree. The long line

is thus used for a gross model and the short line for details

of the upper few meters.

Interpretation of the long line is as follows: two

distinct branches on the travel time curves correspond to a

slow velocity between 650 and 659 m/s and a fast velocity of

931-958 m/s. The crossover distance at 99 meters suggests

the velocity increase is at a depth of 19-20 meters. The

.ymnietry of the forward and reverse profiles confirms a plane

layered model. In summary, the interpretation of the long

line is a i.-ye1 ovei a half-space.

InterpeuLatiorn oi the short line is ia( ilitated by

Figure 2.1Ž. 'ihe forward and rev(erse piujjle.- u'_a jio Lc. d Ji,

the same direction to empla! J z, t i i 51imla.jlit :O ai,,d

di ffe2er ces . h'1e trave:l tie ( vcLl vý:, agree•: wi.I j f z½_ ,ýA't al
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Figure 2.11 ART/CART refracLion profiles. The forward and
reverse times for both the long and short lines are plotted.

Detail of the short line is shown in Figure 2.12. Large
symbols denote first arrival times picked from CART explosion
data at 5, 13.5, 20.3, 27.0 and 40.6 meters.
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Figure 2.12 ART/CART refraction ptofiles. The forward and
reverse times fron !-meter spacing line are plotted in the
same direction. Travel times match between 0-20 meters and
between 40-65 meters.
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offsets from 18 to 38 meters. Two possibilities exist:

either the times on the forward line are early in the 18-38

meter range or the reverse times are late. Referring back to

Figure 2.11, the former assumption is made. The receivers at

offset distances between 18 and 38 meters from the forward

shot are affected by a subsurface structure that results in

anomalously early travel times on the forward travel time

curve. Following this reasoning three branches were drawn on

the reverse travel time curve for the initial interpretation.

Layer one velocity is 277 m/s with a thickness of 2.0 meters.

Layei two velocity is 544 rm/s with a thickiness of 2.8 meters.

The third layer begins at 4.8 meters arn: has a velocity of

782 m/s. The s-ort line interpretation ,-ons~bts of velocity

increases at 2 . meters and 4.8 meters wje to'. long line

interpretat.:--. shows a velocity increase_ a- 19 -20 meters

depth.

To rr.e:-; the information from loji: a:.u short lines,

the slowest v% .ocity of 277 m/s i.s a:s:...ez the uppermost

layer. The veuci y increcase IrW . • . s =. 4.8

meters is taken as af, aveiage vcK L. t:.- <1 n/S

value of the 20 meter thick layer in the cng ýno

interpretation.

The north-south lip' thiouj. thOt CART tust ares

indicates velocities and depths consisten~t with tIie a. :e

interpreta ions. I ne exctctioni j-- li.iL the t.- Jaye.-: ap< J -

to be more shallow an d ;lo, 1 j thi:n i idic , tci i t e i-..,It

east-wost 2Jr,,.
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To summarize, the current velocity model is 2 layers

over a half-space and is compared to the 1982 Stump-Reinke

model in table 3. The velocities of the layers have been

rounded down and the thickness of the upper layer has been

increased to 3.0 meters. Derivation of the shear velocities

is discussed in Section 2.B.3. The high Poisson's ratios are

consistent with measurements of P and S travel time as shown

in table 6 and discussed in Section 3.C.l.

2. First Arrivals

Ot the 20 CART observations, the precise shot times were

recorded on the seismograms for only 8 stations. These

stations do cover the range of CART observations (5.0 - 40.6

meters) and there are multiple observations because of the

overlap of station locations. The arrival times of the first

breaks on the vertical component of the CART data have been

plotted on the refraction profile to confirm the velocity

interpretations in Figure 2.11. The agreement between CART

arrival times and the refraction arrival times on the 1-m

line is pooresL at 27 met-ers within the range of the

anomalous arrival times discussed above. The time difference

between CART and the foxward travel time is 16 ms and only 7

ms between CART and the reverse travel time. This is further

confirmation that the I m forward line is anomalous and may

be affected by an inhomogeneity. This inhomogeneity could be

in the form of a caliche stringer.
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3. Shear Velocities

While the P-velocities and layer thicknesses are

* straightforward calculations from the refraction surveys and

first arrival data, the S-velocities are more difficult to

constrain. One reason is that the close-in observations do

• not allow time for good separation between P and S energy.

Previous studies on the test site by Stump and Reinke (1982)

used cross-hole shear surveys to get a shear velocity of 366

* rm/s between 13.5 and 24 meters whi:h will be used for the

ART/CART half space shear velocity. Their surveys were less

reliable above 13 meters due to scatter in the data. Section

* C.2 in Chapter 3 discusses the more realistic multi-layered

model with the 366 m/s velocity in the halfspace.

Particle motion plots have been completed for the ART

Line Test and used to estimate the layer shear velocities

listed in table 3. The time of the change from rectilinear

to retrograde motion was noted for each station from 10 to 60

* meters. Also recorded was the ellipticity or the ratio

between the radial and vertical axes of the particle motion

of the Rayleigh wave as well as the period of the first full

-0 Rayleigh cycle.

Mooney and Bolt (1966) produced by numerical analysis

curves detailing the relationship between Rayleigh wave

• dispersion and the medium parameters for a layer over a half

space. They emphasized that the most important paramoter is

the ratio between shear velocities. One of their curves,

* reproduced in Figure 2.13 was used to constrain the shear
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velocity in the most shallow layer. The ratio PiT/h is

plotted along the x-axis and the ratio of horizontal to

vertical amplitudes (ellipticity) is plotted along the y-

axis. With a layer thickness (h) of 3 meters from the

refraction profiles, Rayleigh period (T) of .105 seconds at

55 meters, ellipticity of 2.05 from the particle motion plots

and half-space shear velocity of 360 m/s the Mooney and Bolt

curve suggests the shear velocity ratio is 3. Thus with a

reliable measurement of the half space shear velocity of 360

m/s, the upper layer velocity is estimated at 120 m/s. Layer

2 shear velocity is estimated at 230 m/s. This value was

chosen because it is intermediate between 120 m/s and 360m/s 4

and because it was used by Stump and Reinke (1982) for their

most shallow layer. This estimation of the shear velocities

is only a first approximation. Further analysis would

include a complete dispersion analysis and possibly structure

inversion.

4. Q in Dry Alluvium

Q estimatcs are included in the site mode) to account

for seismic attenuation due to absorption and sr :ring.

The ART/CART test medium is low velocity, low density and low

Q resulting in rapid absorption of seismic energy with wave

propagation. As quantified by the amplitude decay plots in

Figures 2.6-2.8, the observed exponent describing decay rate

for spherical waves was larger than expected based on the

results of Perret and Bass (1975) . No corrections have beer,
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Figure 2.13. Amplitude ratio versus shear velocity ratio.
(From Mooney and Bolt, 1966).
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made for differences between chemical and nuclear explosives

or for free surface effects.

Standard measurements of Q are impractical in low-Q

environments. Anderson (1988) has addressed this problem in

measu.:ing Q for unconsolidated backfills. Using standard

refraction equipment, he made base measurements taken close

to the (sledge hammer) source to quantify the change in pulse

shape with distance. Anderson focused on the first cycle of

the P-waves for which propagation distances are between 3 and

10 meters. He reports average Q values between 7.5 and 10.

A valud of Qu for the first layer of ART/CART site model

is appropriately low at 10. Based on synthetic tests of

modeling observational wavefor 's, Q increases with depth.

Modelng exercises also showed that the estimates of Q for

Layer 2 and the half space do not strongly affecL the

synthetics. Qa in the second and third layers is 50 and 100

respectively. Qp for the ART/CART site model is assioned a

value of 40% Qa in Layer I and 44% Qa layer 2 and the Half-

space.



CHAPTER 3

FORWARD SYNTHETIC CALCULATIONS

A. Introduction

In the previous chapter observational refraction and

explosion velocity data were analyzed for geophysical

parameters of the test site. Velocities, layer thicknesses

and attenuation factors define the McCormick Ranch site model

listed in table 3. In the current chapter these parameters

are used to predict the velocity response of the test site to

a 5 lb. charge representing the c, tined CART source.

The general approach to building the synthetic velocity,

Us, is the representation theorem abbreviated

(3.1) Us(CO) = S(0)G( )

where seismograms are calculated in the frequency domiain as a

product of the source function S(G)) and the Green's functions

G(co) representing the path effects. Both S(c0) and G(Ci) will

be tested. Equations 4.4 and 4.5 which are discussed in the

next chapter are a more precise representation of the way the

synthetics are calculated.

The Mueller-Murphy (1971) characterization of the

synthetic source was chosen because it provides a physical

basis for incorporating depth effects and variations in

53
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material constants. Their model predicts the tar-field

reduced displacement potential (RDP) for yield, W, at a

depth, h, in a test medium with specified density and

velocities. A range of S(w) are possible given the

uncertainty of the McCormick Ranch site model specifically

the shear velocity at the source burial depth of 3 meters.

Path models are calculated first for a simple half space

and then for a layezed half space structure. Results are

presented as a suite of forward models derived by combining

the range of source functions with the range of path

functions. Comparisons are then possible bet,,een synthetic

and observed waveforms and any differences are attributed to

a deficiency in the Lheoretical source or path model.

This forward modeling exercise serves several purposes.

First, a preliminary investigation of a range of source

furctions provides a basis for comparison of the isotropic

moment to be calculated in the next chapter. A catalog of

Mucller-Murphy theoretical source function changes with

materia] constant-s will allow be;ter interpretat.ion of t'.

e-rted source t .unct..o and quantify the re..lvability of

the model with this data set.

Secondly the trade-ofLs between S(WO) and G (0)) are

addressed. G(O)) are not known exactly but are zpproxiinateci-

and any errors in G(i) map into the inverted source

I unct ioCnr, Si (0))

(3.2) (0)) = G (CO) ; U, (0))-
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where G((O)-l is the invelse of the Green's functions and Uo(0)

are the observed seismograms. This equation will be

discussed in the next chapter. The set of path models are

utilized in a series of inversions in the next chapter to

proceed with the quantification of how Si(0W) is affected by

errors in G(O).

A third application of the synthetic seismograms

calculated in this section is to use them in trial

inversions. Several synthetic trials were designed to show

the effects of noise in the waveforms and the effects of

station distribution e calculation of the inverted

source.

D. Theoretica,& Source Function: RDP

The historical basis of the reduced displacement

potential (RDP) as a suitable description of the isotropic

component of the explosion seismic source function (ESSF) was

reviewed in Chapter 1, Now the exact form of the Mueller-

Murphy (1971) RDP is given in order to study the effect

various parameters have on theoretical predictions. The

Mueller-Murphy RDP is singled out here because it is the only

source model that directly incorporates depth of. burial

effects and other physical parameters.

At distazices much greater thai, the elastic radius, r..,

the far-fiela PbP is described in the frequency domainr for al.

arbitrary ,ressure pulse acting at the elastic radius, i. ar,
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isotropic homogeneous wholespace

(3.3) ~ vo ~ (0)) ___

4g (c2 - +

where p(CO) is the Fourier transform of the pressure pulse,

p(t); c is compressional velocity; (co = c/rel is

characteristic frequency; and P'= (X +2g)/4g for Lame's

constant, X, and shear modulus, p (Equation 10, Mueller and

Murphy, 1971) .

Mueller and Murphy analyzed free-field observations at

close ranges to several UIIE's to propose the analytical

description of the pressure time function

(3,4) p(t-) - (Poe-a•t +- Poc.) Hot)

illustrated in Figure 3.1. Poc is the steady state pressure;

PL = Pos - Poc is the magnitude of the pressure difference

between peak pressure, Po and steady state pressure, Poc; U,

is the decay constant; and H(t) is the unit step funclion.

Source overshoot i.s the ratio of the Ieak pressure to the

step pressure

(3.5) j = Pos/Poc

and J s greater foI herd rock than 4Ior soft or poious rock.

Source overshoot controls the peak in the source spectrum.
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Figure 3.1. Pressure function used to calculate the reduced
displacement potential. Pc. is steady state pressure, Pos is
peak shock pressure arid Ps Pos - Poc. (Fzoui' Me Ier and.

* Murphy, 1971)
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Note that von Seggern and Blanford (1972) defined source

overshoot as the ratio of pressure amplitude to steady-state.

pressure (B = Po/Poc) .

Calculation of the theoretical RDP using Equation 3.3

requires an estimate of the- pressure function in Equation

3.4. Mueller-Murphy developed the following scaling

relations for parameters in Equation 3.4 in terms of the

basic shot variables: yield, W, depth of burial, h, P-wave

velocity, S-wave velocity and density.

Peak shock pressure, Pos, measured from close-ixn free-

field data is in genera). slightly larger than the overLurden

pressure

(3.6) Pos = l.Spgh

for density, p, gravitational acceleration, g, and depth, h.

The relation for steady state pressure, P,,, was derived

by considering permanent displacement at the elastic radius.

in an incompressible solid

(3.7)Pc = k_

where a compaction factor, k2 (< 1.0), is necessary to lower

the step pressures to match observations of steady state

pressures in porous (compressible) rocks (Equation 18,

Mueller and Murphy, 197]
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The step pressure in Equation 3.7 depends on elastic

radius and cavity radius which scale with yield and burial

depth as follows:

(3.8) re. = k2 W
h .42

(3.9) r = k

Cavity radius is smaller for competent rock in which there is

liutle pore space to collapse as the cavity grows and is

! rger f:ý)r porous material.

The decay constart,O., of the pressure function is

proportional to the theoretical corner frequency, G)o:

(3.10) CA = k4  W),

The proportionality constants, ki, in Equations 3.7 -

3.10 are medium dependent. Mueller-Murphy constants for the

Luff-rhyolite of Pahute Mesa at NTS, the most intensely

studicd and modeled source medium, are kj= .4, k,= 3490, k,=

31.4 and k 4= 1.5. MuelJ.er-Murphey also list some of the

constants for granite, salt, shale and alluvium.

The CART yield and depth of burial are

(3.11) W = 2.5 x I, kt
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(3.12) h = 3.0 meters

The UNEs studied by Mueller-Murphy were all buried at

depths large enough to ensure containment. The normal scaled

depth for containment,

(3.13) SD = h / Wi/ 3 m

is 122W1/3 m for h in meters and W in kilotons. The CART

explosion is overburied at 221WI/ 3 m while the APT explosion

is underburied at 74W1/3 m.

The above scaling relations (Equations 3.7 - 3.10)

predict the shape of the RDP from basic shot parameter:. and

medium parameters. Many realizations of Equation 3.3 wre

calculated to study the change in the RDP with changing

parameters.

i. BASIC Model

In this section (3.B.,) the characturistics of the BASIC

source model are discus.sed followed in Sectir,n 3.B.'5 by a

summary of depth effects on the BASIC mociel. Section 3.L,.3

gives physical evidence for the parameters of the BASIC mode]

along with, two other models summayizing a realistic range of.

possible parameters for the ART/CART source.

The BASIC modre] used for the CAPT test site was first

calculated for a scaled dept , of 122W1 /-, m assumnig a cavity

radi us of 0.64 mri, elastic radius of 7.0 mn, corr r.,',sonal
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velocity of 366 m/s, shear velocity of 244 m/s and density of

1.9 gm/cm3 . These parameters result in a source spectrum with

a long period level of 0.035 m3, no overshoot (B=1.0), and a

theoretical corner frequency of 8.3 Hz.

Figure 3.2a-d illustrates the result of varying the

following four parameters with respect to the BASIC RDP; (a)

cavity radius, (b) elastic radius, (c) velocities

(compressional and shear) and (d) Poisson's ratio (changing

shear velocity only). The BASIC RDP is the dashed curve in

Figure 3.2. The parameters for these trials are listed in

table 4. Because the RDP is only slightly affected by

changing density the effect of density is not illustrated.

The three characteristics that change in Figure 3.2 are:

long period level LPL), source overshoot (B), and corner

frequency (fo). These are nr.tably the three parameters that

Haskell and others have used to fit analytical functions to

obterved RDPs (Haskell. (1967), von Seggren and Blanford

(1972), Helmberger and Hadle'_y (1984).

'i'lic, following sectio.ns relate the parameters in table 4

to Thc trial PDPs in Figure 3.r. The discussion is grouped

into. asp. cts of the RDP cur.ce• ning the long-period level

(,P:), !.ource overshoot ari colner frequency. Following the

d scuss on of the charactc•istics of the RDP, a range of RDPs

for ti . CAT,T explosion ax: presented along with the reasoning

for s'i'-nment of each parameter. Since hlgh-±rlquency level.

is pF cýp'rtional to W.53 and has a slope of (j) -2 for ali
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TABLE 4

SOURCE PARAMETERS IN FIGURE 3.2

Cavity Elastic Velocity Podsson

h 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6

rc (.64) (.53) (.43) .64 .64 .64

rel 7.0 (10.0) (8.8) (7.0) 7.0 7.0

p i.9 1.9 1.9 1.9

B (1) (1.8) (3.3) (1)(2) (3) (1) (2) (2.9) (1) (2) (2 9)

c 366 366 (366) (258) (216) 366

S244 244 '244) (172) (144) (244) (172) (144)

kI .4 .4 .4 .4

k2 417 (597) (525) (417) 417 417

k3 (28) (24) (19) 28.5 28.5 28.5

k4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
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realizations of Equation 3.3, no comparisons of high-

frequency level or high-frequency roll-off are necessary.

a) Long period level: LPL

The long period level (LPL) of the source spectrum is

obtained by taking the limit of Equation 3.3 as (o approaches

zero and substituting Equation 3.7 for Poc,

r.e 3 Poc = 1 klr3
(3.14) 0 =(C'k)Ir r,4

4g. 3

The LPL of the source spectrum is related to final cavity

volume which increases as the cube of the cavity radius for

increasing yield.

In classical cube-root-yield (CRY) scaling the cavity

radius is assumed proportional to the cube root of yield so

LPL is directly proportional to yield

V (W) 0= 0 - (r.) 3 _ w 10

In contrast. Mueller-Murphy allow cavity radius to get

larger as overburden pressure decreases or yield increases.

Substituting Equations 3.13 and 3.9 into 3.14 relates

Mueller-Murphy LPL to yield:

(3.15) ) , - (r.)9 - W*76
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This step allows a quantification of the yield ratio error

associated with cavity radius error. In other words, if the

true cavity radius is rc, and the parameter is estimated at

rc2 then the true yield, W1 , would be different from the

predicted yield, W2 . The difference between true and expected

yield can be measured as a ratio of true and predicted cavity

radius.

(3.16) c" W
\rc2I W,

Figure 3.2a illustrates the RDP for cavity radii of

0.43, 0.53 and 0.64 m with all other paramete:s held constant

according to the BASIC model. The k3 proportionality factors

%<nich determine the estimated cavity radii are 28.5, 38.0 and

43.7 respectively. For a cavity radius increase from .43 to

.64 meters the expected yield ratio is 5.0. The predicted

yield ratio increases approximately as the ratio of predicted

cavity radius (rcl) to true radius (rc2) raised to the fourth

power. The implication is that estimation of relative yield

from forward models is strongly dependent on the estimation

of cavity radius, This weakness could be avoided with

empirical measurements of rc.

In this example, the LPL increases by a factQx of 3.3

for a factor of 1.5 increase in cavity radius. This large

variation in LPL could have a significant impact orn

calibration tests using small explosions in an innomogeneous
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test bed. Equation 3.9 predicts a cavity radius of 28 meters

for 10 kt explosion in tuff-rhyolite at a scaled depth of

122WI1 3 z. The actual cavity radius may vary around the

sphere but the result seen at one station i.s an average. For

small explosions, the entire cavity radius could be contained

by an inhomogeneity with a scale length of two meters so that

the proportionality constant, k 4 , derived for a test site

would be in error.

Because cavity radius depends on pore fluids, it is also

notable that small explosions can easily be placed above or

belo4 the water table. A saturated rock is less compressible

leading to a smaller cavity radius for a given yield.

b) Source Overshoot

Source overshoot is sensitive to all parameters tested

as shown in Figure 3.2a-d. The peak pressure according to

Equation 3.6 for the BASIC model at a scaled depth of 122WI/3

m (1.65 m) is 46.1. x 104 dyne/cm2  The maximum step pressure

calculated by Equation 3.7 should be less than the peak

pressure. Rewiiti.ng Equation 3.7 with , L pR2

(3.17) k, W 2(~~

shows that step pressure is decreased and overshoot is

increased for decreasing rc (Figure 3.2a); increasing tel

(Figuire 3.21) ; decreasing shear velocity (Figure 3.2c); and

increasing Poisson's ratio (Figure 3.2d).
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The effect of increasing the overshoot in Figures 3.2b-d

is to shift the apparent corner toward the low frequencies.

The LPL is not changed by overshoot in Figures 3.2b - 3.2d.

c) Corner frequency

The corner frequency dependence on elastic radius and

compressional velocity is given by

(3.18) (00 = -c-
re.

If the elastic radius is proportional to cube root of yield

then the corner frequency is inversely proportional to the

cube root of yield.

(3.19 C0o ---
Wi /3

The Mueller-Murphy corner scales inversely as yield raised to

the .19 power as shown by substituting Equation 3.13 and 3.8

into 3.17

(3 .2 0 ) (cO c 19

The inverse relationship of corner frequency and elastic

radius is illustrated in Figure 3.2b (arrow is in direction

of increasing elastic radius) As elastic radius increases

from 7.0 to 10.0 meters the corner frequency decrc, ses from

8.3 11z to 5.8 liz.
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Figure 3.2c illustrates the corner frequency shift with

inicruasing P-velocity for a constant Poisson's ration of .1.

The theoretical corner shifts from 8.3 Hz to 4.9 11z for a

decreasu in P-velocity fron' 366 mn/s to 216 m/s. The change

in apparent corner frequency is also related to overshoot.

Figure 3.2d shows the effect of changing only the shear

velocity and allowing Poisson's rat +o change. As

Poisson's ratio increases the overshoot increases and the

"apparent" corner shifts form 8.3 Hz to 7.0 11z while the

thfiecetical corner frequency does not chang-..

2. Source Depth of. Burial-

The bASiC model was calculated for normal SD of 122Wl/3 i

-I T in. Derb of buIrial effecrts associated with CAiR1T (P

- 221-;13) aznd APT (Sb -4W.1/3 n) are illustrated ir E.quro

1(,i a k- proportio)raldity constant ol 28.A in Equatioi,

S. 9, th. 1,z ,;, cL.e CAPT cavity x0djus; ... ilk compdqrud to

I uC. A' . 'I !,, ff oct of decx as jTg the depth o1 lurial I froY

: t• A:} i, to lCr ,,' IL,'- ca iV y I IJ us. A 1. (

] 'i ;,a:.,.o cav'tI y a•O iu;;, 1.1,--:, ML of th,; UIIizi.,u uo A:P' PA:;

t Ji axg,_" t.,an tiT-t II tI,,. LluI IodU] CA1 1' !' ,;'

"]I,, tI,' C C. a C c1 ccA t11f I ieqIoJ'2y oI tL:d p i. u ictLd CAP'i j',:

. g, t' , 1 i'., L!I 111' ccjl ll, -1,

•" :'j ., " . . - ,P, .I~ API 'U] ] q a~ •..o , , , .

C) .. . . . . . .... ~ 1i*-
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apparent in the peak velocity versus range plots in Figure

2.7, the result is not conclusive because Figure 2.7 doesn't

separate frequenicies. (Perret and Bass filtered their data

to get correct time domain amplitude comparisons).

3. CART Reduced Displacement Potentials

Table 5 lists the parameters of two additional models:

SLOW92 and FAST60. These models were chosen to illustrate

the extremes in LPL and corner frequency that are possible

for the McCormick Ranch test site. The RDPs are plotted in

Figure 3.4. Between the two extreme models, SLOW92 and

FAST60, there is a factor of 3.6 increase in LPL and the

corner frequency shifts by a factor of 3.5. It is believed

that the RDP for the CART explosion is somewhere in betweex1

these two extreme models. Derivation of the appropriate

cavity radius,elastic radius, P-velocity and S-velocity are

given below.

Equation 3.9 predicts a cavity radius of 0.66 meters for

the CART source in tuff-rhyolite (k 3 =31.4). Stump (198/1) used

k3= 28.7 for dry alluvium suggesting a cavity radius of 0.60

meters. Since the CART tests are very near the surface the

source medium should be less consolidated and more

compressible. A lower liim.it of .60 to 0.66 meters is taker,

fo, cavity radius. "ihe upper limit of the cavity radius .$;

taker, f rnr phiotogyaYJh1; of the APT craters, which ale 2.0

rm-e~eŽs in, di airel ,x. 'Ihus th,. CAP'J] cavity ]adius i:. ],-s:2 t.I~Al,

]_ a-0Jjty Ja ]ý1 ,
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TABLE 5

CART SOURCE PARAMETERS IN FIGURE 3.4

Bpi'S I C SLOW92 FAST60

h (m) 1.6 3.0 3.0

rc (rr) .64 .92 .60

rel (in) 7.0 7.5 5.2

p (grml/cinn3) 1.9 1.9 1.9

B 1.0 3.1 1.0

c (m/s) 3bb 270 COO

244 120 230

(3 .1 .38 .41

ha .4 ,4 .4

Sk2 (r) 427 1490 776

k 2.5 43.7 28.5

•1. 1.5 >.

Io8.3 5.7 18.,4
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10

10

Q

-z FAST60

LU

111111 I I I I Il Ii I

FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 3.4 Range of possible CART reduced displacement
potentials. Curves are computed from parameters listed in
table 5.
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Mueller-Murphy set k 2 in Equation 3.8 equal to 1490 for

tuff-rhyolite. This constant predicts a CART rel of 12.74 m.

Based on the study of amplitude versus range presented

earlier (see Fig. 2.6 - 2.8), the CART elastic radius appears

to be smaller than 12.74 m hence the k2 constant was assigned

a lower value and 12.74 m is taken as the upper limit for the

CART elastic radius. Since the linear trend fit through all

peak radial velocities has a slope of -1.56, linear motion is

most likely observed as close to the source as 5.0 - 10.0

meters. The BASIC model incorporates an elastic radius of

7.0 meters with a k2 value of 417.

SLOW92 combines the maximum cavity and elastic radii

with the minimum wave velocities. The velocity pair, c = 270

and I = 120, for SLOW92 is representative of the top layer in

the McCormick Ranch site model given in table 3. The low

shear velocity and high Poisson's ratio of .38 results in a

large overshoot; B = 3.1. The low shear velocity with the

large elastic radius results in the minimum theoretical

corner frequency of 5.7. The analytic (or apparent) corner

frequency, roughly equal to the peak in the spectrum, is at 5

Hz.

FAST60 combines the minimum radii with the maximum wave

velocities. The velocity pair, c = 600 and P = 230,

corresponds to layer 2 in the McCormick Ranch site model

given in table 3. The F-velocity was lowered irom 670 ri/s inT

the site model ir, order reduce Poisson's ratio to .41. While

sourc- over shoot fC o the FAST60 RbP )s I .0 th,-ro is a 1-.' :k Ti



the spectrum due to the high Poisson's ratio. The

theoretical ccrner frequency is 18.4 Hz and the spectrum is

peaked at alout 15 Hz.

C. Path Ca!;la qj_g,_a

This section documents the path models that were tested

in an attempt to forward model the CART observed seismograms.

These calculations begin with simple half-space (HS) models

of the test site and conclude with the more complex and

realistic layered half-space models (LHS . A series of

models are included in each group to explore the effects of

different model parameters on the synthetic seismograms.

The results of this section are displays of the various

possible source models combined with the various path models.

Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 are representative of the halt-space

models and Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 illustrate the layered

half s:ace models. Trade-otfs associated with the forward

modeling procedure are summarized in Section D following thin

section.

I . Half-space Greens Fiunctions •

Seismograms are first synthesized for the simplest path

mucoAde]; ax, elastic half-space. The purpose is to test how

much of the hrar stcs of the observed wavef orms can be •

dtctdied lby the sit]' st model.

Green's lurnct i01:. "rc ca]culated for spherical waves

-iria~ t IiJg Iro(l, a po1 . 2, 1et(:y S h.] ow the f r.e t'
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surface in an isotropic, homogeneous, elastic half-space.

The Cagniard de Hoop transform technique of Johnson (1974)

calculates the total wavefield.

Two half-space models are discussed here. Model HS366

assumes the parameters of the second layer in the CART site

characterization listed in table 3. P-wave velocity is 670

m/s, S-wave velocity is 366 m/s and density is 1.9 gm/cc.

Poisson's ratio for this model is 0.29.

The second HS model was derived directly from CART first

arrival times. The CART observations were used to calculate

a P-wave velocity at each range. Sv-P times were then used

to get S travel time and S-velocity at each range. The

velocities of this range varying half-space model are listed

in the upper part of table 6. The velocity pairs resulted in

a constant Poisson's ratio of 0.43-0.45 for the six ranges.

The average velocities chosen for the H5115 model are 400 mi/s

and 115 m/s for P and S velocities.

In summary there is a fast HS model, HS366 with a shear

velocity of 366 m/s and a slow HS model with a shear velocity

of 115 m/s. Green's functions were computed for eauh hS

model at each CART range and convolved with the Mueller-

Murphy source function, BASIC, discussed in the previous

section. The result is a set of racial and vertical velocity

synthet.ics for the two half-space models.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the HSII5 path iDdel wit th li

BASIC source model. Radial and vertical synthetic



TABLE 6

THREE HALF-SPACE VELOCITY MODELS

m c p o

1. Range varying half-space

5.0 227 1.9

9.7 303 100 ..9 .44

13.5 355 215 1.9 .44

20.3 425 125 1.9 .45

27,0 465 250 1.9 .41

40 .6 527 180 1.9 .43

Averaiqc 1la-spac_

2. HS366 670 366 1.9 .29

3. jig]Is l4 0 ]15 2.9 .45



HALF SPACE VELOCITY SYNTHETICS

PATH: HS1 15, SOURCE: BASIC

pRADIAL VERTICAL

4 0.6 rn .34 .54<

27.0 m .43 .69 7

203m.62 .83 <
m
r,

130m1.44 1.16 0

97m2.85 2.4 7

TIME (0.64 s)

Pi'~e3.5'. Velocity -, ntc resulting from the half-

si-ace ve-loc-'ty moll: HSI11, and the BaSic source moioei.
Gff:ýet distar,ýce oi calculation is -hown on the left. At the
r i g 7 o : e a' :i: t. peareOCt
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seismograms are plotted for each CART range. Synthetic

(predicted) amplitudes are given at the right of each trace.

These synthetics reproduce some important aspects of the

observational data that were outlined in Section 2.A.3.

Specifically, the development of surface waves with range

matches the observational data. The body waves dominate the

signal between 5 and 13.5 meters and the surface waves

dominate between 20.3 and 40.6 meters.

Another measure of the fit of synthetics to observations

is the ratio of the peak radial velocity to the peak vertical

velocity. The radial and vertical peaks for CART data are

listed in Appendix C. At close ranges (5-13.5 m) the

observed R/Z ratio is around 1.5. At more distant ranges the

ratio increases to 2 or more. The half-space synthetic peak

ratios show the opposite trend; at near ranges, the ratio is

around 1.2 and at far ranges the ratio is .65. This suggests

the peak radial component at large offsets is too small

relative to the peak vertical component for the HS115 model.

Figure 3.6 shows the effect of sources on the synthetic

calculations at the 9.7 meter rangc. In Figure 3.6a the

HSl15 path model is convolved with the 3 RDPs in Figure 3.4

(after converting the RDPs to moment according to Equation

1.7 as required by Equation 4.4.) Synthetics are compared to

the CARI'3B observation at 9.7 meters.

The factor of 3.5 -3.8 variation in arrmplitud- is ie,]a ',d

to the 1elative arimlitud- of the source morfer:rt f unt o-4 s.

Wti'r, corricztsor~aJ velocity' is used jir J'quatio, 1 .7 to
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HALF SPACE VELOCITY SYNTHETICS 9 METERS

RADIAL VERTICAL

BASIC 2.8 5 '2.47

SLOW92A\ .- 4.40 3.03

FAST60 - -9.95 jj'1111ý 9.46

3.78 4.18

(a)

8AS!C, 1.55 .51 rn

SLOW92 2.-10 -~.7 4 00

FAST60 5.9 3 1.96~

TIME (0.64 s)

l'igure 3.6. Radial arid vertical velocity Synthtiotcs at- 9

meters (a)Slow half-space model, HSJ.15, with three oc'.
(b)F'ast half-space velocity wdth three sources. Thje xi

aMplitude.S Eire pjlotte-d at righ~t. Th~e lbottom tiace, ji.
figure is theý observed velocity fior station B3 (at 9.77
rheters) of CAIRT 3
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convert from reduced displacement potential to seismic

moment, the order of the largest to smallest source functions

changes from SLOW92 having the highest long period level

followed by BASIC and FAST60 to the order in which FAST60 is

largest followed by SLOW92 and BASIC. The peak cbserved

amplitude falls within the range of synthetic amplitudes for

both the radial and vertical components in Figure 3.6a.

The R/Z ratio is 1 - 1.4 for the synthetics compared to

0.9 for the CART3B observation, The relative contributions

of radial and vertical components are well modeled by the

HS115 synthetics at this range.

While the BASIC and FAST60 source models produce

synthetics of similar shape, the SLOW92 model results in a

synthetic richer in long period. This is a result of the low

corner frequency of 5.7 Hz in the SLOW92 source model.

Fig.are 3.6b is the same as 3.6a except this time the

faster HS366 path model was convolved with the 3 RDPs.

Amplitudes vary by a factor of 3.8. The observed peak radial

velocity falls within the range of calculated amplitudes but

the calculated vertical neaks are .me]lir than the observed

peaks.

The R/Z ratios are around 3.0 for the synthetics as

compared to 0.9 for the observed seismograms. This synthetic

R/Z ratio is larger lor the HS366 path than fox. the h1515

path models because the lastei shear velocities iri 115'-60

pr.oduce C)wY rani ia] peaks than, for the I 1 ,5 n'uoeI . '1Ic
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faster model shows a smaller contribution of surface waves

and in general a higher frequency content.

Figure 3.7 is the same as Figure 3.6 but synthetics are

now calculated at the 27 meter range and compared to the

CARTID observation at 27.0 meters. Figure 3.7a is the slow

HS115 path model convolved with the 3 source models and

Figure 3.7b is the fast HS366 model with the same source

models.

Comparing Figure 3.7 to 3.6 it is obvious that as offset

increases, the surface waves become more pronounced on both

the synthetic and observed signals. The most notable

difference between Figures 3.7a and 3.7b is the time of the

surface wave arrival. HS115 results in a surface wave

arrival that is consistent with the observation. HS366

results in a surface wave arrival that is very close in time

to the body wave arrivalL. This argues for a slow shear

velocity as in the HS115 model. Another explarnation could be

a secondary source which is richer in long periods. This

trade-off is discussed 4j Section 4.C.3.

The P - ratio of tie surlace wave peaks of CAU'Ti, i:ý

S2. 4. Thec san:'e T/!Z i atlo ol the 11I1335 syrthetics is aiound

0.6 and aroun,'j 0.F -or the H1-S366 model.

T.e nost c non' d,.fect ii tL.. 11S]]5 syr-th.tins is

S iat th!e ve.r .ica, su- lIace w•te peai: is too lai9'- c-1lative to)

tL,. l=-'ia .S:u! ace. w-uc i. .. ak. Tie: I defuct in tin , 1123S(
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HALF SPACE VELOCITY SYNTHETICS 27 METERS

RADIAL VERTI( AL

BASIC .. 43. .69

SLO92.86 1.33

FAST60 J..\. 1.36 2.58
+'V~-1.41 .58

(a)

Akl_ <

BASIC .42 V.29 m
0

SLOW92 .52 .30
FAST60 1.63 - 1.456-

1.41 .582

TIME (0.64 s)

(b)

1-igure 3.7. Radial and vertical velocity SyiiLiiet~iCS at 271
meters (d)S-low half-space model, HS115, with three sourccs.
(b)Fast half-space velocity with three sources. The peak
amplitudes are plotted at right. The bottom trace in eacrn
figure is the observed velocity from station D (at. 27 moiLtcrs)
of CART 1.
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synthetics is that the arrival t ime of the surface wave is

early.

2. Layered Half-space Greens Functions

Half-space synthetics calculated in the previous section

provided no way to return down-going energy to the receiver.

In this section LHS Grcen's functions are convolved with the

3 RDPs to investigate the more realistic situation cf a

velocity structure that increases with depth and thus

includes turning rays in the synthetics. Green's functions

are calculated for models consisting of 2 layers over a half-

space. In addition to P and S velocities, the reflectivity

solution used in this section allows the specification of Q

(intrinsitc attenuation) for each layer. The code follows a

generalized method suggested by Fuchs and Mueller (1971).

The number of variables to be specified in the LHS

models has increased 6-fold over the number of variables

required for the HS models. To reflect this, the number of

models necessary for comparison has also increased. Four

combinations of S velocities, three comrbinations of Q

structure and location of the source above or below the

three-meter interface have been studied in 12 different

models. Six of the 12 models are presented in table 7. In

these particular models labeled F,H,I,K,N and 0, P velocity

is constant for al] three layers. The effect of changing P

velocities was not addressed because P-velocity was assumed

th(e most. reliable of all the estimates. Q structure does riot

p. .
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TABLE 7

LAYERED HALF-SPACE VELOCITY MODELS

F H I K N 0

.120 80 80 80 120 120 ((a1 = 270)

I2 360 360 360 230 230 230 (M2 = 670)

33 5C0 500 500 360 360 360 (M3 = 930)

A-bo.ve

Below B B B B

Q1 10 10 i0 10 10 10

Q2 50 50 50 50 50 50

Q3 100 100 100 100 100 100
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change between these models because preliminary calculations

showed that a change of Q over the range of estimates for the

ART/CART test site does not severely effect the resulting

synthetic.

The most important parameter and the least well

constrained is the shear velocities structure. Related to

this is the location of thp shot relat>,?e to the 'ezt shall n1.-

interface. The 3.0 meter interface in the velocity structure

in table 3 is the same as the CART shot depth. Path

calculations were made with the source just above and just

below the 3-meter interfacc. To study this parameter models

H and I were completed with exactly the same parameters

except the source in H was placed just below the 3-meter

interface and the source in i was place just above the

interface. This comparison is repeated with the pai. of

models N and 0.

The product of this section will be a series of models

with different shear structures. Inversions in the next

chapter will utilize the series to address the question of

how uncertainty in shear structure maps into the inverted

source function.

To illustrate the general form of the LHS synthetics

Figure 3.8 shows the seismograms resulting from the

convolution of the path model, N, with the BASIC source.

Radial and vertical synthetic velocities are plotted for each

CART range with peak amplitudes listed to the right of each

trace. Comparison of the this figure to Figure 3.5 shows the
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LAYERED HALF SPACE VELOCITY SYNTHETICS

PATH: N, SOURCE: BASIC

RADIAL VERTICAL

40.6 m .21 .43 -<
z

27.0 m .57 .72 m

20.3 m 1.77 .81<
r'n

13.0 m 3.60 1.03 0

9.7 m Ijl 4.94 1.70 "

5.0OM 9.97 -2.89

TIME (0.64 s)

Figure 3.8. Velocity synthetics resulting from the LHS path
mc'del N, and the Basic source model. Offset distance of
calculation is shown at left. At the right of each tface is
the peak velocity. Compare to HS models in Figure 3.5.
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difference between the HS and LHS models. The LHS synthetics

are more complex and show a more oscillatory character as

energy is trapped in the upper layers.

The R/Z ratio decreases with increasing offset. Radial

(body wave) peaks arc larger than vertical peaks at close

ranges and vertical (surface wave) peaks are larger than

radial peaks at 27.0 and 40.6 meters.

Figure 3.9 is the LHS source study. The 3 RDPs were

each convolved with the path model, N. Calculations made at

9.7 meters are compared with the CART3B observation in Figure

3.9a. This figuie is comparable to Figure 3.6 of the HS

study. The observed peak amplitude falls within the range of

peak synthetic amplitudes for both the radial and vertical

calculations. Calculations made at 27.0 meters are compared

with the CARTID observation in Figure 3.9b. This figure is

comparable to Figure 3.7 of the HS study. Here the peak

amplitudes of the radial synthetics underestimate the

observation and the peak amplitudes of the vertical component

overestimate the observation.

Synthetic R/Z ratios at 9.7 meters vary from 1.2 to 3,4

between source models. These ratios are high compared to the

value of .9 for the observation. At the 27.0 meter range the

surface waves are predominantly the peak amplitudes. The R/Z

ratios at 27.0 meters which vary from .3 to .4 are low

compared to the observed ratio of 2.43 at 27.0 meters.

Figure 3.10 is the LHS path study. The six path models

(F,H,I,K,N,O) were convolved with the BASIC source. Fiqure
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LAYERED HALF SPACE VELOCITY SYNTHETICS

PATH: N, SOURCE STUDY

RADIAL VERTICAL

9 METERS

BASIC 4.94 1.69 9

SLOW92 7.42 2.20

FAST60 8.05 -VjV 6.56

3.78 4.18

(a)

27 METERS

BASIC .21 .73 <

0SLOW92 .33 1.14 _)

FAST60 1.10 2.72 "
3

1.41 - 58 .

TIME (0.64 s)

(b)

Figure 3.9. Velocity synthetics at (a)9.7 meters and (b)
27.0 meters resulting from the LHS path model N with three
sources. Peak amplitudes are plotted at the right of each
trace. The bottom trace in (a) is the observed velocity from
station B of CART 3. The bottom trace in (b) is from station
D of CART 1. Compare to HS models in Figures 3.6 and 3.7.



LAYERED HALF SPACE VELOCITY SYNTHETICS 69

SOURCE: BASIC, PAtH STUDY

RADIAL VERTICAL

9 METERS

"F 7.14 5.93

H 4.54 1.96

i 8.07 AA P• • 6.40

K 3.29 AV 1.0 5

N 4.94 1.70

0 10.48 6.70

3.78 4.18

(a)
27 METE RS

F .87 .66

H -'.A • .92 .91 <

3.17 2.83 0

K .78 .38

N .21 -"\ .72

0 2.23 2.50

1.41 .58

TIME (0.64 s)
(b)

Figure 3.10. Velocity synthetics path study. Synthetics
were calculated at (a) 9.7 met~ers and (b) 27.0 meters for the
Basic source with 6 different LHS path models. The lower
trace in each figure is the observed seismogram. LHS path
models are surmtrarized in table 7.
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3.10a makes th,- comparisons at the 9.7 meter range with the

CART3B observation. The synthetic radial amplitudes vary by

a factor of 3.2 and the synthetic vertical amplitudes vary by

a factor of 6.4 over the range of path models. Both the

observed radial and vertical peak amplitudes fall within the

ranges of peak synthetic amplitudes.

Models H and I have the same shear structure but the

source is above the 3-meter interface in I and below the 3-

meter interface in H. This difference results in a factor of

1.8 difference in amplitudes at 9.7 meters and a factor of

3.4 at 27 meters. The larger amplitudes are associated with

the slower shear velocity of the upper layer. Similarly

model 0 and N have the same shear structure but the source in

o was above the 3-meter intertace and the source ii. model N

waq be'--. the 3-m-te- inte-fare. Notice that the observed

amplituae is more closely matched by the synthetics that were

calculated with the source in the lower layer. This suggests

the shear velocity of th- laver that contained the explosives

is closer to the shear velocities in the second layer of the

two models. In particular this is between 230 m/s and 360

m/s.



CHAPTER 4

MOMENT TENSOR INVERSIONS

* The work presented in this chapter follows the method

developed by Stump and Johnson (1977) who inverted radiated

seismic waves to determine the seismic source in terms of a

* moment tensor. A detailed derivation of the theory is given

in Stump (1979). Stump showed that when the source is

represented in terms of a moment tensor the relationship

* between data, source and propagation can be posed as a linear

problem. Once the problem is linearized, the wealth of

techniques for linear inversion can be utilized. The methnid

* of calculating the generalized linear inverse used in this

study follows Lanczos (1961) . Stump (1984) demonstrated that

this method is well suited for explosion seismograms

* especially when the depth of the explosion is known or can be

3 estimated.

Formulation of the inverse problem is outlined in

* Section 4.A and the generalized linear inverse solution is

given in Section 4.B. In Section 4.C, inversions are

completed with the synthetic seismograms discussed in Chaptei

3. This step provides a check of the inversion code and a

resolution study of the source matrix, M. In Section 4.D,

invexs3ois ae corm.pleterl with observational data.

92
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A. Moment Tensor Rerresentation of the-.S.urcQ

The moment tensor representation of the source begins

with the solution of the elastodynamic equations of motion

written in terms of a Green's function integral with sources,

in terms of boundary conditions, initial conditions and body

forces. The initial and boundary conditions are rewritten in

their equivalent form of body forces through the application

of the representation theorem.

The moment tensor representation of the source was

derived from the general representation

(4.1) Uk(x',t')= f Gxi(x t) f t (;x, txt) dx3dt

where Uk is the displacement in the k direction at (x',t');

Gki are the Green's functions for the point source in the i

direction observed in the k direction at (x',t'); fi are body

forces in the i direction at (x,t) ; and V. is the source

volume.

Stump and Johnson (1979) expanded the Green's functions

in equation 4.1 in a Taylor series about the center of the

source volume,x = o

(4.2) GX.(x',t';o,t) = -x G 4(',t';o,t

n 0

0-
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and defined the volume integral over force by distance as th11

force moment tensor, Mij,

(4.3) Mi ji ... no t) X= xj...xin f• j x t dx5I

Substituting Equations 4.2 and 4.3 into 4.1 the displacement

solution can be written:

(4.4) U,(-x' ,t ) = _ _ Gk j..j x, t ; , ) M •.. .o t,

n n!

where ® is the symbol for temporal convolution.

For an explosion, the forces act at the elastic radius

of the source region. Since the elastic radius ot small

explosions is smaller than the seismic wavelength of

interest, it is realistic to simplify Equation 4.4 by

localizing the force in space: a point source is assumed and

only the first ternh in equation 4.4 is necessary.

(4 A4) U '(x',t') ,j ', ' o ) M= ( t )

The equation is further simplified by writing it in the

frequency domain:

(4I.5) UK I ' x wI) G,; (X, (l ; ) ,0) 0 M (o, ;))

I
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where the temporal convolution is replaced by multiplication.

Equaticn 4.5 is the frequency domain solution to the

elastodynarri.c equations of motion utilizing the moment tensor

represents&ion of the equivalent body forces. This equation

is lineai involving ground di.splacement, U, propagation path

effects, G, and source effects, M. The equation is most

conveniently written in matrix form

(4.5 abbreviated) U = GM

The moment tensor, M, represents the force moments and

their directions as a function of time. Conservation of

angular momentum requires the moment tensor be symametric so

there are 6 unique time functions:

[ M-2 Mý ?

M 22  ?
L M33

A purely explosion source contains identical diagonal

elements, Mil, 1 2 2 , M3 3 and off-diagonal elements equal to

zero.

I d 0 
0L 1

The diagonal corrponents of the explosion source arc, equal ii,
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three orthogonal directions. This theoretical explosion

source is purely volumetric: it has spherical symmetry with

* zero deviatoric component.

A pure earthquake source has diagonal elements that sum

to zero making the volumetric source equal zero. An example

* is the moment tensor for a strike-slip fault:

00

Equation 4.5 was utilized in the forward models in

Chapter 3 to predict ground motion, U, as a result of a 5 lb.

explosion (M) in various velocity structures (G) . In this

Chapter, Equation 4.5 is utilized in the inverse modeling of

the source, i•.

S.ZSoution of the Invers<2zPŽb1l

The method used in this study is to solve Equation 4.5

in the frequency domain and convert the moment tensor

estimates to the source time functions. The equation is

written for each frequency. in matrix notiition the left side

of Equation 4.5 is a vector containing the velocity value's of

each channel at a particular frequency. The right side of

the equation contains the Foui.i-r transform of the GrOere's

functions multiplied by the Fourier transform of the momeAit

tensor at. a particular frequency.

0

0
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To obtain the estimate of M, one must calculate the

inverse of the G matrix. The task of inverting the matrix,

G, is accomplished by the method of singular value

decomposition following the work of Lanczos (1961)

(4.6) G = WQV

(4.7) G = VQ- W

Equation 4.7 is the generalized inverse of G. The

matrices W consists of the eigenvectors associated with

eigenvalues of GGT. V similarly consists of the eigenvecto( rf;

associated with the eigenvalues of GTG and Q is a matrix

whose diagonal elements are the positive square roots of th,_•

eigenvalues of GTG.

Both sides of Equation 4.5 are multiplied by G-1 and the

moment tensor estimation is complete.

(4.8) G -U = G-GM

G-U 1 14

The eigenvalue-s obtained in Equation 4.6 ar,-. rmportarit

in defining the re:solutiori of the inverse problem. Th

solution is il]-defined in, directions associatud with -,Tnall

ei.gervalues . Li.kewi.se tl,'h solut ioi has pool re:jo2 ut o,, O

the~ direct ions in which there are very swall eiynva]'.
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The condition numbers, the ratio of largest to smallest

eigenvalue, when calculated at each frequency give an

indication of the frequency band of resolvable solutions.

When the eigenvalues are approximately equal in magnitude the

the condition numbers are small and the problem has good

resolution.

The degree of fit is quantified by substituting the

inverted moment tensor, M, obtained from Equation 4.8 and the

input Green's functions, G, back into Equation 4.5 to produce

calculated seismograms.

4.9 Uc - G (G":Uo)

These calculated seismograms, Uc , are theni compared to the

input seisnmogranz, Uc , by measuring the correlation

coefficient. A correlation coefficient equal to 1.0 is a

perfect fit.

TVe accuracy of the moment tensor calculation is

measured as a function of the variance of the data, Uj, as

follows

(4.10) Vcl (M,) • (G va-r (U
): -

(Stump 1979, elquatioij 4.5).

The above three tools of error analysis: condition

numbers, tine doma.ir fit and frec-u'rrcy domain variance, wiI]

be di %cus.sed az.' th,'y apFly to ir, ve.-r 2 ots jn Sectj ol 4. C. arid
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4.D. Condition numbers and variances quantify the resolution

of the moment tensors. Correlation coefficients quantify the

degree of fit in the time domain.

C. Source Inversions with Synthetic Data

Eight trials with synthetic data were completed to

demonstrate the feasibility of source inversions with the

CART observational data described in Chapter 2. This has

been accomplished by simulating the ranges, azimuths and

noise conditions of the observational data. The trials were

designed to test the effects of signal to noise ratio (SNR),

station distribution and the Green's functions on the

inversions. Trial inversions suggest the CART data set meets

conditions necessary to invert real data for source

characteristics when the interpretations are limited to the

frequency band between 1.5 and 60 Hz. Analysis of the data

in Section 2.A.2 suggests a frequency band between of useable

data between 3.0 and 60 Hz. The combination of these

limitations results in a frequency band of 3 - 50 Hz for

interpretation.

The data qualities include good SNR, good station

distribution and a thorough site characterization which

improves accuracy of the Green's functions. Additionally the

synthetic tests emphasize the importance in calculating the

correct Green's functions for reducing trade-offs between

source and path functions.
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The eight synthetic trials are listed in table 8. The

first 3 trials investigate noise effects, the next

illustrates the effects of using the incorrect Green's

function and the last 4 investigate the influence of station

distribution.

1. Synthetic Inversions Input: Us=MG

The synthetic seismograms were calculated according to

Equation 4.5 using the Mueller-Murphy source for a 5 lb.

explosion at a normal scaled depth of 122 m/ktl/ 3 . The Basic

source model was discussed in Section 3.B.1, listed in table

5 and plotted in Figure 3.4. The plot in Figure 3.4 is the

time derivative of the reduced displacement potential, also

called reduced velocity potential (RVP), with units of m3 /s.

Equation 1.6 was used to convert the RVP in Figure 3.4 to

seismic moment rate.

The moment rate tensor of the Basic source is plotted in

Figure 4.1a. Since this is a purely explosion source, M'11 =

M' 2 2 = M' 3 3 M'ISO. The off-diagonal components are zero

(M' 1 2  M' 1 3 = M'23 = 0) and the deviatoric moment is zero.

The moment rate peak of the diagonal components is equal to

3.485 X 1016 dyne-cm/s. The integral of the moment rate is

the moment tensor plotted in Figure 4.1b.

The spectrum in Figure 4.1c is the M'1 1 component which

is the RVP of Figure 3.4 with a different scale. The zero-

frequency or long-period level (LPL) of the isotropic moment

is equal to 1.119 X 1015 dyne-cm as shown in 4.1c.
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TABLE 8

SOURCE INVERSIONS WITH SYNTHETIC DATA

TRIAL NAME Stations Ranges Channels %Noise

1. 115BICINOO A-G 13.5-40.6 21 0

2. 1iSBICINI A-G 13.5-40.6 21 1

3. 1I5BICINlO A-G 13.5-40.6 21 10

4. 366BIClX A-G 13.5-40.6 21 1

5. GAMMAN1 A-E 13.5, 27.0 15 2

6. ALPHANI A,B,C 13.5 9 1

7. OMEGAN1 A,D 13.5, 27.0 6 1

8. C3N! J,D,M 13.5-40.6 9 1

ot
Ac *34U1 WCMA?10

At 0 AA 4I.S 3-

017.0 m

.40.5

t S~~7I
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Figure 4.1 Basic source. (a) moment rate (b) moment (c)
amplitude spectrum of M'11. Time domain plots are scaled to
the maximum showr by vertical bar. LIL of M'j.1  1.119 X 101•
dyne -cm.
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A sample of the path functions utilized in the trial

inversions are represented by the 10 canonical Green's

functions illustrated in Figure 4.2a. These functions are

the responses at the 27.0 m range of an elastic half-space to

four source types: Strike-Slip fault observed across a

vertical plane (R,T,Z); Dip-slip fault observed across a

vertical plane (R,T,Z); Compensated Linear vector dipole

(CLVD) observed in a horizontal plane (R,Z); and the

explosion(R,Z) (Stump 1979).

The synthetic velocity seismograms used in this section

result from the convolution of the moment tensor in Figure

4.1a with the explosion Green's functions for the slow half-

space model (HS115) in Figure 4.2a according to Equation 4.5.

These synthetics were presented in Figure 3.5 and compared to

the fast half-space synthetics, HS366, and to the Layered

half-space synthetics in Section 3.C.2.

2. Noise Tests

Three noise tests were designed to study the sensitivity

of the inversions to noise in the input velocity seismograms.

The CART 1 configuration, shown in Figure 2.2, consists of

seven stations with good azimuthal coverage (seven different

azimuths) and good range coverage (3 ranges: 13.5, 27.0, and

40.6 m) for a total of 21 components. Noise tests were

completed with 0%, 1% and 10% noise. As an example of the

naming convention usea for these trials, I15BIClNCO indicates

the HSll5 path functions with the Basic source including the
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CANONICAL GREEN'S FUNCTIONS: HS115 27.0 METERS

SS DS CLVD EXPL

R 268 A934 401 10

"T 4; I z 458

Z 381640 661

(a)

CANONICAL GREEN'S FUNCTIONS: HS366 27.0 METERS

SS DS CLVD EXPL
R • 27 _.1II1 40 20

T 1 126 15

Z 42134 
738

(b)

Figure 4.2. The ten canonical Green's fucntions for strike

slip (SS), dip slip (DS), compensated linear vector dipole

(CLVD) and explosion (EXPL) sources calculated for the 27.0

i,,ett rarige in (a) slow half-space model and (b) the fast

half-space model. Model parameters are listed in table 6.
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instrument in a CART 1 configuration with 0 % noise. The

time domain peaks of the source time functions resulting from

synthetic noise trials are listed in table 9.

The results of trial inversion 115BIClNOO are given in

Figure 4.3. The moment rate tensor and its integral, the

moment tensor, are shown in 4.3a and 4.3b. The moduli of the

M'11 and M' 1 2 elements are plotted in Figure 4.3c.

The moment rate tensor has been separated into its

isotropic and deviatoric components below according to

Equations 1.8 and 1.9

1.0 0 0

4.11 Mso = 3.32 X 10 1. 1.0 10 dyne-cm/s

[ 1.0 .17 .83 1
4.12 D•5 = 5.4 X 10' 3 [ 1.37 .10j dyne-cm/s

1 -2.371

The isotropic moment rate peak is 4.6% smaller than the input

source amplitude of 3.485 X 1016 dyne-cm/s. The inversion

results exhibit spherical symmetry. The diagonal comporents

vary from the isotropic estimate at most by U.4%. Tfhe

isotropic moment rate is much larger than the deviatoric

moment rate (3.32 X 1016 / 5.4 X 1013 = 615) . The LPL of the

M'11 amplitude spectrum of 1.0 X 1015 dyne-cm matches close!y

the LPL of the input, 1.119 X 1015 dyne-cm.

The second trial, 115BIClNl, includes white noise that

is 1 % of the peak vertical amplitude at the 27.0 in range in
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TABLE 9

PEAK TIME DOMAIN AMPLITUDES FROM
SYNTHETIC SOURCE INVERSIONS

MOMENT RATE ( dyne-cm/s X 1016)

TRIAL NAME M'II M' 1 2 M t
1 3  M'22 M' 2 3  M'33 M'ISO

II5BICiNO0 3.328 .0007076 .003394 3.330 .0004466 3.310 3.3`4

II5BICINI 3.338 .0005518 .003412 3.342 .001598 3.322 3. 334

115BIClNlO 3.582 .006268 .009900 3.578 .008172 3.618 3. 592

366BIClX 4.326 .2402 1.035 4.192 .7170 9.958 6.158

GAMMAN1 3.330 .002126 .003842 3.330 .001140 3.306 3.322

ALPHAN1 3.428 .0006358 .002084 3.428 .001011 3.426 3. 426

OMEGAN1 3.294 .002242 .01482 3.292 .02564 3.276 3.288

C3N1 3.206 .002006 .02060 3.224 .04842 3.148 3.192

MOME1NT ( dyne-cm X 10i4Q

TRIAL NA4E MI M1 2  M1 3  M22 M2 3  P 3 3  M:so

115BIClNOO 9.552 .012206 .06058 9.564 .007174 9.428 9.514

I15BICINI 9.620 .007530 .05728 9.634 .015060 9.500 9.584

115BICiNIO 11.480 .074400 .09686 11.450 074560 11.720 11.550

366BIClX 23.300 .865000 4.50000 21.920 2.202000 36.740 27.240

GAMMANI 9.592 .037040 .06796 9.602 .018420 9.432 9.542

ALPHAN1 10.120 .011040 .03306 10.130 .00999F 10.070 10.10

OMEGAN1 8. ý'8'2 .016290 .12860 8.964 .255400 8.896 8.948

C3N] 8.841 .032560 .24120 8.928 .932400 8.478 8.750
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Figure 4.3. Synthetic inversion 115BICINOO. (a)moment rate
(b)moment (c)amplitude spectra. Refer to Figure 4.1 for
labels. LPL of M'1l = 1.04 X 1015 dyne-cm.
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the synthetic seismograms. The results are shown in Figure

4.4. A comparison of Figure 4.4 with 4.3 shows that the

inversion was not greatly affected by the addition of this

noise. The peak time domain amplitude of the M'IsO element is

3.334 X 1016 dyne-cm/s. This peak value is 4.3% smaller than

the input source peak. The moment rate tensor exhibits

spherical symmetry; M'11 and M' 2 2 are within 1% of M' 3 3 and

the isotropic amplitude is 833 times largei than the

deviatoric amplitude when the moment rate tensor is separated

into its respective components.

The dashed curves in Figure 4.4c are the variances of

the moment components as a function of frequency computed

from the level of the white noise added to the synthetic

seismograms (Stump, 1979). The standard deviation is 200

times smaller than the modulus of m'11 at 8 Hz and at least 5

times smaller between 1.5 and 50 Hz. LPL measured from W'11

is 1.0 X 1015 dyne-cm. Compare this to the input LPL of 1.119

X 1015 dyne-cm.

In the third noi:;e test, 115BICINI0, a similar trial

inversion was completed with a noise level equal to 10%, of

the peak vertical amplitude at 27.0 m. As shown in Figuie

4.5, the source was successfully modeled with the exception

of long-period and short-period noise in the inverted source

time function. The peak time domain amplitude of the M'I1 O

element is 3.592 X 1036 dyne-cm/s. This value represents a 3c

increase over the input value.

S
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Again the moment rate tensor exhibits spherical symmetry.

The peaks of W'11 and M' 2 2 are within 1% of M' 3 3 . The

isotropic moment rate is 336 times larger than the deviatoric

moment rate when separated into its respective components.

The variance curves in Figure 4.5c suggest the frequency

band of the interpretable source function is more limited

than the case of 1 % noise. The calculated M'11 ntodulus is 20

times larger than the variance at 8 Hz and is at least 5

times larger only between 4 and 15 Hz. However, as

demonstrated in Section 3.B.1 one of the salient

characteristics of the source is long-period level of the

isotropic source function. Even with this limited frequency

band, one would still be able to quantify the source funct.i.on

in terms of LPL by projecting the LFL between 4-15 Hz to the

vertical axis. The LPL of I'II in Figure 4.5c i: 1.1 X 10'5

dyne-cm/s.

Table 9 lists peak time domain moment estimates of the

six moment rate and the six moment components. The

conclusion drawn from the ncise tests is that although noise

as little as 1 % limits the frequency band of the

interpretable source function to 1.5 - 50 Hz, the LPL of the

inverted source function can still be quantified. Even for

the case of 10 % noise this characteristic of the so')rce 4s

stable. The addition of noise does decrease the spherical

symmetry of the inversions slightly by increasing thIle

deviatoric relative to the isotropic coralorient. With t '.
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E
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Figure 4.5. Synthetic inversior IISBICIN]O. White noise

equal to 103, of the peak velocity at 27 meter-s wa.,s adde-d to,the syr5thetics bnefore inverting for (a)moment rate ,o;et

(c)ramplitude spectra. Refer to Figure 4.] foi labfls.



Again the moment rate tensor exhibits spherical

symmetry. The peaks of M'1 1 and M'22 are within 1% of M' 3 3 .

The isotropic moment rate is 336 times larger than the 0

deviatoric moment rate when separated into its respective

components.

The variance curves in Figure 4.5c suggest the frequency

band of the interpretable source function is more limited

than the case of 1 % poise. The calculated M'W modulus is 20

times larger than the variance at 8 Hz and is at least 5

times larger only between 4 and 15 Hz. F-owever, as

demonstrated in Section 3.B.1 one of the salient

characteristics of the source is long-period level of the

isotropic source function. Evenr with this limited freque-rc-y

hand, one would still be able to quantify the source function

in terms of LPL by projecting the LPL between 4-25 Hz to th,

vertical axis. The LPL of 14'2 in Figure 4.5c is 1.. X 20]

dyne-cm/s.

Table 9 li.ts peak timrr domai. rorur~t estir;&oz of th,.

six moment rate and the si x moment corriproiierits. The

corjclusj on drawn f orro th,: ro..s': tests a%. that altnough r)ousq

as little as I . li-its th!, fre-quenrcy bard of the

interpretable source r urctJ.ir, to 1 .5 - 50 1iz, the L,;! of t

inverted source furnction c tar, "Li l be qu ntifIied . v'v,;.f, f ,I

the case of 20 % noise t.h-i, characteristic of the souice as

stab]:. e The: add-tior, of rioi -_ d,,:: dcr ea , t ii h, eu 2

symn'&etry of thie irjve: siorsj slJ4lt2ty by arcreasig ti,:

d,:viatolr ic r ,:] •t to ,J ,ot.,

0



added noise, the ratio was 615. The ratio decreases to 336

for 10 % noise.

As reported in Chapter 2, the noise level of the

observational data is below 1% so that successful source

inversions using the CART data set are possible. Through

synthetic testing the sensitivity of the inversion method to

noise in the input seismograms was demonstrated. however,

these tests were completed only for random white noise. If

the actual noise is polarized or otherwise non random then

the same reliability in the data may not be assumable.

3. Example of Source-Path Trade-offs

One synthetic trial was run as an example of source-path

trade-offs. The same synthetic seismograms were input as for

the 1% noise tes;ts but. thi5. time the wrong Green's functions

were input. The Green's tunctions used in this test are

those of the• fast half-space model, HS366 (table 6). Figure

4.2 i1iustratws the differenceo between the two sets of

Greenr's functions at the 27 meter range.

ii]:.' .J, com,.ares H:A1i5 synthetic velocity au 27

meters wdth tje two difieorknt sets of explosion Green's

function!s. TPadia] syntleti.c-s and Green's functions are

plotted or, the left and vertical on the right of the figure.

On the l'I t jlj Figure 4.6a the radial HS1I5 Green's function

js },1ott'.'J L,]~rjw the (a'i a] di}1 E5]5 syithet ic. On the ilet or,

lj.gure 4.0. ti,'. iadji] } 535C( G, eerne's functi or is plotted

p ~~~lff]O~W tL' l •aiia] II; ... ]5,, :syr,:.c,,Lit . .%rii lar conI'ar].SOI| Wl.-. I9i.J
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R Z

HSl 15 HS115

(a)

0.64 SECONDS

(b)

Figure 4.6 The HS115 radial and vertical velocity synthetics
at the 27.0 meter range compared to the 27.0 meter Green's
functions of the two HS models. Arrows point to the surface
wave arrivals.
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vertical synthetic and Green's functions are made on the

right of the figure. The surface waves in the Green's

functions are indicated by the arrows. Figure 4.6b

illustrates how Green's functions with too fast a shear

velocity fail to match the synthetic velocity. The

separation between the body and surface waves in the Green's

functions does not match that of the velocity records.

The results of the 366BIClX inversions are given in

Figure 4.7. The source and path have traded off to

compensate for the lack of late surface wave arrival in the

Green's function as shown in Figure 4.6. The result is a

delayed time pulse in the diagonal moment tensor that is

largest on the M' 3 3 component. M' 3 3 is 56% larger than the

M'W1 and tae M' 2 2 components.

The moment rate tensor is separated into its isotropic

and deviatoric components below.

[. 0 0
4.13 Mlso = 6.16 X 106 1.0 0 dyne-cm/s

1.0 j

[ 1.0 .13 .561
4.14 D = 1.8 X l0• -1.1 .39 dyne-cm/s4.14 ~ j =1.8 10"2.1

The moment tensor is no longer spherically symmetric;

The isotropic amplitude is only 3.42 times larger than the

deviatoric moment rate amplitude. Recall that this ratio was

833 when the correct Green's functions were used in inversion
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Figure 4.7. Synthetic inversion 366BICIX. Same syntheticý
velocities went into the inversion but the HS366 Green's,
functions were substituted for the HS215 Gr(-enl's functions.
(amoment rate (b)mom,,•nt (c)amplitude spectra. R~efer to
Figure 4.1 for labels.
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HSl15BIC1N1. The deviatoric elements have increased in

strength relative to the isotropic element.

The frequency spectra of M'11 and M' 1 2 shown in Figure

4.7c are different from the 1I5BICINI spectra in several

ways. The moment estimate is 5 times larger than the

variance between 2 - 20 Hz whereas it was 5 times larger than

the variance between 1.5 - 50 Hz for the 11SBICINl inversion.

The M'11 LPL is 4 X 1015 dyne-cm. This is 4 times larger than

the LPL of the input source shown in Figure 4.1.

This example illustrates the source-path trade-offs. In

an attempt to match the observations, even when the wrong

Green's functions are specified, the inversion results in

errors in the source. In this case source errors showed up

as an increase on the M' 3 3 components and an increase in LPL

by a factor of 4.

4 Station Distribution Tests

Four sLatior distribution trials were completed to show

the sensitivity of inversions to limitations in the ranges,

azimuths and number of coHiporiefiLs in the data set. The

following four tests were run with a iA white noise level in

the synthetics velocities. GA•I4AN1 include-- only the 13.5

and 27.0 meter ranges (5 stations). ALPHANl was limited to

only the 13.5 meter ranges (3 stations). OMEGANI was limited

to tw,, statiorTs: one at 13.5 and onct at 27.0 meters. UiaI

C31110 rey2]icates the linear CART3 configuration. For
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comparison to trial inversion IlbBICINI, only stations at

13.5, 27.0 and 40.6 m were included.

The results are shown in table 9 in the form of the time

domain peak amplitudes of the moment rate and moment

estimates. GAMMAN1 moments are approximately equal to

1I5BICINI moments in time domain amplitude and symmetry.

ALPHAN1 moments are larger than 115BIClNl by 3%. OMEGANI,

with only 2 stations has diagonal moment rate components

within 1% of each other. In terms of time domain amplitudes

and effect on symmetry, the trial inversions shown above do

not show sensitivities to station distribution.

5. Condition Numbers

Condition numbers are a measure of how sensitive the

inversion procedure is in the presence of noise in the data.

Inversions with good station distribution are less sensitive

to noise. Condition numbers are obtained by taking the ratio

of the largest to the smallest eigenvalue as discussed in

Section 4.B. Condition number as a function of frequency for

Lhe above 5 trial inversions plus the 115BIClNOO inversion

are plotted in Figure 4.8. i15BICINIO and I15BICIN'I have the

sc ne condition numbers as II5BICINOO. This means that for

the CART 1 station distribution (denoted Cl in the synthetic

trial names), the inversion is just as sensitive to 1% noise

as it is 10% noise.

The ccndition numbers of inversions 115BIC1NOO, C3NI,

GAIMAAN1 and ALPHA are similar. These trials have minima
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Figure 4.8. Condition numbers versus frequency for 6
synthetic inversions.
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between 2 - 8 Hz where the average condition number is 50.

Between 1.5 and 50 Hz the condition numbers are below 300.

ALPHAN1 has a peak of 5200 at 25 Hz corresponding to a

spectral hole in the Green's functions. The spectral hole

results when Green's functions are all calculated for the

same distance from the source. OMEGANI condition numbers are

larger because only two stations are used. The ave.7age

condition number of OMEGANI is 1500. In general tie trial

inversions with the fewest stations have the largest

condition numbers.

The condition numbers associated with inversion 366BICIX

have an average value of 10, which is 10 times smaller than

all other tests. This result suggests that the velocity of

the test medium could affect the ability to itsolve source

characteristics such as size of source excitation. This

observation can be explained by the peak time domain

amplitudes of the Green's functions. Two sets of Green's

functions calculated at the 27 meter range are slotted in

Figure 4.2 with the peak amplitudes at the right of each

111;e .Fo thu fast half-space model, the amplitudes of the

10 Green's functions are of the same order of magnitude. In

contrast the Green's functions corresponding to the slow

half-space model have amplitudes that are 400 times larger on

the transverse component of the CLVD source than the radial

and vertical components of the EXPL source.

This imbc.lar,:e in amplitudes is related to Poisson's

ratio. The HS366 model has a Poisson's ratio of .29 and tihl
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HS115 model has a Poisson's ratio of .45. Based on

information in table 6, the Poisson's ratio of .45 is

believed to be more correct for the McCormick Ranch Site.

6. Time Domain Fits

Equation 4.9 was used to obtain a calculated velocity

from the input Green's functions and the inverted source.

The correlation coefficients measuring the degree of fit

between the input (synthetic) velocity and the calculated

velocity are given in table 10 for all synthetic trials.

Inversion llSBICINOO has a correlation coefficient above .9

for all radial (R) and vertical (Z) components and a value of

0 for all transverse (T) components. As the noise increases,

the R and 7 c:orrelation coefficients reduce slightly. The T

correlatio;n coefficients increase to .18 - .69.

As a visual example, the fit for 115BIClNlO is shown in

Figure 4.9. Input (synthetic) velocity is plotted above

calculated velocity for each component at the 3 different

ranges. The fits are almost perfect for the R and Z

components. The pure noise in T is not modeled very well

which is a good result.

Inversion 366BIClX with the Green's functions that were

too fast shows smaller correlatLion coefficients in table 10.

The fits are correspondingly degraded as shown in figure

4.10. The fits of the transverse components are most

noticeable because the inversion erroneously put signal on

the tiansveise velocities. This result showed up in the
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TABLE 10

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR
SYNTHETIC SOURCE INVERSIONS

RANGE (m) 13.5 13.5 13.5 27.0 27.0 40.6 40.6

AZIMUTH 90 270 0 180 35 215 325

TRIAL NAME

1I5BICIN0O .9973 .9950 .9952 .9991 .9997 .9877 .9946 (R)

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 (T)

.9454 .9471 .9472 .9864 .9864 .9999 .9999 (Z)

115BIClNl .9973 .9949 .9952 .9988 .9994 .9866 .9940 (R)

.1891 .4288 .3716 .4641 .5165 .6415 .6956 (T)

.9457 .9466 .9473 .9860 .986r .9998 .9997 (Z)

I15BICINlO .9929 .9896 .9891 .9778 .9811 .9271 .9326 (P)

.3446 .2196 .3758 .4613 .2834 .6767 .7513 (T)

.9397 .9443 .9391 .9750 .9755 .9828 .9819 (Z)

366BIClX .9030 8193 .9260 .5561 .5124 .4579 .4107 (R)

.1250 0504 .0108 .0685 1"726 .1349 .0391 (1

8373 .7334 .0558 .2327 .1552 8447 .8509 (Z)

GIAMANI .9991 .9993 .9960 .9991 .9980 R)

.0950 -. 1428 .0703 .3418 .9374 (T)

.9910 .9905 .9675 .9555 .9891 ()

ALPHANI 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 ()

.6993 .7341 .5992 (T)

1 0000 1.0000 1.0000 ()

OMEGANI 1 .0000 1.0000 ()

.9999 1.0000 T)

1.0000 1.0000 (Z)

C3N1 1 .0000 .9946 .9856 (R)

.8615 .5753 .9122 (T)

.9992 .9782 .9994 (Z)
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13.5 m 27.0 m 40.6 m

R

Il 3j TLU>

1 I0 z

TIME (s)

Figure 4.9. Synthetic inversion l15BIC1N1O. Comparisons are

made at three ranges for radial (R), transverse (T) and
vertical (Z) components. In each pair, the top trace is the
input velocity record and the bottom trace is the calculated
velocity record. .64 seconds of data are plotted.

I
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13.5 m 27.0 m 40.6 m

R

__j T

TIME (s)

Figure 4.10. Synthetic inversion 366BIC1X. Comparisons are
made at three ranges for radial (R), transverse (T) and
vertical (Z) components. In each pair, the top trace is the
input velocity record and the bottom trace is the calculated
velocity record. .64 seconds of data are plotted.
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13.5 m 27.0 m 40.6 m

R

0
LU T

z

TIME (s)

Figure 4.11. Synthetic inversion OKEGAN1. Comparison-s are
made at only the two ranges for radial for which data wa:-,
input: 13.5 and 27 meters. Radial (R), transverse (T) and
vertical (Z) components. in each pair, the top tiduu i:, Lt,.-
irnput velocity record and the bottom trace 3 s the calculated
velocity record. .64 seconds of data are plotted.
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larger off-diagonal components in the moment tenso-s relative

to the noise traiis.

The correlation coefficients for the station

distribution tests are similar to those of the noise tests.

The difference here is that with fewer stations, the noise irn

the transverse is modeled because there are not enough

stations to distinguish noise from signal. For ex.iple,

OMEGAIN has almost perfect correlation coefficients on aD

six components. Figure 4.11 shows how the noise on the

transverse components was modeled.

La.SourcezJ Lvar F•_vhLLt' sbr vat aDtaL

Table 11 gives the peak time domain amiplitudes of the.

source inversions with the CATIl observational velocity

records. Similar arrclyses to the ones completed for thec

synthetic trial:; will describe ther;e inversiosr,. Hiexu thýe

input is actual observed velocity waveforms. In, SecLiojn

4.IV.1 thje esults of irveisos utilizirng half-space G u'

functions are gv yen. Suction 4.t.2 desciIbeo; the iriver Sio01

utiJlJ z1r'j ];,yrY ed bl l ,]-space dreui,'5: 1 urct2ova;. U jrid i • or

nursa.Qiu atue dJi.cussed il, 6Section 4.1.3 arid cou;.elatiOh

coedffciccts arid fits are discussed in, Section, 4 .. 4.

2. Ial space lVrivr 51 ,

Thit,.-.'- uti h, d,::cxi b.: thu_: of:Zults o l river .sirJ5l, u.iJr 'j

the CAl '2l obserwat. I a) vol ocity soisrrograr., ard hIt s; ac.

Or ox.' s I• ur•]l':t. IQ ', . 'J', l a) , s ace r.w Si..,:, w-'- run. (il,'
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TABLE 11

PEAK TIME DOMAIN AMPLITUDES FROM
CART OBSERVATIONAL SOURCE INVERSIONS

MOMENT RATE ( dyne-cm/s X 1016 )

TRIAL NAME M'1 M'1 2  M'1 3 M'2 2  M' 2 3  M'3 3  M.'I •

115CI 5.086 .006168 .03768 5.062 .0433 4.938 5.030

366CI 13.64 45160 1.869 13.60 .7028 35.56 20.90

CIF 3.302 .2254 .7868 3.492 .4632 5.912 4.155

C1H 1.659 .4189 1.208 2.210 .7223 3.154 1.705

CiN 2.515 .3103 .5248 2.596 .4600 3.427 2.769

CIO .9724 .3260 .0789 1.134 .0412 .7122 .8019

C2N 8.665 .1403 .4585 8.340 4.039 18.03 11.64

C3N 3.250 .4354 2.671 7.227 .5965 7.305 4.872

MOMENT ( dyne-cm X 1014

TRIAL, I:AME Ma _ 1122 M1 3 M2 2  M23  M-33  MISO

215I1 11.98 .04672 .5132 11.81 .2492 14.49 12.76

366C1 121.6 .8632 23.68 110.9 4.184 30. 4 180.9

CIF 9.787 i.587 2.935 10.16 1.160 16.93 12. 23

Call 7.226 1,763 1.032 5,799 1.449 8.253 6.611

C114 9,3 7 4.796 3.063 9,380 3.130 11.68 16.13

C a 5.0E,2 4.554 .4050 4.769 .3540 3.078 3.463

C2U 33. 5 2.562 .0579 3 . 36 1.933 71.35 4

C31 7.207 2.014 6.635 13.71 3.876 17.08 10.91
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with the slow HS Green's functions, HS115, and the other with

the fast HS Green's functions, HS366. The HS115 Green's

functions were used for the majority of the synthetic data

inversions in the previous section. When comparing the real

data inversions of this section with the synthetic data

inversions cf the previous section note there is a difference

in the number of points calculated in the frequency domain.

The observational data inversions have 256 time points (1.28

seconds) and 128 frequency points. The synthetic data

inversion have 128 time points (.64 seconds) and 64 points in

the frequency spectra.

The results of the HSI15 inversion are shown in Figure

4.12. The moment rate tensor and its integral, the moment

tensor are shown in 4.12a and 4.12b with the modulus of the

M'11 and M' 1 2 elements shown in 4.12c. Refer to Figure 4.1

for labels of the moment tensor elements. 1.28 seconds of

data are plotted in the moment rate and moment time series.

The dashed curves in 4.12 are the variances as discussed

in Section 4.C.2. The standard deviation is 5 times lower

than the moment rate estimate between 4 and 40 Hz. A 6imildr

measurement from the synthetic inversion with 1 % noise

limited the frequency band of interpretable data to 1.5 - 50

Hz. Based on these variance estimates there are less high

frequencies available for interpretation than predicted by

the synthetic models.

The LPL of the M'II component in Figure 4.12c is 1.4 X

1035 dyne-cm compared to 1.0 X 1015 dyne-cm for synthetic
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Figure 4.12. Observational inversion 115CI using CART 1
input velocity and HS115 Green's functions (a)moment rate
(b)moment (c)amplitude spectra. Refer to Figure 4.1 for
labels.
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inversion II5BICINI. The similarity of these two inversions

confirms the accuracy of the peaks predicted by the forward

velocity models in Chapter 3. With similar observations and

same Green's functions, the moment is similar.

Time domain comparisons from table 11 show spherical symmetry

in the source when the HS115 Green's functions are used. The

M'11 and M' 2 2 peaks are within 3% of each other and the off

diagonal components have amplitudes of less than 1% of the

isotropic amplitude. Similarly the synthetic inversion with

HS115 Green's functions resulted in off diagonal components

with peaks of only .1% of the isotropic component.

The Results of the HS366 inversion are shown in figure

4.13. The moment rate estimates in figure 4.13c are 5 times

larger than the variance between 4 and 40 Hz. The LPL of tf.c!

M'11 component in Figure 4.13c is difficult to pick because it

is not flat between 4 and 40 Hz. The peak at 7 Hz has a LPL

of 7.6 X 1015 dyne-cm. This difference in LPL between this

inversion and the HS115 inversion is due to velocity

differences between the two half-space Green's functions.

The faster velocity in model HS115 results in smaller pea?

amplitudes in the Green's functions (see Figure 4.2). The

inversions attempt to make up for the smaller amplitude by

putting more energy into the source.

The difference in Poisson's ration between the two

models results in a difference in overshoot, in the 1' 1 ]

spectra. Model HS1I5 with a high Poisson's ratic of .45

results in an increase in source strength between 4.5 and 4()
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Hz. Model HS366 with a lower Poisson's ratio of .29 results

in a decrease in source strength between 4 and 40 Hz. This

phenomenon was predicted by the Mueller-Murphy source models

in Figure 3.2d.

The previous two inversions emphasize the influence that

test medium velocities have on inversion results. This is

even more clearly seen in the comparison of the time domain

peaks in table 11. MISO(366) is 4 times larger than MISO( 1 1 5 ).

Comparing the M'11 , M' 2 2 and M' 3 3 components of the HS366

inversion note that they are not equalized as they were for

HS115 inversi i. Fox the HS366 inversion the M' 3 3 component

is three times larger than the M'11 and M' 2 2 components. The

symmetry of the moment tensors has been changed by the

Green's functions. In particular the symmetry has been

changed by changing the velocity of the test medium. It is

worth noting that similar results were obtained in the

synthetic inversion, HS366BICIX, in which Green's functions

with too fast a shear velocity were used.

The HS366 Green's functions also affect the relative

strength ot the deviatoric moment rate relative to the

isotropic moment. While the isotropic moment rate is 88

times greater than the deviatoric for HS115, the isotropic is

only 3 times greater than the deviatoric for HS366. In

summary the inversion with the HS366 Green's functions

results in less spherical symmetry, and increase in M' 3 3

relative to M'W and M' 2 2 and an increase in LPL by a factor

of 5.4.
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2. Layered Halfspace Inversions

This section describes the results of CART I source

ilnversions, Green's functions corresponding to LHS models 1,

H, N and 0 listed in table 7 are the path models. Peak

moment rates are shown in table 11.

The first comparison is between inversion CIF and CIH.

As shown in table 7, models F and H are the sarip rod with

the exception of the shear velocity iii the most shallow

layer. Model F has a 01 of 120 m/s and model H has a P1 of 80

m/s. The Green's functLJns for both models were calculated

by specifying a source depth of 3 meters-- just below the

interface between layer one and layer two. Comparison of

these two inversions allows an isolation of the effect that

overburden shear velocity has on the moments. Faster shear

velocity results in smaller time domain peaks. This was

illustrated by the Green's functions in Figure 4.2. When the

time domain peak is smaller, the inversion compensates by

increasing the source peak. In table 11 the inversion using

faster shear velocity (F) has larger time domain amplitude

than the inversion using the slower shear velocity (H).

MISO(F) = 4.155 x 1016 dyne-cm/s and MISc(H) = 1.705 X 10 16

dyne-cm/s. Here the difference in shear velocity is 40 m/s

and the isotropic components differ by a factor of 2.5.

Another difference between the two inversions can be

observed in the separation of the deviatoric and isotropic

components.
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[-1.0 -.24 -.841
Dij(F) 0.93 X 1 0 15 .80 .46 dyne-cm/s

-1.8

1.0 -. 64 -1.8 1
Dij(H) -- 0.68 X 10"5 .20 -11 j dyne-cm/s

-1.2

While the isotropic moment rate of inversion CIF is 3

times larger than that of CIH, the deviatoric moment rate is

only 1.4 times larger. The relative strength of the

deviatoric source components is larger when model H is used

than when model F is used to account for the pati.

Decre-L~nq the shear velocity in the upper layer of model H

is respons:ib1e for this difference.

The source time functions and amplitude zf=ctra of

inversion CIF and ClH are shown in Figure 4.14 and Fiau-'

4.15. The M'1 1 estimates in ClF are 5 times larger than the

variance between 4 and 40 Hz. Similarly, the M'11 estimates

in C1I1 are 5 times larger than the variance between 4 and 40

Hz. An estimate of the LPL of CIF is 3.0 X 1015 dyne-cm

compared to 1.2 X 1015 dyne-cm for ClH. These values are

rather subjective because the source spectra are not flat.

between 4 - 40 Hz. These were taken from the spectral peaks.

Inversions CIN and C10 address the problem of source

coupling differences. This is possible because the velocity

and attenuation parameters in models N and 0 are identical.

The only difference in computation of the Green's functions

is the placement of the source. Model N places the source a-
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Figure 4.14. Observational inversion CIF using CART 1 input
velocity and LHS F Green's functions (a)moment rate (b)moment
(c)amplitude spectra. Refer to Figure 4.1 for labels.
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Figure 4.15. Observational inversion CIH using CART 1 input
velocity and LHS H Green's functions (a)moment rate (b)moment
(c)amplitude spectra. Refer to Figure 4.1 fox- labels.
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3 meters- just below the first interface. The velocities at

source depth are 670 m/s and 230 m/s for P and S velocities

respectively with Poisson's ratio equal to .43. Model 0

places the source at 3 meters- this time just above the

interface. The velocities at source depth are 270 m/s and

120 m/s with a Poisson's ratio of .38.

The isotropic moment rate peak for inversion CIN is

2.769 X 101 6 dyne-cm/s and for C1O it is .8019 1016 dyne-cm/s.

There is over a factor of 3 decrease in isotropic moment when

the velocity at source depth is decreased. The deviatoric

components of ClN are larger than those of C1O relative to

their isotropic components. Increasing Poisson's ratio at

shot depth increases the contribution of deviatoric relative

to isotropic source components.

Figures 4.16 and 4.17 compare the source time functions and

spectra for the CiN and ClO inversions. LPL measured from

the M'11 spectrum is 2 X 1015 dyne-cm with the N path model

and .6 X 1015 dyne-cm for model 0. Model N, with the faster

velocity at source depth results in LPL of moment that is 3.3

times greater than that of model 0. The above two

comparisons show how changes in the Green's functions relate

to large differences in the resulting moment tensor

estimates.

3. Condition Numbers

Condition number as a function of frequency for 4 of the

observational inversions are plotted in Figure 4.18. The
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condition numbers for inversions CIF, CIH, CIN, C1O and all

have average values of 10. Only C11 is plotted in Figure

4.18. All but I15CI are have similar shape and values of

around 10 beyond 10 Hz.

CIALPHA has a peak of 300 at 40 Hz corresponding to a

spectral hole in the Green's functions. A similar peak

occurred in the synthetic inversion, ALPHAN1, when the same

Green's functions were used and the input velocities were

limited to one range.

The condition numbers associated with inversion I15CI

art larger than all others with the exception of the peak in

C3AILPHA. As was di-scussed in Section 4.C.5, the inversions

with the slowest shear velocities produce the largest

cornditiion nuff4-mLr s.

4. Time Domain Fits

Correlation coefficients for the 9 CAPT 1 observational

data irnversions are listed in table 12. The input

seisrrograi are compared t.- the calculated seismograms in

Figures- 4.19 - 4.20. Comrrarisons are made at the three

ranges representative of the CART I data set: 13.5, 27.0 and

40.6 reter:;. In each pair, the top trace is the input

velo,;jty rc'd aid the bottom trace is the velocity record

calculated nf.om th 2- inp•ut. Green's functions and the inverted

irornt~h It at;.e.t t'~I.'l:or.

V"jg.]re 4.19 sciw,. t,1e tim, domain fits to the CAPT 1

data u:.,inI I t, ow pil, mde], hi- I. 'Figure 4.20 show5 tlhe(
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TABLE 12

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR
CART I OBSERVATIONAL SOURCE INVERSIONS

RANGE (m) 13.5 13.5 13.5 27.0 27.0 40.6 40.6

AZIMUTH 90 270 0 180 35 215 325

TRIAL NAME

I15CI .8399 .8742 .9365 .7130 .6064 .6889 .7355 (R)

.1720 .3665 .2727 -. 0388 .4888 .5647 .2253 (T)

.2189 .7611 .6304 °2027 .0591 .6573 .7717 (Z)

366CI .9112 .9118 .7123 .8855 .7330 .9104 .8410 (R)

.4866 -. 1501 .5584 -. 0897 -. 2005 .5791 .4078 (T)

.6928 .5851 .6205 .8615 .7260 .8113 .7602 (Z)

CIF .9550 .9657 .8729 .9408 .7780 .8974 .9162 (P)

.111 .4154 .6921 .2074 .2636 .6850 .1269 (T)

.5852 .6993 .6688 .6827 .6066 .6636 .4747 (Z)

CIH .9263 .9489 .8740 .8089 .8599 .6700 .6427 (R)

.4333 -. 1449 .5746 .2112 .0696 .2491 .1180 (T)

.3729 .5396 .4495 .4961 .1807 .1745 .1622 (Z)

CIN .9584 .9501 .7800 .6364 .5430 .8132 .8418 (R)

.5016 .6531 -. 1258 .0644 .7026 -. 1943 -. 0248 (T)

.4801 .5897 .5689 .0639 -. 0403 .4550 .4195 (Z)

CIO .9715 .9726 .7788 .8014 .7574 .6196 .6510 (R)

.5577 .6457 .0817 .3276 .6716 -. 0894 .1748 (T)

.4294 .5201 .4345 -. 0109 -. 1275 .2404 .3998 (Z)

ClGAMMA .9581 .9647 .6508 .8525 .7379 (R)

.5849 .6773 -. 1847 .1932 .7040 (T)

.4449 .5629 .4818 .1983 .2239 (Z)

C1ALPHA .9920 .9924 .9967 (R)

.8630 .9396 .'798] (1)

.9684 .9801 .9567 (Z

ClOMEGA 1 .0000 1.0000 (P)

o.0000 1.0000 ('

1.0000 1.0000
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Figure 4.19. Observational inversion 115C1. Comparisons are
made at three ranges for radial (R), transverse (T) and
vertical components. In each pair, the top trace in the
input velocity xecord and the bottom trace is the calculated
velocity record.
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13.5 m 27.0 m 40.6 m
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Figure 4.20. Observational inversion 366C1. Comparisons arQ
made at three ranges for radial (R), transverse (T) and
vertical components. in each pair, the top trace in the
input velocity record and the bottom trace is the calculated
velocity rec,,rd.
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fits when the fast HS model, HS366 is used. The peak

amplitudes of the input seismograms are matched better by the

HS366 inversion than the HS115 inversions. The HS366

inversion also does a better job of matching the surface

waves.

As a representative of the LHS fits, inversion CIN

velocities are plotted in Figure 4.21. At 13.5 meters the

radial peak is matched but the vertical peak is

underestimated. At 27.0 and 40.6 meters the radial peaks are

underestimated while the vertical peaks are better matched.

SI i i



CHAPTER 5

SUMMIARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The CART/ART tests have been useful in demonstrating a

method of experimental seismology to constrain source

characteristics for small explosions. One advantage to this

approach is that physical parameters, such as velocities of

the source medium, can be measured in the field to enhance

modeling procedures. Trade-offs in the source and path

effects are unavoidable even on the small scale. This study

has attempted to quantify these trade-offs as they relate to

uncertainties in the McCormick Ranch site model. Conclusions

from this study fall into three main categories: increased

knowledge of the path effects, increased knowledge of the

source physics and recommendations for future tests.

. McCormick Ranch Geological Model

Low velocities, low Q-values, and high Poisson's ratio

of the McCormick Ranch test site are factvis that contribute

to some unique problems in the source models. The best model

for the site was given in Table 3. P-velocities are belie'ved

to be reliable as are depths to interfaces. Upper layer 0

values are very low (5-10).

The hardest parameter to define is shear velocity.

Because there was in. uificitrit data to resolve the shear

:i 45
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velocities, a range of shear values was carried into Chapter

I on forward modeling and Chapter 4 on inverse modeling.

Uncertainty in shear velocity strongly affects the relative

amplitudes of the path functions and thus influences the

symmetry and strength of the source functions. As an

example, inversions CIF and CIH illustrate the importance of

overburden shear velocity. Decreasing the top layer shear

velocity from 80 to 120 m/s had the effect of decreasing the

source strength from 3 X 101 dyne-cm to 1.2 X 1015 dyne-cm.

L. S.urce_ Physics

J,, .J.UZ.Lve process of refining the proportionality

constants in the 1971 Mueller-Murphy forward models produced

a range of possible CART source interpretaions. These

constants can be used as a starting point for future studies

in which dry alluvium is the source medium.

The best forward model (BASIC) was obtained by using the

following constants: a compaction factor (kI in equation

3.7) of 0.4, an elastic radius factor (k2 in equation 3.8) of

427; a cavity radius fA .t.r (k3 , Equatior: -9) of 28.5 and

decay constant factor (k 4 , Equation 3.10) of 1.5. Errors in

cavity radius were shown to be of particular importance

because of the relation between cavity radius and the long-

period-level of the moment rate spectrum which is interpreted

directly as source strength.

Errors in the Green's function can lead to changes in

the syrwlirti y of th,: source 1 mel" iVeLeOrt S6)t:OI I x L. Uiul,•
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wcrc predominantly spherical when the slow HS Green's

functions were used. When fast HS Green's functions were

used, the deviatoric source components increased in size

relative to the isotropic source. In particular synthetic

tests with the wrong Green's functions resulted in diagonal

components of the moment tensor with the M3 3 increased in

amplitude by a factor of almost 3. There was also a factor

of 4 error in source strength.

This study serves as an investigation into methods of

determining yield scaled source models for small sources.

Although ab'solute measurements of soui,.e strength are

dependent on accurate velocity models, a site-specific

scaling model is obtainable using the experimental method

outlined in this study. The next step would be to repeat the

study in the same source medium at similar scaled ranges but

with incrementally larger yields. In this way a yield-

scaling would be developed for alluvium. The same series of

tests would then be conducted in other rock types.

F. Recommen dtiýon s

Site parameterization should be done before explosion

tests. Because o: their importance in determining the long-

period-level of the isotropic source, it is essential to

constrain velocities of the source medium. In addition,

preliminary site characterization could help avoid placing

the source near an interface.
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Forward modeling can be done after the site is

characterized and before the explosions.

When alluvium is the source medium, Poisson's ratio can

be high. The result is that the Green's functions have very

large amplitudes with respect to the shear components. The

method may not be so sensitive to shear velocities errors

when a medium with lower Poisson's ratio is used.

Slightly larger sources should be used so the burial

depth for containment is deeper. This should reduce the

problems of the near-surface inhomogeneities.

CART 1 design is recommended because it has the best

range coverage and azimuthal coverage. Designs can be tested

through inversion of synthetic data. The condition numbers

indicate whether the design is purticularly sensitive to

noise in the data.

To compare contained and uncontained shots, stations

shoula oe placed in the same relative locations so the same

Green's functions can be used for the two different sets of

inversions. This will improve bias of comparisons. Even if

the Green's functions are noL kijown wiLh mui.eu certaintiy at

least the error will be systematic allowing direct comparison

of source functions.

Finally, the development of two additional field

techniques would be useful: an improved method of obtaining

shear velocities and empirical measurements of the final

cavity radius. Both of these measurements could help

determine the source strength in an absolute sense.
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APPENDIX A

DATA CORRECTIONS

Data corrections refer to those steps taken to convert

the observed accelerograms to velocity and displacement

records. The processing steps (PS) are listed, discussed and

illustrated below. In order to maintain continuity in

illustrating the processing steps, some figures are presented

that are not referred to in the text.

1.0 Deglitch

2.0 Rescale

3.0 Integrate to velocity

3.1 Remove slopes

3.2 Hi-pass filter

4.0 Integrate to displacement

5.0 Window

PS 1.0 Deglitch. Instrument glitches were removed using

a maximum threshold amplitude with all values in the series

above the maximum replaced by an arithmetic mean of

surrounding data points. Six channels out of sixty were

Je9litched.

PS 2.0 Rescale. Each point in the acceleration time

series was multiplied by a scale factor to convert digital

counts to cm/s 2. The peak accelerations for each channel of

data are listed in Appendix C.
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PS 3.0 Intecgrate. Observed accelerations were

integrated i.n the time domain using the trapezoid rule.

Integration had the effect of boosting the long-period end of

the spectrum. Because slopes and long-period noise made the

signal look noncausal, corrections were necessary to return

the records to realistic velocity records. Long-period noise

estimates are not available at the time of this writing.

PS 3.1 Remove slopes. Slopes were subtracted using

cursors on a graphics terminal with an interactive plotting

routiiw. Slope removal was the most time consuming of the

processing stey-, because several attempts were made on each

channel of data before the proficiency was acquireo to do

this step in a consistent manner.

The observed slopes are grouped into the six dittierent

types listed in table 13. Also given in the table are the

percentages of occurrence of each type. Discussion of each

typ(o follows.

Type 1 is just a constant slope in velocity. An example

is giveni in Figure A.1b ( file 2D3) . A constant DC offset in

a2-e-erauTýion causes this type of slope. To illustrate this

poirnt the DL offset (1.2 cm/s 2 ) in acceleration was removed

lefore integrat ion. The resulting uncorrected velocity

(iigure A. le) did not exhibit th&- ramp as in Fijurire A.Lb.

T _'o sp-oct ra in Figur,'ýs A. lb, ic and le .Io. great mi3a i

not .:e::, 3 and 70 liz. Below 3 Hlz the effzc, c._ t r isrrm- is

soeri as a r Jr 1r, lorig-preriod energy.
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Although removing a DC term in acceleration or removing

a ramp in velocity are equivalent processing steps, several

tests such as the one described above lead to the conclusion

that it is preferable to remove the slope after integration.

The reasoning behind the preference is that in calculating

the DC offset, only the first 30 points are used whereas

slope removal in velocity uses more points for the average.

Type 2 was the most commonly observed slope. An example

is given in Figure A.2 ( file 2A3 ) . The step was identified

and located by drawing one line through the points before the

onset of the sic- I and another line through the points after

the signal ha sed. Location of the step is coincident:

.7ich the first peak of the signal in each case. The slopes

before and after the step are ecrial for haif of the channels

with this slope typ'2 suggesting that the step is superimposed

on the type 1 slope. In other words, if the DC offset were

removed before integration, type 2 would not have a slope but

rather a step in uncorrected velocity. Note that the steo

occurs at the time for signal arrival ( types 2 and 5 ) ir, 36

of 20 channels on the radial component ( see table 13).

One explanation for the step is that it is related to a

sampling problem. If the recording system fai].ed to

reproduce all the high fre'4uency components ot t:e

the error would be largest on-, the first cycle of t.,

a-r.eleroujr. r d-spersive w/ay,. r r.cy•S' a-_, .I-

unde'?r t_,, Our'ru for t'h. .fi rst: two P'''--. i ', "6 a.

r
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TABLE 13

TYPES OF' OBSEPVED SLOPES WITH PEPCENTAGES

R T z Total %

(1 Constant 5 2 4 18 .3

(2) Step 7 3 14 40.0

MC, C'1 I "(3) Tw., ...... ). U 2. Uo "-

(4) Threu ,amps i2 10 0 20.0

(5) Stp and Ramp 5 2 2 15.0

(C) Ot,.: J ' 0 3.3
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A test of this hypothesis was to reproduce a step in a

file that did not exhibit a sterz in uncorrected velocity (..ee

Figure A.le ) . A 4-pole low-pass Butterworth filter with the

corner at 50 Hz was applied to the DC-corrected acceler-itiorL

data of file 2D3 ( Figure A.la ) . The file was then

integrated to yiuld uncorrected velocity. The results were

marginal in reproducing a step.

Continuing the test, a similar filter with corner at 30

Hz was applied to acceleration. In addition, a filter at 60

Hz with a 12-pole roll-off was applied to the DC-corrected

acceleration. Steps in uncorrected velocity resulting from

these filter tests are negligible compared with those

observed for the type 2 slope.

The above tests failed to reproduce steps because the

Ligh frequencies were reduced throughout the signal time

window. In order to explain the location of the step at tse

first arrival, the high frequency depletion should affect

only the first cycle.

In a different test to replicate the steps, the

amplitude of only the first positive peak was reduced. As

illustrated in Figures A.3a and A.3b, the first peak was

reduced frcrm 150'5- cm/s2 to 1305 cm/s2 (13.3%) by editing the

acceleration file. As shown in Figure A. 3c, this procedure

has replicated the siope observed in Figur,_e A.22b where the

step i J S i the :-aximrluln veloCity. Comnarisori of :spect ra

in Figure2 A.lb and A.3c shows similar;ity ahoy<. 3 Hz.
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Now, comparing Figures A.3d and If, the slope-coriection

process is validated. Figure A.it reprcsents zhe oiiginal

file which had no step in uncorrected velocity and in Figure

A.3d an artificial step has been successfully iemoved. The

same test was repeated with a 90 % reduction in peak

amplitude (see Figure A.4). Again the correction process is

validated comparing Figure A.4c with Figure A.if. Note that

the spectra in Figures A.If, A.3d and A.4c are almost

identical below 40 Hz.

The conclusion is that loss of energy above the anti-

alias filter corner frequency (70 Hz) may have affected the

representation of the signal but that due to dispersion, this

effect is only important in the first cycle. While the slope

correction procedure cannot restore high frequencies, it does

improve the representation of the sigrnal by increasing the

amplitude of the first arrival by an appropriate amount.

Slope types 3 and 4 are similar to the type I ramp in

uncorrected velocity with the addition of slope changes at

various times throughout the signal. Anr example of slope

type 3 is given in Figure A.5b (file 2G2). Note that the

slopes in Figure A.3b could be redrawn with 3 instead of 2

slopes. That would have made file 2G2 an example of the type

4 slope with three ramps, one occurring at the arrival of tho

signal.

Type 3 and 4 slopes may be related to tilt of the

accelerometer. If this is the case, the change- in slooc

should occur or, both horizontal components at thrj samie -oit
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in time. A comparison should be made with files 2G2 and 2G3

(Figures A.5b and A.5c) for verification. Otherwise, if the

changes do not occur at the same time, then the tilt was with

respect to only one axis. The lesson learned by comparing

Figures A.5b (transverse component) and Sc (radial component)

is that a better interpretation is made when all three

components are corrected simultaneously.

Peak amplitudes in acceleration, velocity and

displacement are given in Appendix C. Peak acceleration

amplitude of the transverse component is an average of 25% of

the radial. One explanation for the apparent slope changes

on the transverse components is that tilt is more obvious due

to smaller transverse amplitudes. The instrument tilt

required to cause the change in slope in Figure A.Sb is 0.06

mm. The calculation was made for an instrument box 18 inches

(460 mm) in length. Tilts of this magnitude could be caused

by shifting of the instrument box in the dry alluvium after

the signal has passed.

Type 4 slope is similar to type 3 except that two

changes in slope occur. The first change is coincident with

signal arrival and the second change is after the signal has

passed. Half of the transverse components required the

removal of slope type 4.

Slope types 3 and 4 are difficult to remove consistently

because of the placement of the change in slope. In attempts

to repeat the corrections, it was noted that the placement of

the change in slope affects the appearance of the long-pcriod
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noise in the slope-corrected velocity (Figure A.5d).

However, the high-pass filter applied in the next processing

step (PS 3.2) does a good job of removing the long-period

oscillations before and during the signal (FigureA.5e).

After repeating the entire processing sequence for a file

such as 3A2 the corrected velocity records look the same even

if the slope corrections were slightly different

Types 5 and 6 are combinations of types 1-4. Type 5

slope is a step followed by a ramp. Type 6 slopes are

similar to the others but with an extra change in slope, in

one case (file 1A2) the change in slope occurl..d before

signal arrival. In another case (file 2B1) thle uncorrected

velocity was similar to type 5 except that the step at the

signal arrival was very large and there was ai. e:tra slope

change after passage of the signal. Both of these cha..n,•

are excluded from analysis because of their unusual

characteristics.

PS 3.2 High-pass filter. In the discussion of •lop.

type 3, the l-ng-period noise resulting from the irteg:ation

and slope removal was pointed out. The Lest filt!r desi':

was determined by finding the corne;r that would eliriiii'°e

most of the long-period noi se and retain the broadest.

frequency band possible. The optimal corner wa- fournd to b,_.

3.5 Hz as iliustratied in, Figure A.I.

During early worr' with the data di. fe-:.', 4-pole Ifte :-.

were designed for each 1.-ile. L te: , it .-w determinoo "rh.t

t-,,' 4-pole f hit>[ had too steep a .. ].-- £ nd .,
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significant acausal arrivals. This effect is illustratud by

comparing Uigures A.6 (4-pole) with Figure A.2d (2-pcle).

The final filter design is a 2-pole high-pass

Butterworth filter with corner at 3.5 Hz. Every channel of

data was passed through this same filte- after slope removal.

The non-zero phase characteristics of this filter are

compensated in the inversions.

PS 4.0 Inregrate to displacement. The corrected

velocity records are integrated a second time to yield

displacement. Figures 7.7a and A.7b illustrate the problems

with the long--pericd noise if the filter in PS 3.2 is not

applied before th'e: second integration. Whun the filter is

applied before the second integration, no further corrections

are necessary.

PS 5.0 Window. ýhe correctcd velocity records ar

windowed from 600 T`ý--ts to 256 points with 25 points beforeFne signal arrival a-d 231 points after the signal arrival.
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2D3SC.ACL

C . -0

SI I i 1 I

o 0.00 0.75 1.50 2.25 3.00
Time (seconds)

0

- -

-o14 -

'-04

Frequency (Hz)

Fiaure A. Ta. Obs*;erved •'cceleration scaled to cm/s 2 .
2D3 is the radial component observed at the 5 meter raie.
Peak amplitude is 1.56 9. PS2.0
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2D3SCV.INT

CO

F- ] I ~1

0.00 0.75 1.50 2.25 3.00

'lime (seconds)

P..4
,-,I

zN

10-I 1 1 fl 100 ''''''1 111101' V1 7 1 0 2

Frequency (Hz)

Figure A.lb. Example of slope type 1, a constant slope ir,
urncorrc:cted velocity. Record obtained by integratior, of
Figure A.la. PD3.0
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2D3SCV.SLP

CO

SI-I

0.00 0.75 1.50 2.25 3.00
Time (seconds)

"10 1 TTr' ~l JlJl0" ýO 1 I 01" 10' r Hl 2

Freqluency kttz)

Figure A.Ic. Slopt, subtracted frorn Figure A.ib. PS3.1.
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2D3SC.VEL

CV

0.00 0.75 1.50 2.25 3.00
Time (seconds)

D0

-"4

-:-

10 1FIIII) lol ' I I 1 I ]II---VI I I F1110

Frequency (Hz)

Figure A.ld. Corrected velocity. Record obtained by
application of high-pass filter with corner at 3.5 Hz to
Figure A.lc. PS3,2
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2D3SCDCV.INT

rn
C. .

SI" I I

0.00 0.75 1.50 2.25 3.00 0

Time (seconds)

- N

1 0 - 1 10 1 111 11 -111111 10

Frequency (Hz)

Figure A.le. Uncorrected velocity. Record obtained by
removi.ng a DC offset from Figure A.la before integrating.
Compare to Figure A.lb. where the DC term was not removed
before integration. Removing DC in acceleration is
equivalent to removing a slope from velocity.
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2D3SCDC.VEL

>1
F I I - - I -I

0.00 0.75 1.50 2.25 3.00
Time (seconds)

• 10-- • - 11 oo 1 ,,0 1- "j [ 102

Frequency (Hz)

Figure A. if. Corrected velocity. Compare t-0 Figure A.Id.
Figures A.1d and A.I~f are almost. idenitical- a d suPport th-e
statementL that reinoving DC in acceieratioJ~i• seuvaet
remrovinig a slope froin velocity.

•i i~~~~~~~~~~'ll I IIIl II I II II I I
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2A3SCV.INT
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2D3SCDC.ACL
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2D3DCTST2.ACL
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2D 3DCTST2V.INT
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2G2SCV.INT
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2G2SCV.SLP
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10 _ ,10 , ', ,,1101 , 1 ,,i f02

Frequency (Hz)

Figure A.5d. Velocity record obtained by subtracting the two
slopes from Figure A.5b. The departure from the zero line
shows up as a peak in the amplitude spectrum below 1 Hz.
This b-,•t in long period noise is a result of integration.
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2G2SC.VEL

. ,I
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10- 100 101 'r'1j 2

Frequency (Hz)

Figure A.Se. Corrected velocity. Record obtained byfiltering slope-corrected velocity with a high-pass, 2-poleButterworth filter with corner at 3.5 hz.
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2A3SC4.VEL
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10-i 1 1 ,1111 100l , , II,,,lO I , , ,,,,11102
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Figure A.6. Filter test. The 4-pole filter design was
rejected because of the significant acausal arrivals induced
by the filter. Compare to Figure A.2d where the high-pass
filter in PS 3.2 has a 2-pole roll-off.
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Io 2G2SC.DPL
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Figure A.7a. Corrected displacement. Record obtained by
integration of Figure 5d. The displacement signal is
affected by long-period noise remaining in the corrprted
velocity.
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2G2SCP.DPL
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Figure 7b. Fljsplacement record obtained by integration of
Figure A.51. The poor quality of this displacement record
illustrates th I-. m.an.cc -f th-'r ps fi1r •, .1.
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APPENDIX B

COMPLETE EXPLOSION DATA SET
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APPENDIX C

CART PEAK AMPLITUDES

File Range Range Peak Accel. Peak Vel. Peak Displ Slope
Name (m/ktl/ 3 ) ( m) (cm/s ) (cm/s) (cm) Type

IAI 1019.0 13.5 373 2.44 1.6 4
1A2 130 .52 .4 6
1A3 342 1.89 3.5 1

IBI 3.019.0 13.5 598 2.22 1.9 1
IB2 113 .50 .8 4
IB3 441 2.01 3.1 5

iCi 1019.0 13.5 404 2.08 1.5 1
IC2 99 .25 .4 5
IC3 344 1.86 3.2 2

IDI 2001.9 27.0 122 .58 .7 2
1D2 31 .11 .2 2
ID3 186 1.41 1.8 2

lEi 2001.0 27.0 115 .48 .6 5
1E2 46 .26 .4 4
1E3 184 1.33 1.7 2

I.F1 2999.5 40.6 62 .26 .6 2
1F2 37 .15 .2 2
1F3 136 .73 1.0 1

IGI 2999.5 40.6 75 .38 .6 2
3G2 52 .18 .1 1
1G3 95 .47 .9 2

2A1 429.6 5.0 2156 10.46 9.3 5
2A2 273 .77 .4 4
2A3 1387 13.57 28.9 2

2B1 429.6 5.0 2342 8.71 10.4 6
2B2 144 1.2 1.8 4
2B3 1401 13.47 27.8 2

2C1 429.6 5.0 2950 13.15 10.5 4
2C2 366 2.24 3.6 2
2c3 965 9.88 21.6 2
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File Range Range Peak Accel. Peak Vel. Peak Displ Slope
Name (m/ktl/ 3) ( m) (cm//s 2) (cm/s) (cm) Type

2DI 429.6 5.0 2479 9.87 10.5 1
2D2 272. 2.94 3.6 5
2D3 1506 14.50 21.6 1

2E1 1019.0 13.5 390 1.52 10.5 2
2E2 38 .14 4.0 4
2E3 536 2.68 29.2 2

2F1 1019.0 13.5 494 2.28 1.8 1
2F2 153 .73 .4 4
2F3 562 4.15 4.4 2

2G1 1019.0 13.5 440 1.45 1.5 1
2G2 127 .32 .3 3
2G3 331 2.08 3.5 2

3A1 429,6 5.0 1875 9.54 8.2 5
3A2 263 1.88 2.6 4
3A3 1581 16.59 31.4 2

3B1 747.8 9.7 1209 4.18 2.2 5
3B2 153 .40 .3 4
3B3 596 3.70 5.6 2

3C1 1019.6 13.5 554 2.85 1.6 2
3C2 127 .50 .3 3
3C3 493 2.97 3.4 5

3D! 1511.9 20.3 138 .88 1.1 2
3D2 113 .41 .2 4
3D3 392 2.01 2.6 2

3E! 2001.9 27.0 189 .56 .8 2
3E2 63 .24 .2 4
3E3 219 1.61 1.5 1

3F1 2999.5 40.6 53 .24 .6 5
3F2 43 .19 .2 1
3F3 72 .45 .9 2
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APPENDIX D

ART PEAK AMPLITUDES

File Azimuth. Range Range Peak Accel Peak Vel. Peak Displ
Name Degrees ( m) (m/ktl/ 3) (cm/s 2) (Cm/s) (cm)

ARTI 0 10.0 742.26 637 2.94 2.5
105 .46 .6
745 7.28 11.1

ARTI 60 10.0 563 2.33 2.2
96 .51 .8

632 5.39 5.8

ART1 120 10.0 831 2.99 2.6
148 .37 .5
764 7.38 7.8

ART1 180 10.0 960 4.81 2.9
96 .66 7.9

515 4.78 5.3

ART1 240 10.0 752 1.70 1.0
113 .37 .7
594 5.09 4. 5

ARTI 300 10.0 642 1.27 .9
113 .37 .7
506 4.66 5.2

ART2 0 20.0 1476.4 221 1.14 1.0
67 .29 .19

191 1.72 1.8

ART2 90 20.0 204 1.03 .9
59 .18 .3

402 2 .52 2.4

ART2 144 20.0 225 1.15 1.3 I
8 r .39 .3

228 2.56 3.3

ART2 180 20. 0 131 .93
50 .16

221 2.05

0
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File Azimuth. Range Range Peak Accel Peak Vel. Peak Displ

Name Degrees ( m) (m/ktI/ 3) (cm/s 2) (cm/s) (cm)

ART 216 20.0 167 .81 1.1
71 .28 .2

315 1.36 2.0

ART2 288 20.0 127 .71 1.1
43 .29 .2

280 2.18 2.4

ART3 0 30.0 2212.2 116 .46 .5
77 .25 .1

149 .98 1.2

ART3 60 30.0 55 .45 .6
34 .13 .1

122 1.00 1..5

ART3 120 30.0 80 .47 .5
33 .15 .09

179 1.10 1.2

ART3 180 30.0 116 .52 .6
58 .19 .2

113 .69 1.4

ART3 240 30.0 109 .58 .7
89 .40 .3

192 1.31 1.4

ART3 300 30.0 88 .55 .6
49 .19 .3

153 .89 1.2

ART LINE 10.0 742.3 510 2.70
199 1.21
575 5.31

ART LINE 15.0 1108.8 338 1.28
74 .39

462 2.90

ART LINE 20.0 1476.4 233 .96
65 .23

333 1.81

ART LINE 25.0 1844.2 141 .66
50 .21

309 1.66
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File Azimuth. Range 3caled Peak Accel Peak Vel. Peak Disp

Name Degrees ( m) Range (cm/s ) (cfa/s) (cm)

ART LINE 30.0 2212.2 88 .36
77 .24

136 1.04

ART LINE 35.0 2580.4 65 .33
76 .25
64 .64

ART LINE 40.0 2948.6 64 .21
61 .19

102 .60

ART LINE 45.0 3316.8 61 .18
39 .12

104 .42

ART LINE 50.0 3685.1 46 .24
43 .13
66 .43

ART LINE 55.0 4053.2 29 .21
29 .10
45 .32

ART LINE 60.0 4421.6 25 .20
37 .10
64 .36
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This shows that QC is independent of the data sets and
the data reduction procedure used. The Oc value for the 10:30
present data sata has a strong freqacocy Qeedoc;O SCATTERING AND INTRINSIC ABSORPTION IN THE LITHOSPHERCE
Increases with frequency Proportinooa to I. triere n was BEN4EATH NORTHERN AUSTRALIA
fon Ito b 0.95. This n value is nearly the sane as KORN. M.. Research Scho~ol of Earth Sciences, Atudraitias National

tht estimated for the active continents and as probably University. Canherra. ACT 2601. Australia.
representative 01 the active island arcs.
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EFFECIS OF SOUhCE DEPTH1 ON NEAR-SOURCE SEISMOGRAMS

Elizabeth C. Flynn a-Il Briim W. Stump

Dep.srtmert of Geological Sciences, Southern MetLodist University
Dallas, Texas

Abstract. Source depth effects are examined for that: is dictated to some extent by the burial
five 115-kg trinitrotoluene (TNT) expiosions depth of the event.
buried at depths ranging from the optimum crater- The free surface contributes the most
ing depth of 1.8 m to the fully contained depth important propagation eff,fects to the source depth
of 11 .5 m. Data were recovered at near source problem. Rayleigh wave excitation is directly
ranges from 17 to 228 m. The waveforms are attributed to the presence of the free surface
dominated by P and SV-Rayleigh energy. Deptn boundary. The source's proximity to this boundary
effects are evident in the increase of P to SV- affects its ability to excite surface wave
Rayleigh amp*-tude ratios and in the twofold energy. Tre dependence of Rayleigh amplitude: on
Increase of hign- frequenr-y energy for the deeper earthquake source depths has been observed by
sources. Tneoretical propigation depth effects mar~y authors. [Eissie, and Kanamori, 19s-',
are moielef b; Green's functions calculate. for a estimated source deptns of Hawaiian earthquawes
velocity gradjient h&ic approximates the velocity from the ratios of body to surface wave anpli-
structure of toe experimentil site. The effects tudes. On a smaller scale, LDobrin et al., 195'1]
of depth on the explosion source function are quantified tne decay of Rayleign amplitudes for
predicted using the scaling laws of Mueller anJ explosions buried from 20 to 300 ft. The Rayleigh
Murpny '1971 ). These models diI not reproduc.e decay is predomirnantly a function of tIne chaser
the observeJ twofold increase of h,gr-frequcncy in propagation path with depth, but for very
energy. Tne discrepancy between the modeIl and shallow sources an increase in source corjpl ing
Observations is attriouted t- incras.d coupling serves to increase tne Rayleigh amplitude with
of hign frequency P wave energy f'j- fully con- depth.
ta:ned sources. Energy calculatiorns confirm that Toe interference of pP and other free su-face
toe seallowest evernt coupled 40% ari the fully reflections with the direct P arrival is another
contined event 80% of toe totl seism:c en.:rgy phenomenon dependent on the depth of toe source.
into the P dave. Sourco coup!. I g e!i c,.hi iri3 Tne free surrace refie -etiun ur-•t irlerferonce
ranged from 0.7-1 .0% for trne ea- surfa': Source phenomena that present oifficulties in the
to 1 . for ton,- filly contained explosurn. frequency domain where spectral techniques are

used to est imate various source parameters
introduct ion [Langston, 1978j.

WIti DOtn source and propagation effects
Toe, object of tIis study is a quantitative and contributing a depth dependence to the P and the

tneo-etrcal investigation of toe prysyic-4 surface wave, the relationship between these two
proccssen• which act as a function of source depto arrivals can be a complicated functiorn of source
in producing near-source explosion savetorm2 . An dei.tn. This study Is Intended to q.jantiltatively

understanding of triose processes Is esseritial to assess trio effecLs of the depto of the source on
the- problem, of c.,aracterinig toe deptn of tLre P and Rayleigh arr,-ris. and to distinguisrs toe
se.smic event. The anIlity to determine sourc': effects of depth or, the source function and the
depth is Important to diScrii jnatior and yiel propagation term:5.
st Ites, whe-re estimates Of y7ein are depnuft Tns sltd uniqque to thoe mentionpe aove
0'. the b-i-i dept of the source Lfduellvr arid for two reasonsý. F'irst, this i nvestlgatitn
Mureprr, I1971- focuses on near-source onservations for whic•n tine

Ine pro:,iem of zingaracteizin the depte of a scale is muc.h smaller, althougn the pnysrca.
seismi-c event is one which involves two broad poenomena are the same. The near-source observa-
aspect .: p-opagrt ion effects war i eon ant do a tlon3 are dominated by upgoing rather than
1')nctlon of depth, and c'iangeo in tie nature of dowgnging energy and are thus str'ong y irnflen-ced
tre source functIor, as its b.erial de;,th onarnges by the free surface and near-surface structure.
A s;,rerrIa',ly syjmmntrrj ,:xplouion is a good Second, the experimental configuration is we.,
sc..ar'c, of Cjnpre.cnaZ wave energy, w,-ie a controlled; the source depths and record, :,I
cy) ind.tal ; sys,1tri a, explosioni, one th't is distarnces are ac;curately known, as is t!".
close, tI t,- cuc si•rface arid ori,,/ par'i Ily velocity structure of tre experimental site. Tirj.
cortairr,'], i's a richer source of SV arid hayleigr, data set, provides not only dep t:L-de ient1 , u nt
wave enrg.r . Thus trovr'e r s arndti'r55, pbetween oboervationrr, but. also rargcrdependent observe-
tire F and hayl':, g: wa": energy -of air explosion tions whim: allow the criaracterizatior, of spatia.

propaiLt•i'e elffects.
"I'n,: separsi o r, of sour -e 3'-1 poa;,ga ti tI

ei fects is attempteJ by matriraig observed de;.tri
ef cests wiit.n tireorir, ca dept% effects. Prop.gi-

tIisr effretts ars mdrr: hy theoret isal br'e' 3
f' - ri r..... " .' , f.irir'te,:., . -e vffe'tý " tL,- f il y -oont.-i ro'n]

Oi w8-'_7'b'~/C"/ 9-;-v$9,7-.(, everts3 atre ca nl ated f rom tire, depth d c; .Lrg

11.2rh
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OBSERVATIONAL I)ATA 3 the 228-m radial and vertical componerts are
plotted with particle motions for the indicated P
and SV-Rayleigh windows. Particle motion in the

RANGE (mP window is rectilinear, with the radial and
174 375 732 2286 vertical motions roughly equal. In the indicateo

hfi+---- f II SV-Rayleigh window, the radial and vertical

184..o - . * 0 components have fallen out of phase and particle
motion has become retrograde, representingS316- surface wave motion.

T3% 0 The effect of range in separating the body and
I

• 564-- surface wave phases is illustrated in Figure 4 by
Lu the particle motions of a single event. At 17 m

the P wave motion is not strongly linear, nor is
0 Synie,,tCJC,,,3,,onL it sharply distinguished from the onset of the

SV-Raylelgh wave. The separation of body and

surface waves becomes more distinct with the
evolution of strongly linear and retrograde

115- motions observed at more distant ranges.

The effect of propagation distance is evident

Fig. 1. Scnemt.ic of the experimental configura- in the decay of P and SV-Rayleigh amplitudes. In

tIon. Sources were buried at 1.84, 3.16, 3.96, Figure 5, decay rates of the phases are estimated

5.64, and 11.5 m. Data were recorded at ranges of by a linear least squares fit to the log of the

17.4, 37.5, i3.2, and 228.6 m. amplitude versus the log of the range. The P and
SV-Rayleigh waves display faster decay rates than
are expected for spherical and cylindrical wave
"fronts, respectively. Radial P decays

proposed by [Mueller and Murphy, 19713. The as r- ''. vertical P as r-'', radial Rayleigh

Increase in source coupling with increased con- as r-"' 0 , and vertical Rayleigh as r-0 '. These

tainment is quantified by the calcuiltpior of decay rates include the effects of geometrical

total seismic energy as a function of burial spreading, complex structural interactions,

dept,. scattering, and intrinsic attenuation.

Ooservational Data

Range Effects VELOCITY WAVEFORMS
observed at 73 meters

Tne data set was generated by five 115 Vg
chenic;l explosions fired in dry alluvium and
burieo from 1.8 tr, 11.5 m below tne free surface.
Ine explosio:,s ranged from partially contained,
1.8 m being the optimum cratering depth, to a RADIAL VERTICAL

fully contained event at a depth of 11.5 m. - c

Radial (to tne source) and vertical acceleration " ___

was recorded at 17, 37, 73, and 228 m from each c
of the five events. The data were sampled at
2000 samples/s. The recording ranges and source -
deptns are summarized in Figure 1. The velocity H1
waveforms for one range (73 m) are shown In ; r H3[

Figure 2, which displays tne radial and vertical E
components for each explosion. The complete data T
set is displayed in the work by [Flynn, 1986]. C C

The waveforms are dominated by a P phase and H3 96
an SV-Rayleign phase. The SV and Rayleigh E .
arrivals are treated as one because at the :
closest ranges their arrival times are separated < - -

by only a few hundredths of a second, while the I _. • - . -.
SV-Rayleign pulse widtn is of the order of 0.2 s. E,4 1 5

In Figure 2 the SV-Rayleigh pulse is distin-
guisned by a large amplitude and a snift to . -
longer periods relative to the P arrival. -, __I, .

Propagation effects at the farthest range (228 m) -- ____'

have separated the P and St-Rayleigh phases by
som• intermedlat" mulcipatned arrivals, but a:
close as 37 and 73 m the -aveforms consist almost 00 p 1.2 1.8 O0 0$ 12 1.8
entirely of the P and the SV-Rayleign poases TIME (s)
(Figure 4a). At the closest range (17 a), even
the P and SV-hayleign phases are not com;pltely Fig. Ž. Observed velocity wavefurmj. Radial and
separated. verticai component:, are slitwr, for earl sojrce

lie domirnmce of P and SV-Rayleigh m,,tioi, in depth at tne 73 m range. H iridicaten sourse
ver'ified by pa-tilJe motion diagram';. In Figure burial depth.
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PARTICLEI VELOCITY at 228m

'- P Wave Rayleigh Wave

RADIAL and VERTICAL VELOCITY

at I28=eI
-A' k 3 6

V V-- --

-07 .07 - U-

* -- -- AEFAAL `.,UP' (Mn/, IO(j 1

Fig. laFig. 3b

F ig. 3. Ve1ocit wavel :-rao ardj cnrejorL-ýj1'.ig ai~d 3' y'i~~;rt,~ ~'
01vvýIa, 21 m. 'a; r a~in Ce'- bI~-''jjný I- v'rlo '.-j svr

forms. H oil catez' 355'Jr-Ce 1-ir'ia. d'fp~t,. b.ý,rsi nir. -. t', F' E1:- SV-i(ay' ,- 1 . bi7(,e 41,1J01

for wni-n par:. ±iýý'- rn; . olr- a'-> pi--n,,-i . 0L,, -arL icir fno'- k')i: for trio t aolj ýI-iiityieigfi

time winidows.

Lfept~r, FffýC-t-;, K gurlu 7 ar-u ;-i-gely a ri'-. lr.r't tri!- rdo;Utl
dei~rieof P a-AVe am rIitudon.,

Time dOmain!. IT, trio. time dono n tooý- P an' 37- tfýj Toy doin Tr 3 c; &n'I~-'c'

Elayleigri- amr v,,,': were ideritif t O y particlIe for t-aCr -evJent a::, rocý.r--i,ýC W a7.1, 1m u-c- i~i
Mot ion diagrim-s. Tri'>vt Pc 64a wai'> m;l 1-d' F i gu-t 8a . fTrv 3, grit 1 1 ijjie1 a i;!i/o u r, j ui.
inrjreaSFus by twfl W) ffo 0 1dprI Ij ti rOn xfr tI. f- (d or, a-i( i' o
ranig.:) from a ij~c dro;,Lti of' I*rý rn,1 Do a 1,: p' f ( i s1- I 9 ýr-r, 'ri ; oc t-' - j d ý , -r i r-ag'>e a:, d -

Ii . -j m ( 'Fgure, 6- . Tr',. !,i wa~ve am:r~ L tjld': tr-. r,,7-'>j ý a lo)ng I jr o! ],,,v,:, arid (2,t, fi't:,

i'irra~rrg by 1 -od t,,) thr-onfnoill over tr)n a foo'-p-;r: 'tr-,. r i-' ae1i
r -jri 9, of so -jrc': dOIt'L. jA' 51ra 'ri WI' 1 w -'CL 1" ' ' .'ri 1 ' ;--Vg l. iO u-: --

1 .3- '-yv':,i- I i tt 1r' co;'li Ie~-i':i'- I,''e -- ' O:i-r, 1`:''' P '-:":Y bn-r I )",Pa ' r
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PARTICLE VELOCITY
for 5.64m event

RADIAL and VERTICAL VELOCITY p wave Rayleigh Wave

"for 5.64-- eventI m 37m

- '771 m

- C . 7 r
-JJ

Os:) I50 T ' •.•, 2amr
TIME Cs) 21 j

•rO O I

S...ve~trcaI RADIAL AMP Emls•

Fog. 4a Fig. 4o

Fig. 4I. Velocity waveforms and corresoor.t~ng P and SI-Rayleigh particle motions for
the 5.6 m event at four recording ranges. "& hadial (solid line) and vertical (dashed
Linel veloc.oty waveforms. Bars indlcatc P" a:.: SV-,Raylc~gr, time windows. (b) Particle
motions for the P and SV-Rayleigh windows.

I ' co.'ler fr.:q. ncy Oetween the radial and vert: - ELI-Hz band as the SV-Raylelgn contribution
cal compmn.- at rye same range or the difference [Flynn, 19B64. The increase of 10- to 40-Hz
between tC, &.ferent ,anges is comparable tc ti~e spectral amplitudes that accompanies a:, increase
2- to 3-i>. var;at. ,n. Corner frequerci of source depth agrees with the time domain P
va-atlort. for the.e data set are smell, of t-, amplitudes in suggesting a larger contribution of
order of Z.0% a m',st. NO appreciable increase ccr P wave energy for the deeper events. Tne low-
decreae3• n tr, long pr•iod level of the spectra fre:quency band of 4-10 Hz lacks a consistent
o,:curs w.,. cnanglng slu,'>e depth. increase or decrease of spectral amplitudes withS~A comprlsssor in, -- guue 9 of the spectra of tre; dento. suggestinlg that for the event.s Jlndr-r stuidy

ueepe3st aid, tre 0' -lowest events illustr'ates tie, the amount, of SV-haylelgb energy produced is not
change, In spectra.. shape that coincides w~tn an a -'trong function of source deptn.
increase. o source burs~l depth. The higher
c,rner frequency r3 the de,:per event is reflected _
in tr,, Increas, of high-frequency spectral Modeling of Source and Propagation Effects _

am; .tudes. At tne long periods the two spectra
Con.÷:'go for t ,e depths• and ranges studied. Tne depth effects that have been outlined in -

*Sp,.ctral ratios e' tie seepest to the shallow- the time and frequency domains contain both -
est sources were * belated In the fr~equency souJrce and propagation depth effects. Tnc
domali, and smoothed by a f.ve-poont running seat. .voservatlons can be expressed in general term-; as
(Figure 10). The iner, Cra:e in high-frequency a convolution of tne source function witr

* spectral amplituoJe o. to. deeper event Is i-epre- propagation patn effects, or' (n the frequency
s~ntet be a s; ectr'= -a-.;') greater tnen 1 . At low domairn a!;
trequen'- vs 1(10 H2 the spectral ratios are not
conaistertly smWl',-, c- greater than 1, but at. U'f. - G~f) 5(f) (1)
high fr~equenrcies 'iC,• Hz) the deepest event has
a fa'-tor of 2 t'reat-! in spectral amplitude.
Tim?: dorr-ur, win. ,ows of the P and SV-R:aylei gh where U are the observations, St®, source
waveform arid Four-ier ,-:,o yms identifies the 10- function, and• C the Green's function, ,r- impulse
tI, 40-Hz ora ' a" tnt P cO: ".ibutloui and t; C i- tO re~sponse of the£ me-dium.

37m

137m
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RADIAL AMPLITUDE VERTICAL AMPLITUDE
vs RANGE vs RANGE

WP .'AVE RAYLE.GH % P WAVE RAYLEGH

'. n16i - fn - [.2 [ 0lO.- ,,\ - 6¢ O F I : N " ' CE ... Y C O EF •-C O . 7',
DECAY COEFRICENT -n C 'R ""

2\ 1.8- -. n 1.810

O 2 nnIO

, ftn, J ,0 _ ft *. 4 ft n, 1O

C <

C

- *1 5.4 1. 5 .

I L '

I n.2 ,07 04n12 ,] n, 0 4

1G 'C. 102 I 10. 10 10' 10Q 103 10 102 o03

LOG RA•tiG (-ii LC.Q RANGE "Mi

Fig. 5d Fig. 5b

Fig. 5. Spatial decay of P and SV-Rayleigh velocity amplitudes. Amplitude decay is
approximated by a least squares line on eacn plot. (a) Radial P and SV-Rayleign
amplitudes. (C) Vertical P and SV-Rayieign amplitudes.

5oorce Effects Propagation Effects

in ar, attempt to create a reference against The contribution of propagation effects to the
wiicn tne cata can De juldged, the iMueller and depth-dependent observations can be tested with
Murphy, 1971] source mod)el was used to predict synthetic waveforms generated by idealized propa-
soi-ce effects for sol ce depths between 1.8 and gation models. The velocity model which best fit
11.5 m. This model is for fully contained the test site [Stump and Reinke, 1982] Lonsistei
sources and acts as a standard against whicn the of compressional velocity, shear velocity, and
cratering explosions can te compared. Snown in density which Increased smoothly from surface
Figure If are the predicted effects of source values of 375 mls, 244 m/s, and 1.67 g/cm',
depth on the far-field source potential. From respectively to values of 1128 m/s, 610 m/s, and
1.8- to 11.5-m source depth, the corner f-equency 2.1 g/cm' in the half-space at 25-m depth (Figure
of the source i predicted to increase by 13). Toe depths and P velocities at the site are
approximately a factor of 2, a much larger well constrained, while the shear velocities are
increase tran observed in tne data. The long not as well Known. The P and S Qs in tnis
period level of the spectra drop by a factor of 2 initial model were assumed to be 100 and 44,
from the 1.8- to 11.5-rm source. The observations respe:tLively.
show no consistenit decrease is the long period Greor,'s functions were calculated by a modi-
level (Tasle 1). The spectral ratio of the 1.8- fled reflectivity method and convrlved with the
tL) 11.5-m sources has a twofold increase in l higr- theoretical Source function for the 11.5-m deptn.
frequency amplit.jxes. (Figure 12) arid is compar- This convolution was completed so that direct
asle t to the observed asplitube rut; (Figure- comparisons with th, band-limited observatiorna:
10i. Tre observationrs appuar to demonstrato som,: data could be made. The resulting waveforms ar':

of trn,: prelct,."' snrirce depti effect'., b,Jt un"y giveo in Figure ill. TIe P am;,litude can Le st.-::,
"icl• Otre' of the pred icted zojr , effucts, to i-crea'.e wit.n source depth relative to tne SOJ-
s,,ly, tn,: )p in long perod level'. Rayleigr, asplitude. Ihe model produces a factor
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RADIAL AMPLITUDE VERTICAL AMPLI 11DE

vs SOURCE DEPTH vs SOURCE DEPTh

P WAVE RAYLEIGH P W Al RAYLEIG"

ronge/ og

i rni

tz C,CC

I' I A
Uj~ '.

LUj 3-1'.

C-C

< ¾ C

cc L~- ! A

C. C-
- C- -Q -r -

00 i;0 0 2000 120 0. 0 120G

50>0 MOT I)SOURCE CLTH (rn)

Fig. Fig. 6bb

E-½g.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ r.PadS,?a-ird2 tl-r safnto:o oredpo (a) Radial P and
SV-i:aycig am. :u-:: vrsa. sur~ det-.CuVetcalP and 2V-itayleigr am;l itude

a!1 7irQ increae- 'I, P a;:tewihsou)rce- and1 trif effects of ttire shallow low-velocit-y
deth aioný is compa-asie tIio " to :ncrea-s-e o f Ijdye 5 a,~ 0C--lu'.:u. u..-. Smftfl-

ouný.rvee P arnpl i tudes (2-6). Tr.e SV-Rayleign coe-;" 11 replicatle the observel spatial deca-y thani
am.IL®decreases by aoatro -5 t-n; a siMpi1e elast'ic half-sp~ace, the ohservatior,ai

more pronounced tnan tne 20-40% djýCe~reas thtjL was1 dataj in most cases d~cay faster' than tne syn-
obse.rved. thetics. Tnis observation indicates triat effects-,

Gomparisori of the spatial dJecay of thei Green's- sadý as intrinsic attenru-tion and scattering

funictions, cat, be mnade aittn tie dat~a. For trifP could be underestirnated in thils model.
I .84-mn syntriet-icý source tire, vertical P w4a ver In tne frequency doma ri the Corner frequenicy
de-cays as !,''" and tne t'linw;i':,- d~cay-s a- dec.reases by approximately 2 H7, which is unlli-eC

r 0 0 Tire obs3erved decay valueýs for this source tne- sh-irt to higher frequenrcies observed in tie-

depthi (Fi gure 50, are r'1- and" rr1o0 data- The, long period level di1splays a slignt
res'ctvf . Trrp rad ia - ynrw it for, ttire increase3, with source depth.

I .811-11 sourice ie P and P~y:,'dcyrates. of In s;ummjary, tire Greeni's functions Can accouint

r r.3 arird r-o comparied iatr -, bserved valuesf of fir an, incre:ased P wave. amplitudef witri dept[h, but*
r and r I 'ore s-rn y carr~otaccount for an irrcreasirrg cornrif-n

souore: tne v't5' yte~s(P annJ Rayicýigrii qa' ,cy or a iroridecaying long period leývelI a:.'

decay as, r--- an I, -esna-.d wit: nrved th'-y produlce an, SV-hayteýignr wave that is, try')

valIueIs o f r, * 2 a rI r - . Th ra IId La ByfI] fleit I stronigly dep~th end'n
val 1u es cI .) tn ri ' ( ' pj. 5ý-jr :': are r, 9 arid r "0 . 3 .)rr Ion in,,I Sour.e! 1r'oaati, Lfc

-ompr ed w I r- iit , s' v .e j ye1 ' of r 2' and r -- .

bor, 0: yt:,r:tca t'.L': 0 50'5 r-t t i o; r iPo i" L;" 30.mn:e d ~i iIct ereC'"r

rdur de-3 C-a 'j, d a, Di rŽ, t n s e d c,;,r n i rrc , al a.. , t dreIor': c al '1 j-~4' or dphe Iot
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P:R RATIO vs SOURCE DEPTH energy a3 a result of an increase in coupling
over the near-surface source. In order to
experimentally quantify the increased coupling

RADIAL VERTICAL efficiency with increased burial depth, the total
seismic energy in the observed waveforms is

SI T• range calculated as a function of source depth.

. 17m

, C .DISPLACEMENT SPECTRA
OBSERVED at 7 3m

•- ] 37rn
< VERTICAL RADIAL

C. 0- --'-

< 7 3 _ 'rn.,•

o o

t
-'d - 222m -

o 0

0.0 12.0 0 0 1 0

SOURCE DEPTH (m)

Fig. 7. Ratio of P to SV-,Rayleigh amplztudu as a
func-tion of source depth, for botn tLhe radial anJ 2
vertical components.

6 - ,

convolving the Green's functions with the
appropriate Mfue.er-Murphy source function
derived for each source depth. The Muellcr- ._ _
Murphy pre'JiciLrons are strictly for fully con- - ,_
tairied sources. The spectral ratios resilting
from tnA!,c comr1nac 50ouce ard pr'opagaL ion r -
effects are given in Figure 15. 'rne shift of
source energy to hign-frequencies i s roughly 64
balanced by the decrease in •ign-frequency energy
for' ,ne dee- r propagation path. At long periods
the spectral ratio is slightly greater tnan 1, - -- -
particularly at the 228-m rang(,. -- -- - .

Comparing the observed (Figure 10) and calcu-
.ated (Figure 15) spectral ratios, it Is evident
triat the obser vations conta:n depth effect-
beyond those that can be accounted for by the-_
Mlucl ler-Murphy source model and the layered HIlt
Green's functions. Tne deptn eff•-oc tniat is not,
satisfactorily modeled is tno two to one spectral it it l0 1Q K ii;
rat;,, at lig', frequencies (10-411 ;z).

lnTh physi ýal deptn effect that is addreised Dy
nei'tner tre Green's functiors nor" trlo rflue) ler-
Murpoy source scaling laws is the effect of
mov;."e from a pa-tially uontaimcd t') a fIlljy Fig. ba. bit; .'Žorr'nt spectra for all everntu;
cottained burial deptr,. Basd uponi tfe mod,:'n ir rfecorded at 73 m. il'_re, 204o tirm., poi'in w1r,"
e / . i , it 1s cOic",J''- I thra' the fu) I w I n•owed uy' a 11 I ro, i rI': tp;,er" ; it o toL' tb'<
c'jnt'i~r'-J source gýenreratLes,; iff;'r: •ijgri-tre'4u'-ricy di splaremerit wavefOrms.

0
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ACCELERATION AND NOISE SPECTRA TABLIE lb. Levels of Observed

lianqni 73 in Displacement Spectra, x10'

11 3.16 - -__

Source Depth, m

Ve0 'U.I fladial
Range, m 1 .8)1 3.16 3.96 5.64 11.5

10 to10* o Radial
I . 4/17 3.20 3.20 3.00 6.00

- 37 1.00 1.00 0.70 0.80
-P73 0.70 0.70 0.50 0.40 1.20

to 3----- 228 0.22 0.40 0.28 0.31 0.40

too raiwenc, oizi Vertical
17 1.10 0.90 0.80 1.20

Fig. 81). Acceleration and noise Spectra for a 370.70 0.75 0.55 0.90
tpcl eet luta.g tne effective 73 0.48 0.60 0.40O 0.42 0.72

tyicl vet ilut.tn 28 0.28 0.37 0.30 0.38 0.40
bandwidth of 2-ýO Hiz.

Energy Calc,)lations
of mechanism3 such as scattering, intrinsic

Attenuation and Q attenuation, and wave propagation phenomena as
illustrated in the synthetic calculations.
Apparent attenuation is estimated from tn,

Energy as a function of depth in nest quanti- 5eismic energies whli ch are calculated f rom
fied after spatial dependencies nave been removed observational velocity records.
from tne data. The data Set lends itself to an Calculation of seismic energy b)egins with the
empirical determinat"ion of ranga-dependent propa- energy flux rWu, 1966; Perret, 19733:
at Li on effects wh i cr are r ep resenr)ted as tne
Spatial decay of P and SV-Rayleign energy. Tne P
arid SV-Rayleiqn energy displays a range deperi- F - p~c fvtJ dt(3

dence wnicn greater than zaimnlpi apnt'i-a'

5preading. 5ince t:.ý gja' of tnis part 01 Lne wncrc. F is energy flux in ergs per square centl-
investi1gat-ion was trie quiantificat.ion of coupled meter, i) is density (gic-n'), c is propagation11
energy in tne wave fiel-d, an emp~rica- spatial velocity (cm/,i), and V(t) ;s recoroed partir .e
decay was dete-r.-,ned, Tnie total deca, could thenr velocity (cm/5).
De usedJ to quaritify tne energy in tne wave field Thne energv flux, F, was cslculated- for Diotn P
at any observational range. The apparent and SV-Rayleign arrivals. Th- P a"-oval corre-L

ate~aincan be repre5/ote-d a5 a dec~y'ng spo)nds to the time diration over whicncr tneý
fun,ý'iofl of rdnge particle mo t~ion was linear; the SV-Rayleigh

aralwas mar~eo by tne onset of retrogridt
A- A0  exp),-cz r)( motion (Figures 3 and 4).

wher a 3 tie pparnt tteu:ý~on nd 15tne U5ing Parseval's theorem, tne energy flux was

whrerg cistne apparent at~tenuat ion. and ý1 c is tin calcuilated in the frequconcy domain

TAB:.E 1la. ýorrcr iFrequ;-c. es of
Ouse-rved Displdcement Spcct.ra w.,re V(.) is the Fourier transform of v(t).

The advantage of calculating thiC enoýrgy flux
on the frequencyj domain is that the apparen'

Source Depti, IT i;,atijal attenuatoon can be derived for eac;i of
_______________-- tne two frequency bands considered, a P band and

Rang-e, m 1.84 3 .16 3.96 5.6A 1. the SV-Haylleog' biand, wriere the apparent atternuu-

t ion is assu.med to be f requency i ndependent
H adial itnion ea-h of these bands.

17 10.0 10.5 11.0 10.15 T ti P and SV-Rayleigh time 41 indows wereý
37 10C. 0 1 .0) 12. , j .1 taper'ed and trarnsforified, padding to 250ý poirits
73 10.0 10.51 10.51 11.5 12.1, for the P window arid 512 points for the SV-

22t3 10.0 10.0 1 U.51 10.-- 11.5ý Hayieigri windo-4. Tne functioni ' V(uwli is plottedf

in Figuro- 16 for the P arid SV-Hayle2igh windows.
Vu~toalTOe: P wave ene.rgy is pcaýedKl ir the 10- to, 40-jiz

17 2.0 12. 150 1.0band andj the SV-Rayleogr, enLurgy is in the L4 t-,
37 1. 1.5 ,* 1.010-l~z band1. The ari;'litude of trie P wave sp~tt-Lr'
7 3 10.0 15.5 11. L/ .12. nas f ailer, off bjy ne~r- y a fa'-tor of '0ý at 401 l1Z,

22:. 9.j 9.5' 10.5 10.5 1. wnriiCh jjeuns that 'V(,)-" njat fý off 1y a1

______________ _____factor- o: 10r0. T,,, P qav,! energy waS taKwri I)'?b
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DISPLACEMENT SPECTRA
onserved at I- ind 37 meters

DISPLACFMENT SPECTRA
n •,,L vE.cAL observed at 73 and 228 meters

a9' -. .•. RADIAL VEPTICAL

'I" cVt' 73

I

"" =\

'1 u -. i I 1 1lO I C

0 'o 1: 13a 1G1

1.O ýý.Q •'= " 7 - - z LOG F-E'ENJCI IHZ1

Fig. 9a Fig. 9b

Eigo 9. Comparisonl of Ji-,pIacerrent spectra of thie deepe'st and shallow-st events. The
s)allowest event (sold liine) is the 1.8-m event. The -eepesL event ('as1ed line, re-

corded at, 17 and 37 mf is the 5.6-m event,; tne deepest evenL recorded aL 73- and 228-m
1,9 tne 11.5-m event. (a) Displacement spectra for the 17- and 37-m ranges. (b) Dis-
placement. sppnt.•a f,), tne 7-4- and 228-m• :,anse=.

trie surn of the energies conrizrvutej by f~eq.j-n- changes the energy estinates by no more thnan 5%.
tisbetween 6 anqd 40 Hz, The SV-Ra) lIgn energy The total energy in a spherical wave front

is de*erm'nec by summing energy :n the 4- t' 12- b'eco"es

HZ Dand. Inclusion of' a wicer frequency baiid E = 4rR'F()

SPECTRAL RATIOS SPECTRAL RATIOS
Sof deepest and .shallowest events of deepest a nud shailowest events

P A Z-1A, VE- r C A,. R A Z;/ A V E T._ A L.

.. ... - ------

',10, it

IH~ LOG ;:oE:~N'l

*Fig. 10a Fig. 1Yb

Fog. 9.ý Cope-tarls ra; of doiaceruient ,spetr of) t:he deees and shailow's events. T3

istne 11.5-rna event.r~ (a),- Displacement spectral forothe 17-ý ant3-r ranges (U Dis
olacemeno. spent.a for tqie 73- andj 2?b-mrerrgc:.

is.e.....d.y...mng en g Sr ne ....... t: .... - .ec.......
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EFFECTS OF DEPTH ON differences in racial and vertical decay rates

MI:ELLER-MURPHY SOURCE POTENTIAL may be pa'tially attributed to the different
propagation path elfect.s that were synthetically
modeled earlier.

.56. Energy as a Function of Depth

............ "X. The a value* are used to correct for the final
range dependence in the energy calcutations. TheE ,K \%range.-oorrected P and SV-Rayleigh energies are

plotted as a function of source dcnth in Figure
.. 18. The range corrections are pai'ticularly

_ '0 effective for the radial component where the
"energies calculated at each range for a given
"depth differ at. most by a factor of 3. The
vertical P wave energies still contain some

L -1 scaeter for the different ranges, with energies
'0 'Q W differing by nearly a factor of 10 at a given

LOG F;4ZuE2'C (H-) depth. Some improvement in these estimates may
be obtained by allowing a in the decay estimates

Fig. 11. Predicted effects of depth on the far- to become frequency dependent.

field source potential of [Mueller and Murphy, Normalizing the P and SV-Rayleigh energies to
1971]. Theoretical source spectra are shown for the sum total of P plus SV-Rayleigh ene-gy, it
the 1.8-, 5.6-, and 11.5-m source depths. can be seen fror., Figure 1? that the shift in

energy distribution from the shallowest to the
deepest source is a shift from SV-Rayleigh to P

where E is energy in ergs and R is range in energy. The average recording of the shailowest
centimeters. For cylindricai waves tne total event contains 40i P wave ard 60% SV-Rayleig:.
energy becomes enerrv. The average recording of the 3.9- and

11.- ýnts contained 72% and 83% P wave

E = 2rRhF (6) ener.. -spectively. The percentage P wave

where n is depth of cylindrical wave front and is energy .ncreases rapidly from 1.8- to 3.9-m
derived for Raylein w~ives i.n the appendix. source de'th, and more slowly to the final depth

The total spherical (P1 and cylindrical (SV- of 11.5 m.R igh entalsphergy cas d ined oThe increase in P wave energy from 43% to 83%Rayleigh) energy as determined frox. the observa-

tional data is plotted in Figure 17. The decay of the total seismic energy confirms that the

of energy witn range is called the apparent fully contained source i1 a more efficent

attenuation. The lir ar slope of the log energy generator, of P wave energy than the near-surface

plot is the decay constant, a, in (2) and source. The absolute energy increases from an
sthe combination of all remaining average of 8 x 10"2 ergs for the shallowest eventrersnsto an average of 22 x .0O2 ergs for tne full.y

mechanisms of spatial attenuation. The energy

values represent a var'iety of fremý2nc.es. Since contained event. Since all events were of thesame size, witn a yield of 10'5 ergs rMeyer,
these measurements were utilized ±n the attenu- 1981], the increase in total seismic energy
ation determInations, tne decay coeffirent O is
estimated in the 8- to 40-Hz Land for Lie P' wave
and the !'- to 1 2-Hz band for the SV-Rayleigh
wave. Basel upon tnis aa-ysis tecnriique, it is M ELLE. -MURPHY SOURCE RATIO
difficult to constrain any frequency dependence
In U. Table 2 lists tre least squa-res values of
the energy decay rates and their correlation
coefficents. Int.erpreting the spatial att.enuation
in terms of Q, one must a:ssume a frequency
dependence. Values in toe literature for regional i'

data range from f
0

.' to f'YPriestley a,.d <
Chavez, 1?87; butler et al., 1987]. For simplic-
ity, Q is assumed linear in frequccy:

A - A0 exp (-ar) :- A exp (--wr/2cQ) (7)
0 0.

Saw2co (8-

The Q values calculated from trie 1' and .$- ju- L
Rayleligr atteruatco0 rcates aru given ir, laniu ,o L 1
3. For tne radial component, Q ranged from 5 (5 it 1O '0

Hz) t) 25 (40 hz) for P ar-I 1.$ (l' Hz tt 3Q (13 LOG FREbuENC? (Hzi
Hz) (or SV-hayle;gh,. For tne vePic-i! ,om;,ori,"-t,
Q rarg-d f ,;ir 15 (5 Hiz, t, 9i , "' , Hz17 f )r iP nI Fig. le. S ucta i , of thL d-' I t
18 (14 Ki-) to 5" (12 11;:) or SV-hayleigr. Ti ' .: sn-.iIloa, t M.ii I.:r'-Murpriy souruni:5.
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Fig. 18. P and SV-Raylelgn energy as a function of source depth for the radial and
vertical components.
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tions made in this study [Kafka, 1987J. As this Flynn, E. C., Effects of source depth on near
small-scale study illustrates, such conclusions source seismograms, M.S. thesis, S. Methodist
cannot be made quantitatively until both the Univ., Dallas, Tex., 1986.
source and propagation depth effects are Kafka, A. L., R waves as a depth discriminant
carefully isolated, for earthquakSe and explosions in New England,

paper presented at the 9th Annual DARPA/AFGL
Appendix Seismic Research Symposium, Air Force Geophys.

Lab, Nantucket, MA, June 15-18, 1987.
Rayleigh amplitude Ar Is assumed to be a Langston, C. A., Moments, corner frequencies, and

decaying function of depth, Z: the free surface, J. Geophys. Res., 83, 3422-
3426, 1978.

Ar - A exp (iksZ) Meyer, R., Explosives, 2nd ed., Verlag Chemie,
Weinheim, Federal Republic of Germany, 1981.

where a - (C0/g2 -1)0.1, k is the wave Mueller, R. A., and J. R. Murphy, Seismic
number, 21/Aand A is a constant. Wavelength A * characteristics of underground nuclear detona-
cT, where c is phase velocity and T is period. tions, Bull. Seismol. Soc. Am., 61, 1675-1692,

The Rayleigh wave front is approximated by a 1971.
cylinder of height h. For a particular observa- Perret, W. R., Seismic source energies of under-
tion of SV-Rayleigh amplitude, A, ground nuclear explosions, Bull. Selsmol. Soc.

Am., 62, 763-774, 1972.J Ar dz - An Perret, W. R., Seismic source energies of four
explosions In a salt dome, J. Geophys. Res.,

where h is some depth given by 78, 7717-7726, 1973.
Priestley, K. F., and D. E. Cha az, Apparent Q of

A (iksz) dz P and L in the great basin, paper presented
rA exp ( ) the 9th Annual DARPA/AFGL Seismic Research

SSymposium, Air Force Cambridge Res. Lab,
- A/iks exp (iksz) lNantucket, MA, Jine 15-18, 1987.
. -A/iks Stump, B. W., and R. E. Reinke, Spall-like wave-

forms Observed in high-explosive testing in

alluvium, AFWL-TR-82-15, Air Force Weapons
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STOCHASTIC GEOLOGIC EFFECTS ON NEAR-FIELD GROUND
MOTIONS IN ALLUVIUM

BN ROBERT E. REINKE AND BRIAN W. STUMP

ABSTRACT

Analysis of accelerograms recorded at the 20 m range from a bufied 5-lb
detonation in alluvium revealed wide (as large as 20 dB in the amplitude mod-
ulus of the Fourier transform) variations in response for frequencies above
35 Hz. Additional experiments were performed which ruled out source asym-
metry or instrumental Irregularity as the cause of these variations. The ob-
servations suggest that scattering by geologic inhomogeneity is responsible
for the frequency-dependent spatial variability in ground motion. A thorough
understanding of the physical processes responsible for this variability re-
quires that a quantitative relationship be established between the subsurface
material property information and the observed ground motion characteris-
tics. An attempt was made to do this using available standard penetration
test data from the test bed where the initial experiment was detonated. Au-
toccrrelations of the blow count data from the standard penetration test were
computed and compared with theoretical exponential and Gaussian distri-
butions. The exponential distribution with a scale length between 2.0 and 3.0
m best matches the data. Assuming the Born approximation, a scale length
of 2.0 to 3.0 m implies that significant scattering should occur above 10 Hz.
The recorded ground motions are, however, coherent out to about 35 Hz, sug-
gesting a scale length on the order of 0.5 to 1.0 m, which is beyond the res-
olution of the standard penetration test technique. This scale length is, how-
ever, not unreasonable in light of the general geologic characteristics of the
test area.

INTRODUCTION

Several recent studies have found a surprising lack of coherence between
ground motion waveforms recorded at stations separated by only a few tens of

meters. McLaughlin et al. (1983) discuss the station-to-station waveform coher-
ence for near-field explosion accelerograms recorded on a nine-station array at
Pahute Mesa, Nevada Test Site. For this array, at a range of 6 km from a 5.6
MI, underground explosion with an interstation spacing of 100 m, strong incoh-
erent signals were found above 5 Hz on all components. This incoherence. was

attributed to scattering. Vernon et al. (1985, discuss earthquake seismogram
coherence for a nine-station array with an interstation spacing of 50 in. This
temporary array was located near the Pinon Flat observatory irn California. Stv-
eral events with magnitudes between 3.0 and 4.2 and hypocentral distances rv- --
ing from 10 to 50 km were analyzed. For this data set, P waves were founT Lo
be coherent up to the 25 to 30 1z region, with S waves up to about 15 liz. This
variability in ground motion over such short distances raises questions ;ibout thc

appropriateness of us'.fing single-station l)oint measurements of the grout: flh (ItJII

10:7
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field for the inversion of source functions as well as the use of the peak ground
acceleration statistic based on single-point measurements.

Smith et al. (1982) analyzed the near-field motions from the 1979 Imperial
Valley earthquake. This data set was obtained from a closely spaced array of five
stations. This study confirmed that incoherence of higher frequency ground mo-
tions could, because of averaging effects, reduce the high-frequency input to build-
ings with foundations of large areal extent. Analysis of this particular data set
suggested that base-averaging reduction factors of 10 to 30 per cent would have
occurred for foundations 50 m in diameter for frequencies above 20 Hz. No sig-
nificant reduction would have occurred for frequencies below 5 Hz.

This frequency-dependent spatial variability in ground motion has also been
observed on some small-scale, high-explosive tests conducted in dry alluvium.
An array of six triaxial accelerometers spaced at six azimuths at the 20 m range
from a buried 5-lb detonation -'elded waveforms which were incoherent above
30 to 35 Hz. In an effort to determine whether these variations were induced by
instrumentation, source asymmetry, or scattering due to geologic variability, a
series of small-scale, high-explosive experiments were performed. This paper de-
scribes the results of these experiments and the physical interpretation of the
data.

THE INITIAL EXPERIMENT-THE ART 2 TEST

The Array Test Series (ARTS) was a series of single and multiple 5-lb explosive
tests conducted in dry alluvium. The ARTS was formulated, designed, and im-
plernented to investigate the quantitative effects of finite explosive sources upon
observed motion fields. The single-burst tests in the series were intended to thor-
oughly characterize the single-burst ground motion environment (Stump and
Reinke, 1987). One of these tests, ART 2 (Table 1), was intended to determine
the degree of azimuthal variation in ground motion levels resulting from a single-
charge event. The experimental layout for this test is shown in Figure 1. Six
triaxial servoaccelerometers were placed at the 20 m range at six different azi-
muths. These accelerometers were recorded by three-channel digital event re-
corders at a rate of 200 samplers/sec, with a 5-pole low-pass Butterworth filter
at 70 Hz. The original accelerograms, along with low-pass (30 liz corner) and
high-pass (40 Hz corner) filtered versions, are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Fourier
acceleration spectra f6i the wavefofms are shown in Figurc 4. Examination of
the acceleration traces and the spectra in these figures reveals considerable simi-
larity in the various waveforms below 30 Hz, while large azimuthal amplitude
variations are observed for frequencies above 30 to 35 Hz. The accelerograms
show that the high-frequency energy arrives after the initial coherent low-fre-
quency responst with a great variability in wave shape as well as amplitude.
The vertical and radial spectral shapes (Figure 4) are similar between 5 and 35
ttz, while variations up to 15 to 20 dB occur above 35 Hz.

EXPERIMENTAl. DESIGN

Three possible source. for the observed azimuthal variations in waveforms have
heen identified: f1: n, .ui, ormity in instrumentation response; (2) asymmetry
in the explosive source, ji, i (31 getologic inhomogeneity. in order to experimen-
tally investigate, the flir.,y ,oss ility-instrumental irregularity-the ART 19
test (Tahle 1), also called the -i;dl! test, was performed. In this test, all 7
three-componient acculeronimters v,. ;. icd in a closely spaced group at the 20
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TABLE 1

DESCRIPTION oF ExPERiMrENTs

Experiment Description

ART 2 Single 5-lb charge buried at 1 m.

Recording array showed 6 triaxial
accelerometers at different azimuths at
the 20 m range.

ART 19 "Huddle test." Single 5-lb charge buried
at 1 mn recorded by 6 triaxial
accelerometers in a closely spaced

group at the 20 m range.

ART II The "pit shots." Series of five 5-lb buried
charges all fired at the same ground
zero and recorded by 6 triaxial

accelerometeri, spaced at equal
azimuths at the 20 m range The

initial charge was detonated in situ;
subsequent charges were fired in a

sand-filled pit.

ART 111-2 Single 5-1b buried charge recorded by 6

accelerometers at the 10 rn rang," and
6 accelerometers at the 30( m range
Accelerorieters were spaced at equal

azimuths.

- 90

source

so ind
I.22rn 21 4-

0 source A receiver
1i(,n I Experimental layout for the ART 2 test event

m range (Figure 5i from a 5-lb charge detonated at a depth of 1 m. Individual
vertical and radial spectra from this test are compared in Figure 6. The resulting
spectral scatter, as observed in these figures, is at most 3 to 4 dI3 over the band
from 5 to 70 H1z, mutch less than that observed for the azimuthal data. In fact.
the higher frequency scatter (40 to 70 Hz region, shown in these figures may not
reflect true instrumental irregularity, since, as seen by examinalion of Figures
5 and 6, the accelerometers which are physicitllY closest in the, field do possv.s>
the greatest degree of similarity in spectral shap*e-

0-
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ARTS 2 VERTICAL (ACC)

UNFILTERED 4-POLE LOW PASS 4-POLE HIGH PASS
30 hz 40hz

.--- ----------------

*10

". {.144

fl ', 0. ... .. ... . % i: " ................. .... :• fli:. . . ............ 8

216

-- - -- - -- -- --- -286*

Fic.. 2. Filtered vertical acceleration records from ART 2. Record length is 0.5 sec.

An additional set of experiments, the ART II series (Table 1i, was designed to
determine whether azimuthal irregularities in ground motion result primarily
from propagation path variations and scattering by geologic inhomogeneity or
explosive source asymmetry. The test bed layout for the ART 11 tests is shown
in Figure 7. Ground motions were recorded by triaxial servoaccelerometers and
three-channel digital event recorders at six equally spaced azimuths at a range
of 20 m. The ART II series of tests consisted of. ve separate 5-lb detonations-
all fired at the same ttst. bed with the accelerometers remaining in the tame
position from shot to shot. The initial detonation was fired at a depth of I m II
situ The re.sulting crater was thern excavated and a new 5-lb charge emplaced
II tl resultinig pit with uniform sand rained around the chlarge This proce.•s
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was repeated a total of four times. Thus, the ART II series of tests consisted of
five shots, one in situ and four pit shots-all using the same test bed and an
identical recording array.

The goal of the ART It tests was to determine whether source asymmetry or
geologic factors were the dominant cause of the observed scatter. By repeating
the experiment five times at the same location, five sets of triaxial aceelerograms
and spectra were obtained for each azimuth. If the observed data scatter were
produced by geologic inhomogeneity, then one would expect very similar accel-
eration waveforms, as well as amplitude spectra, to be observed from shot to shot

ARTS 2 RADIAL (ACCELERATION)

UNFILTERED 4-POLE LOW PASS 4-POLE HIGH PASS

30 hz 40 hz

S.. ... . . 1 *I,. -, -. . .. . . .

..'..... ,', *r *..';.-... ..... .. ...., ... 0

"" " 25g 1440
i I . - ' II ' •

1800

d . 1 ,. - --d -I I , IA ".;

I Ii I :

7' '

C) ... - . .. •s• J"
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A 302

A 300 A 299

•'-••A 2134

A 301

A 269

0 source A receiver-
Fu, 7. "re~t-bed layout for the ART II tests.

at the same recording station. The detonation of a 5-lb charge is, of course, not
strictly a repeatable phenomenon, since the initial in situ detonation destroys a
portion of the test bed by formation of the crater. Excavation of the sevelely
disturbed material comprising the crater and subsequent emplacement of the
charge within the pit was intended to make the experiment as repeatable as
possible. The transition from the it, situ test to the pit sequence was the most
severe. The in situ shot produced a crater roughly 2.2 in in diameter. The crater
was excavated, producing a pit about 3 m in diameter and 1.3 m deep. The di-
mensions of brth crater and pit increased slightly with each shot. The final pit
was about 3.5 rn in diameter and the final crater about the same diameter.

While the ART 2 and the ART Phase I 'the pit shots) experiments investigated
azimuthal ground motion variations at the 20 rn range, the ART III-1 experiment
(Table 1 was designed to investigate the influence of range upon the observed
azimuthal variations. If scattering by geologic inhomogeneity is the dominant
factor producing the azimuthal variation, then one might expect the degree of
variation to i,•crease with range of the receiver array. The ART 11I-1 test cmiisist(d
of a 5-1b cylindrical charge detonated in stu at a depth of I m. The ground motions,
We,:e recorded at a total of 12 locations u.sing triaxial servoaccelerometers and
thr.e.cliannel digital .vent recorder.,. Six recording s.tations were placed at equal
a/uin.t lhs a- the 10 in angev, and the remaining six were placed at equal azimuths
at tiie 30 m range

S {i ..•- IiA i ) I|,IiNI•.']Ic A";,I• I AANDN D'( i.AN I)' ),'iA ANAl Y-;I,

(Jne •,l, I" •)io quani in\ the uoirsel ed \aity,-,m ij in Thth dati, set Is i> c, (omptol

IlIe c(,h(I'i r1 btwcen ,-t.tion paill's ITI i _a i ;ailll]gn (> It1o 1 Cha t ,e N l 'Cd O\
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McLaughlin et al. i1983). The coherencN is defined by

-. )' (0) ((O) W

where d),,(w) is the cross-power spectrum. d),-,(w), d),' w) are the power spectra of
the two time series, and w is the circular frequency. As is well known, smoothing
must be applied to the spectra prior to estimation of the coherency in order T~o
minimize variances at each frequency. For the coherency estimates computed
here, a 4-point lag window was applied to the spectra prior to estimation of the
coherency factors.

Coherencies were computed between the 0W data and each of the cother recording
sain.The time windows used were 128 samples or 0.64 sec in length. Thi's

lerogth wAindow encompasses all of the wave train. At this relatively short range,
it is effectively impossible to separate the various components of the waveform.

The computed coherencies for the station pairs are shown in Figure S. The
coherence factors for the vertical and radial components arc higher than might
be intuitively expected after examination of the spectral plots, in Figure 4. How-
ever, as Smith et al. (1982) point out, the coherency will be unity when the signals
at two stations are related by anyv linear transfer function, so the coherence
function is not a direct estimator of the variation of amplitude across an array8.

Based upon the results of the coherency analysis,, an alternate approach for
analysis of the data was taken. The set of amplitude spectra of the azimuthal
observations was treated as a statistical ensemble. An example of this technique

pp~lied to (Llie AR'F 2 d,.:o i-, :5iowii ici Figuýe 0 Th 1-.nean and vý1 e 'T ariancc of the,
spectral ensemble were calculatedi as shown assuming a log-normal, distribution.
These figures illustrate k ithe meari' and VL -_ (T itte mean :n1 :;.d.i for the
veýrtical, radial, and trainsverse data fromn ART 2. The vertical and radial data
show small standard deviations between ;5 and 30 Hz. Beyond 35 Ilz, the widthl
of the deviation band increa'ý(es until at 40 H7z the expected scatter in the Fourier
Modulus is `ý dB or greater. The transverse miotoions, on the othber hand, show at
least 8 dB3 scatter throughout th(,encti re frequenc 'y hanod: alI.though the overall
mean amplittude Is re-duced about 10 dlI from the radial and vertical amplitude
leveb,.

Tb e Ia:fcob etieblw5 id]na1 onio ots a eea ptsh i ble son ice,.
Ti.effec.(t wI> fit si I iouj~ht. to lie due. toa slicito1 -induced tilt., Iit the accelero-

TI(C1'tt'r. Integratilon of tllo 'tcceluratiool trace, at zd sulbsequent attetiiptsý TO) COT reCt

the rt~nul t og velocti:j v y ind di jplocc~tiij'Iti re'cord, did not significant Iv changc the

estimatesý It I, likely that abiasing and or noise is the cause of this low-frequenov
in ot'iclenc~e. TIhe itmpl itode level toI this region is ve~rY low relative. to the high- r

¶ req uencwos Eveti a "Ill 1 amou tit111 of alt as-ed energv, would significantl 'y afte ct

tlhe ;t1q' l;IIt (ljtt1 til,!-oý11 r \%ot whichI ý' well belowY theL corner') fl "'quetjiCv
of the 5.11, Lotice At hitgher freqiteti1cies. ilo itased *tiw)g levl.s ltiifgtmlfteattt
relattive. to ti)e wntilitude of Ohe direct Cot e totgv

Atiothc iet te~ui- (,f the- datat sctiett in tli flrettc don1 ~ittil t-e (110fhciet.it

oIf variat tot !CV) liethfea vt W!., I 9 , lb (V .. te rattio of the t.i~d d(

lo Ilot A'l 2. ftht CV oij tie Yadjiil aid t t))lCttp(it]~iitO-'W
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COHERENCE WITH 0 DATA

VERTICAL TRANSVERSE RADIAL
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IO O" O0
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Frequency

FiG. 8. Computed coherencies for ART 2.

approximately constant at a relatively high level (>0.5J across all frequencies,
suggesting that the transverse component is uncorrelated at all frequencies. By
way of contrast, Figure 11 shows the very low values of the CV between 5 and
60 Hz for the radial and vertical component., of the Huddle (ART 19) test. The
advantage of the CV as an estimator of the data scatter across the array is that
all stations in the array may be used in the single estimate as opposed to oniy
a pair of stations in the coherence estimate.

Amplitude spectra of the vertical acceleration waveforms recorded at the 0
azimuth for all five of the ART 1I pit shots are compared in Figure 12. The sets
of spectra recorded at the other azimuths and the other components are similar
in character to the (0 vertical test. The four pit shot spectra are quite similar in
shape and amplitude, while the in situ shot spectrum exhihits a shape which is
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Fi(;. 11. Spectral CV curves for the vertical and radial components of the Huddle test.
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FiG. 12. Comparison of vertical acceleration spectra for the five shots of the ART II series.

similar to that of the pit shot spectra, but higher in amplitude for almost all
frequencies. Two of the pit shots are almost identical in the frequency domain:
pit shots 3 and 4 also group closely together over most of the frequency hand.
The greatest change in amplitude from shot to shot occurs in the 30 to 35 Hz
region. This area of the spectrum is fairly flat for the in situ shot; however, a
spectral hole develops for the pit shots which deepens with each successive pit
shot. Even though the shape of the source spectrum may change from shot to
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shot, which is to be expected since introduction of the backfilled cavity results
in more energy lost in cratering, greater attenuation and a larger cavity, the CV
should change very little if the source remains cylindrically symmetric for all
shots. Figure 10 shows the azimuthal CV plotted as a function of frequency ')r
the vertical, radial, and transverse components, respectively, for all five sbots.
The normalized standard deviation curves are very similar for all five shots out
to the system antialias filter at 70 Hz. The CV curves from ART 2, which was
conducted near the pit shot site but on a different test bed, are also plotted in
this figure. The change in the CV curves between the two sites is much larger
than the variation from shot to shot for the pit shot sequence. The relatively
small scatter in the CV curves for the five events of the jit shot sequence (the
in situ shot plus thE four pit shots) suggests that source asyni.iI ry plays an
unimportant role in the development of the azimuthal variation in ground nw,.ior
response.

The ART 111-2 (Table 1) shot was designed to determine the degree to which
azimuthal variation increases with range from the source. In this test, ground
motions were recorded by circular arrays at both the 10 and 30 m ranges. CV
plots for the vertical, radial, and transverse spectra for both the 10 and 30 m
ranges are given in Figure 13. These results support the contention that the CV
increases with range.

RELATION OF OBSERVED AZIMUTHAL VARIABILITY TO TEST SITE GEOLOGY

The tests discussed in this paper were conducted at the same test site in the
Rio Grande Valley south of Albuquerquc, New Mexico. The subsurface geology
consists of dry alluvium down to the water table at a depth of approximately 75
m. The site lies in a small shallow basin which in earlier times contained a playa.
In general, the site is underlain by unconsolidated eolian sands, alluvium, and
lacustrine deposits 15 to 30 m thick. Beneath this material are the tertiary Santa
Fe and Galisteo formations, 180 to 300 m thick (Bedsun, 1983). A typical near-
surface P-wave velocity section is shown in Figure 14 (Stump and Reinke, 1982j.

425 rn/s WEUTETj.-0.75 M

508-610 W/i CALICHE

2.0 m?
2.5-3A in 425 rn/s WI DISPCONTIUOUS

-. .. . . . . -- - -- -- - -- - - -

554 in/* ?

032 mn/s
10-13 m3

075 rn/s

Fi;. 14. Generalized geologic cross-section of McCormick Ranch.
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* Near-surface deposits are fairly variable with intermittent caliche beds
present. Trenching at other test sites in the area has revealed discontinuous
subsurface caliche beds typically on the order of 0.5 to 1.0 m in thickness (Stump
and Reinke, 1982). In an effort to quantify the nature of the subsurface variability
at the ART 2 test site, 18 boreholes were drilled withiii the confines of the test
bed (as shown im Figure 15). Each borehole was drilled to depth of 6.1 m. Standard

*b penetration tests were performed in each hole. The standard penetration test
involves determining the number of hammer blows required to drive a sampling
tube a unit distance. This blow count is related to the in situ density and com-
pressive strength of the subsurface material (Terzaghi and Peck, 1967). Figure
16 displays the blow counts per meter for each borehole down to the 6 m depth.
Figure 15 contains isopach maps showing the lateral distribution of the areas of

* similar blow counts as a function of depth.
A thorough understanding of the physical processes responsible for the ob-

served azimuthal variability in the ART 2 test requires that a quantitative re-
lationship be established between the subsurface material property information
and the observed ground motion characteristics. Aki and Richards (1980) present
such a relationship. Following Chernov (1960), they characterize the statistical
nature of geologic media by th," autocorrelation of the velocity fluctuation.

PENETRATION TEST - ARTS•
4 6m~ 0.9 15

5.6. . .127

SI - K

,90*

2 16' 144-

- 230 blows/meter extremely dense

165-230 blows/meter very dense

S130-165 blows/meter dense

U 130 blows/meter sparse

RadJus - 20 m

& boreh)le

0 Fi(; 15. Layout of boreholes within the ART 2 test bed and isopach map of blow count!,
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Fio;. 16. Plots of blow counts versus depth (data points from all 18 boreholes are included.)

For p. = -5CCo, where Co = velocity, the normalized autocorrelation function
is defined by

N (r) = (p(r') - .(r' - rt ))( 2

where r denotes position.

Two statistical distributions are considered
1. the exponential distribution: Nlr) = e- r a

2. the Gaussian distribution: N(r) = e-

The quantity a is the measure of scale length of the medium inhomogeneity called
the correlation distance.

Once a medium is described statistically in terms of N(r), then the Born scat-
tering approximation may be used to determine the strength of the scattering
as a function of frequency for the medium. The Born approximation assumes that
the primary waves are unchanged by propagation through a scattering medium
so that energy conservation is violated. Only single scattering is considered. Fol-
lowing Aki and Richards (1980), the ratio of scattered energy to total energy is
given as follows

b1;1 8(1. 2) k' - a:' L for ka < 1, and

518 = 2(pY') k' a .L for ka > 1

0
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where 8141 is the ratio of scattered energy to the total energy carried by the wave,
(4x) is the average of the square of the velocity pertubation, k is the wavenumber,
a is the scale length or correlation distance of the medium, and L is the length
of the travel path.

Making the assumption that there is a linear correlation between the blow
count value at a particular point and the P-wave velocity at the same point, we
shall attempt to relate the observed azimuthal variability in the ART 2 data with
the blow count data using the scattering theory discussed previously. The mean
was computed for the set of blow count data for all of the holes. This yields a
mean value of 50 blows'0.30 m. This value was treated as Co in the scattering
equations. The autocorrelation function was then computed of the following ratio:
(BC, - BCBC, where BC, is the individual blow count value, and BC is the
mean value of all blow counts. The autocorrelation functions were computed
separately for each hole.

Values of the autocorrelation functions of the biow count data for all of the
holes are plotted in Figure 17. Also plotted in Figure 17 are several theoretical
autocorrelation functions for different values of the correlation length a, for both
the Gaussian and exponential distributions. Based on examination of these plots,

* the theoretical distribution function which best fits the data is apparently an
exponential function with a scale length between 2.0 and 3.0 m. This scale length
applies, of course, only to the vertical distribution of inhomogeneities. The hor-
izontal inhomogeneity scale length could well be different in character. The hor-
izontal spacing of the boreholes (-6.7 m) is much too wide to allow any sort of
reasonable estimate of the horizontal scale length. (This spacing yields a Nyquist

* wavelength of 13.4 m.)
Using the Born equations, the ratio of scattered energy to total energy (W1.1,)

wd.t ;uinputed ru i .h. ART 2 test bed using several values of the inhomogeneity
scale length as shown in the plots in Figure IS. The ka < 1 case is appropriate
for most of the frequency-scale length combinations under consideration here.
The ka -> 1 case is appropriate for scale lengths greater than 2 m in the higher
frequency region (>20 Hz). Both curves indicate that, for scale lengths of 2.0 to
3.0 m, significant 611 > 0.10) scattering begins near 10 Hz. Significant scattering
in the ARI zL test data "ccurs a.wv, 30 te ?5 Pz .(Fiure 4). There are several
possibilities for this apparent poor correlation: (1) the Born approximation is valid
onhl for small values of scattered energy: (2) the autocorrelation function which
was derived pertains only to the vertical distribution of inhomogeneity and thus
the scale length which is appropriate for the overall propagation medium could
be considerably different from 2.0 to 3.0 m; (3) a finer spatial sampling of the
near surface blow count values might well yield a smaller scale length; and (4)
the assumed correlation between blow count data and P-wave velocity may be
incorrect.

To determine the effect of varying the scale length upon the theoretical scat-
tered energy, 6iP as a function of frequency was computed for correlation lengths
of 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25 m (Figure 18). For these scale lengths, the frequency at which
scattering becomes significant is in the 25 to 30 Hz region. This result, partic-
ularlv the 0.5 curve, correlates much better with the observed threshold of am-
plitude fluctuation in the ART 2 test. A correlation scale length in the neigh-
borhood of 0.5 to 1.0 m is also not unreasonable in light of the results of the
"Huddle" test (ART 19) in which all of the instrumentation was placed in a group
approryim at'ly 1 rm i- width (Figure 5). Examin•n"-- of the spectra from this test
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in Figure 6 reveals that the spectra of the endmost instruments separated by a
distance of approximately 1 m begin to diverge, whereas the spectra from in-
struments spaced more closely correlate very well. Shallow trenching in the gen-
eral test site area suggests that a typical caliche bed thickness is on the order
of 0.5• to 1.0 m, although a typical lateral extent may be slightly greater (Stump
and Reinke, 1982).

This simple forward model indicates that the azimuthal variability in the ART
2 data can be explained with a scattering model based upon the Born approxi-
mation. The implication is that the particular standard penetration test array
did not properly characterize the appropriate scale length due to inadequate hor-
izontal or vertical spatial sampling, since blow count values were obtained by
counting the number of blows required to drive the sampling tube a distance of
0.6 ni. This sample interval yields a Nyquist wavelength of 1.2 m.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the ART experiments have shown, at least for this particular
alluvial test site, that the predominant cause of azimuthal variation in ground
motion response is inhomogeneity in near-surface geologic material rather than
very near-source asymmetry. Considering that this particular site in general is
thought to have a fairly uniform near-surface geologic composition, the degree
of azimuthal variation observed from these small tests is fairly remarkable. Ex-
periments .f this type should be performed at several sites to further constrain
thu i elLtiulnhip bel we ' the bpe-ctresl CV and the val iatioui ill the geulugic btl uc-
ture. Such surveys will aid greatly in the interpretation and understanding of
ground motion data from small-scale field tests. It is clear that, for a small-scale
test performed at the ART 2 site, deterministic interpretations of the data cannot
be made above the 30 to 35 Hz region. CV surveys could also place limitations
upon the interpretation of near-source, regional, and teleseismic measurements
of earthquakes and explosions made at a single point. These surveys may be
useful in explaining the lack of coherence between individual station pairs in
small seismic arrays, such as the Pinon Flat array (Vernon et al., 1985).

In this study, an initial attempt was made at relating the available subsurface
information at the ART 2 site with the observed waveform variation in the test.
This attempt was not very successful, probably due to insufficient spatial reso-
lution of the subsurface sampling performed. Forward modeling argues that the
scale lengths which are present in the ART 2 test bed are perhaps on the order
of 0.5 to 1.0 m rather than 2.0 to 3.0 m, as determined from the autocorrelation
of the standard penetration test blow count data. Use of other sampling tech-
niques, such as the seismic cone penetrometer test (in which the force necessary
to drive a rod into the ground is measured and a geophone in the rod tip is used
to perform a velocity sur-ey), could enable much finer spatial resolution to be
obtained both horizontally and vertically, allowing a greatly improved charac-
terization of the random properties of the medium.
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I
EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRMATION OF SUPERPOSITION FROM

SMALL-SCALE EXPLOSIONS

By BRIAN W. STUMP AND ROBERT E. REINKE

ABSTRACT

An In situ experimental program In alluvium is implemented and ana;yzed
to test linear superposition. After separating stochastic and deterministic
propagation path ef ects, direct superposition is experimentally validated at
20 m for two 5-lb charges spaced as close as 2 m in alluvium. The charges
are separated by the scaled range of 147 m/kt1 3 and observed at the scaled
range of 1470 m/ktI 3. Finite-spatial source effects are observed and simulated
in the plane passing through two charges separated by 2 to 10 m. The de- _
terministic single-burst waveforms are used to model the multiple-burst data.
The effects observed and simulated include direct superposition below the
corner frequency, shift to lower corner frequency with increasing charge sep-
aration, and spectral scalloping. For charges closely spaced (up to 4 m, ob-
served at 20 and 24 m), the primary effect on the waveform is replicated by
a constant delay time between two identical waveforms. For charges spaced
by 10 m (observed at 20 and 30 m), the effects of propagation path differences
must be included. These effects result In smoothed spectra.

INTRODUCTION

The effect of finite sources on radiated wave fieldb has received considerable
attention from the earthquake source community. Such work has increased the
understanding of source phenomenology while improving the ability to estir ate
ground motions from broad classes of earthquake sources. Finite-explosive al .ay
effects have received far less attention within the seismo]ogical literature.

The primary focus of this study is the investigation of finite-spatial soul -o
effects from chemical explosions. In particular, the interaction of determinist -
and stochastic wave propagations with the source characterization problem wii
be discussed. Evidence supporting linear superposition will be shown. The as-
sumption of linear superposition leads to a predictive capability.

Spatial arrays of chemical explosions ar( used in a number of' different fields.
The mining industry uses arrays of explobives in both open-pit and subsurface
excavation. The spatial distribution of charges and timing cf their detonation
are used to control the extent of mat..erial excavated, the size of the rubble, and
the far-field ground motion levels (Bergman et al., 1974; Hagan and Just, 1974:
Winzer, 1978). The majority of work in this area has dealt with laboratory and
field data, resulting in the development of practical relationships for explosive
array design (Winzer and Ritter, 1980; Winzer et al., 1981; Anderson et al., 1982.
Little theoretical work or numerical modeling of these effects has been completed.
This type of investigation has not beer necessary, since the properly scaled ex-
periments in the materials of interest can be conducted.

The second area where arrays of explosives are employed is in the simulation
of ground motions from earthquakes (Bleisweis, 1973; Higgins et al., 1978). Al-
though data from natural events are available, the recurrence interval of great
earthquakes has retarded the development of adequate natural data sets. Where
site-specific data are required and the historical data base is absent, explos~v,_
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simulation of earthquake environments may help refine loads on engineering
structures.

Since the onset of the above ground test ban treaty, the utilization of high
explosive arrays in simulating ground motion environments from nuclear ex-
plosions has been the only way to exercise engineering structures (Cooper, 1970).
These studies have focused upon regions where the stress-strain relations are
apparently nonlinear. The spatial and temporal dimensions of the source are
adjusted to produce motion environments with prescribed amplitudes and pulse
widths.

In each of the three previous applications of explosive arrays, the focus has
been upon the near-source wave field. The radiated energy from these explosive
arrays in the far-field is of interest to the community responsible for discrimi-
nating earthquakes from explosions. In the advent of a comprehensive test ban
treaty, one would have to be able to discriminate between a mining blast which
might be as large as several hundred thousand pounds of explosives and a low-
yield nuclear explosion. Quantification of the effects of arrays of chemical ex-
plosions may aid in this discrimination. Preliminary work in this area has been
completed by Greenhalgh (1980). A complete understanding of the problem relies
upon relating the near-source models and data to the far-field environment.

The investigation of superposition from in situ experiments is of interest as it
relates to the intermediate stress level response of the media. The distance at
which the transition from linear to nonlinear response occurs has been questioned
by a number of investigators (Trulio, 1978; Larson, 1982; Minster and Day, 1986).
Larson (19821 reports that linear superposition holds in the plane of symmetry
from two small charges in salt in the laboratory (range of 16b m'kt1 ').

The approach to finitp-explosive arrays reported here relies on a characteri-
zation of the single-burst ground motion. The specific quantification used is from
Reinke and Stump 11987), referred to as Paper I. In that work, the single burst
is experimentally quantified, with consideration given to source symmetry, prop-
agation path, and scattering. The wave field is experimentally divided into a
deterministic and stochastic component, with the deterministic component uti-
lized in predictions. Practically, the single-burst quantification is completed in
both the time and frequency domains, yielding mean and variance estimates.

The single-burst source quantification is used to test for linear superposition
with multipie-burst experimental data. This model is used to explore finite-spa-
tial s•uJrce effects in the observational data base.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND I.PLEM-NTATIQN

The experiments are summarized in Figure 1. The 5-lb charges were placed in
1.22 m holes with a diameter of 0. 5 m. Charges were placed at the bottom of
the hole. The holes were then backfilled with sand.

Force-balance accelerometers were used as sensors. The three components
(housed in a single case. were oriented in the radial (positive away), transverse
(positive clockwise), and vertical (positive up) directions with respect to the
source. The case was buried in the alluvium so that its top was flush with the
free surface. Paper I reports thi, good coherence between 1 and 70 liz observed
when all instrurnents were placed side-by-side in a Huddle test. The accelero-
meter outputs were passed through a 12-bit analog to digital converter in the
field and recorded on cassette tape with a sample rate of 200 samples sec. A five-
pole antialias filter was placed at 70 1tz.
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EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT

2 3: s

P

0-

P p
source

I 22m

Iorm 5ft chargit 0j~j
0 source L receiver

Fi,. 1. Gauge layout for ARTS 2. 3. 4. and 7 The solid lines indicate crater diameters 'In ARTS
3. the two craters overlapped, leaving only a single, elongated crater.) Charge placement is illustrated
in the lower left.hand corner.

The test site was chosen for its apparent homogeneity and consisted of dry 0
alluvium. Further discussion of its properties are given in Paper I.

As reported in Paper I, a number of single-burst experiments were conducted
to characterize the source and media with offsets between 10 and 30 m. The finite-
source data focused upon the two explosion cases, since this data can be used to
coristrain the basic characteristics of source interaction. As Figure I illustrate.,
charge separation was varied between 2 and 10 m at 2 m increments. The prox- 0
imity of the charges to the free surface (1.22 m) resulted in significant venting
to the free eurface at detonation and the formation of craters. Ground motion
from the airblast arrival was not perceptible in the data due to the 1.22 m source
burial depth. Crater diameters are given as the solid lines bounding the charge
locations in Figure 1 and were typically near 2 in. ARTS 3 produced a single,
elongated crater since the lateral charge separation was only 2 m. 0

Gauge arrays for the two explosion tests can be separated into two categories.
The first set of gauges (primary or center) were placed at right angles to the
plane passing through the charges. These gauge lines intersected either the mid-
point between the two charges (center) or one of the charges (primary) and were
emplaced to check direct superposition. The second set of gauges (secondary i were
placed in the plane of the charges, and thus the effects of source finiteness were 41

0
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maximized by the travel path and time differences between the two sources
(Figure 1).

SUMMARY OF SINGLE-BURST CHARACTERIZATION

In order to check linear superposition and quantify the effects of spatial fi-
niteness, the single explosion source and wave propagation to a variety of dis-
tances must be quantified. ARTS 2 in Figure 1 is one such test designed to quan-
tify the single source and propagation- A complete discussion of the single source
is given in Paper 1. The time-domain records from ARTS 2 are given in Figure
2. When the records are low-pass filtered at 30 Hz, they appear identical to one
another. The high-pass filtered records show significant va-it3nc above 40 Hz.
A variety of tests were conducted and reported in Paper I to quantify the cause
of these high-frequency amplitude variations. Strong evidence supported scat-
tering within the geological media as the cause of this variation.

This realization led to the calculation of mean and variance estimates for the
waveforms from a single explosion. Figure 3 is the mean =1 s.d. spectra for the
20 m range from the single burst. Figure 4 is a similar representation, but in
the time domain.

ARTS 2 VERTICAL (ACC)

UNFILTERED 4-POLE LOW PASS 4-POLE HIGH PASS
S30hz 40hz

0

-- /"--.• ---........ 28

0 5sec:

Fi. 2 The vertical acceleration records froni ARTS 2- All gauges are at 20 m. and azimuth,; range
S from 0 'to 288' Unfiltered, low-pass filtered (30 Hzi. and high-pass filtered (40 Hz' accelcro-rams.

aire given
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The ensemble estimates for the spectrL. show small variances between 3 and
35 Hz for the 20 m range. Beyond this "coherent frequency," the scatter with
azimuth in the data becomes large as exemplified in the bandpass seismograms
of Figure 2. The 20 m data exhibit 8 dB scatter at 40 Hz.

As reported in Paper I, a series of tests were conducted to separate the effects
of gauges, gauge placement, source asymmeti-y, and propagation path on the
high-frequency data. The variation in the data was attributed to the geological
media. Therefore, the deterministic part of the wave field is defined as the azi-
muthally symmetric data below 35 Hz.

SUPERPOSITION

The single-burst ensemble spectral estimates are used to check the applicability
of linear superposition by direct comparison to the multiple-burst data from ARTS
3 and 7 (Figure 1). The first quantification of these effects considers the case
where each source is equidistant from the charge; thus, time d4,lays between the
two sources are nonexistent. The primary and center gauge lines are used to
check for superposition. Comparisons between the ensemble estimates and the
data will be reported only for the 20 m ,ange. Similar conclusions follow from
the analysis of data at the 30 m range.

Based upon the 3 to 35 Hz coherent bandwidth from the 20 m ensemble esti-
mates, this frequency band is chosen to check superposition. For completeness,
all frequencies between 1 and 100 Hz are displayed in the plots. The criterion
chosen to test for superposition is that the multiple-burst data fall within = 1
s.d. of the ensemble estimate of the multiple-burst environment. Since the sto-
chastic component of the wave field leads to large variances beyond 35 Hz, the0

criterion is not robust beyond this frequency. Within the coherent bandwidth,
the • I s d. bounds are 3 to 4 dB for the Z component and 4 to 5 dB for the R
component. The variability in the geological structure limits checks on super-
position to within these bounds when in situ measurements are made.

The 20 m ensemble estimate of the superposed spectra with variances is com-
pared to the primary and center gauges for ARTS 3 and 7 in Figure 5. The vertical
observational data compare well with the superposed spectra between 3 to 35
Hz. Comparison of the predicted spectra with the observations from ARTS 4
(Figure 1) led to similar conclusions. Each test bed was displaced approximately
30 m from the previous test so that between ARTS 2 (used to make single-source
ensemble estimates) and ARTS 7, the test bed was displaced by 150 m. Subtle
changes in the geology over these scale lengths may explain the systematic
changes in the multiple-burst spectra.

The conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is that, within the variance of
the multiple-source estimate, superposition holds for 5-lb charges 20 m from the
receiver over the frequency band of 3 to 35 Hz. This includes two charges spaced
as close as 2 m where individual craters overlap. Larson (1982) reports super-
position in laboratory salt validated for two charges separated by 168 m/kt' 0
from the observer. In these in situ results, superposition is validated within the
data scatter (3 to 35 Hz) for two charges separated by 147 m/kt' :' at an observation
range of 1470 m;kt' ".

These results can be compared qualitatively wiu, LIe reducea displacement
potential predicted from the Mueller-Murphy (1971) scaling relation. Figure 6
gives the reduced displacement potential for 5- and 10-lb explosions, respectively.

I I I I I I I I I0
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were developed for nuclear sources of much greater yields. The critical point is
that the principle region of interest for checking superposition is beyond the
source corner. The experimental results in Figure 5 support strict superposition

* well beyond the source corner.
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MUELLER -MURPHY SOURCE
depth I m

- IO I0s-5it
E0.1 foctor of 2

'I° 0.1
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Fic;. 6. The displacement spectra from a Mueller-Murphy source model for5 and 10 lb of explosives.

RESOLUTION OF SPATIAL FINITENESS

In an attempt to characterize the finite-spatial effects of the multi-burst en-
vironment, synthetic. are compared to data recorded in the plane of the linear
array of sources (Figure 1. secondary lines). The predictions are made using mean
seismograms constructed from data such as that generated in the ARTS 2 ex-
periment (Figure 4).

These mean seismograms are computed 1y time aligning the direct P wave
from each observation and then computing a mean. The 20 m seismogram from
the ARTS 2 experiment along with its = 1 s.d. bound is given in Figure 4. The
mean radial and vertical accelerograms show little scatter, while the transverse
component has standard deviations comparable to the mean. This observation is
in agreement with the coherent nature of the radial and vertical motions between
3 and 35 Hz, and the large scatter for all frequencies of the transverse motion.
Since the deterministic component of the wave field is of primary interest in the
superposition study, the transverse motion will not be considered.

When two sources are displaced from a receiver at different distances, the
following effects occur: (1) a change in arrival time of the radiated energy for
one source relative to the other; and (2) a change in the waveform shape, since
one contribution has traveled a greater distance than the other. If the receiver
to charge separation is large relative to the spacing of the two charges, one may
neglect the change in wave shape for the two charges. This case is investigated

*1 first by superposing the mean seismograms from Figure 4, with an appropriate
delay time for charge separation. The delay time becomes

TD = X1 21v

where X12 is the difference in length of the two propagation paths, and v is the
velocity of the media. The material at the test site has typical near-surface ve-
locities ranging from 244 to 366 mrsec. These values, coupled with charge sep-
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aration of 2 to 10 m, led to consideration of time delays of 5 to 40 msec. The time-
domain results of this delay and sum procedure are given in Figure 7. Qualitative
analysis of these results show constructive interference for the direct-arriving
body waves for short delay times (5 msec), with destructive interference leading
to complex waveforms for delays between 15 and 30 msec. For delay times greater
than 30 msec, one can observe the individual body waves from the two sources.
The surface waves (which arrive at 200 msec) show a gradual decay in amplitude
over all delay times. The 40 msec delay yields a peak amplitude which is 60 per
cent of the 5 msec delay. When the delay times between the two sources are small
compared to the single-burst pulse width, constructive interference occurs while
complex waveforms with reduced amplitudes are predicted for delay times com-
parable to the pulse width from the single source. Amplitude changes as a func-
tion of delay time for these synthetics are summarized in Figure 8.

The frequency-domain representation of the superposed waveforms more ex-
plicitly exhibits the constructive-destructive interference. The superposed accel-
eration spectra are compared against the single-burst mean observation in Figure
9. As quantified by Pilant and Knopoff (1964), spectral modulation is given by

cos(wTr)/2)

where w is the angular frequency of interest.
Four qualitative observations of the multi-burst spectra are made: (1) the low-

SUPERPOSITION

DELAY

-5 205 ms
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- 230 ms

_ 235 ms

40 ms

oSI 05

0 as
Fi,. 7 Vertical accelerations from two explo,;ions using the time-domain mean seismoroam from

ARTS 2 and summing with an identical record dela.,ed in time between 5 and 40 msec.
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frequency level of all spectra are identical, reflecting constructive superposition;
(2) the point that the spectra diverge from the long-period level occurs at lower
frequencies with increasing time delays; (3) large spectral holes are observed as
predicted with the frequency-domain spacing decreasing with increasing time
delay between sources; and (4) return to constructive interference occurs between
holes.

These results assume no change in Green's functions or propagation path effects
as the charge separation increases. The validity of this assumption can be checked
against the multi-burst observational data (Figure 1). The secondary gauge lines
in the plane of the charge array yield the necessary data.

The secondary gauge data for ARTS 4 and prediction utilizing the 20 m mean
data (15 msec delay) is given in Figure 10. The prediction closely replicates the
observational data, inciuding the large spectral hole at 32 Hz. Although the
observation and the superposition diverge above 35 Hz (the coherent bandwidth),
the variation is small. Since the variation discussed in Paper I was attributed to
intermittent caliche lenses, one might hypothesize that these lenses were not as
prevalent near the ARTS 4 site. The 15 msec delay time represents a propagation
velocity of 266 m'sec between the two closely spaced charges. This velocity is
near the surface wave velocity, suggesting the surface wave contribution is dom-
inant. Over these close ranges, Green's functions change slowly, and the primary
effect on the superposed waveforms is a time delay.

For event 7, the 20 m secondary observation is 20 and 30 m from the two
charges. The change in propagation path effects for the 20 and 30 m ranges were
dramatic enough that successful prediction required the use of mean seismograms
from single bursts observed at 20 and 30 m. respectively. The 30 m mean seis-
mogram was calculated in the same manner as that for the 20 In given in Figure
4. Figure 11 displays the prediction and observation for event 7. The spectral
nulls are more closely spaced than in the ARTS 4 data, representative of the 25
msec arrival time difference. Due to the change in propagation path between tihe
two sources, the spectral nulls are not as pronounced as those observed when two
identical waveforms are superposed.

EVENT 4 VERTICAL
75'

dato

S60 superposition
...... mean

30.

15

0 20 40 60 6b 100
frequency (hz)

Fi., 10 'I ht" predicted superposition spectra for two charges at 2? and 24 m (ARTS 4-secondary,
compared to the ditma and superposition with no delay time (mean).
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Fhi, 11. The predicted superposition spectra for two charges at 20 and 30 m (ARTS 7-secondary'
compared to data and superposition with no delay time or propagation differences (mean).

There are three propagation effects which lead to the necessity of including
mean seismograms from each of the two sources in ARTS 7: (1) a change in t, --
t,, time; (2) geometrical spreading effects; and (3) attenuation. A simple analysis
uf Lthe eflects can explain the success of the ARTS 4 superposition using the 20
in mean seismograms and the failure of ARTS 7 utilizing only the 20 m wave-
forms. Taking the near-surface velocities as V, = 366 msec, V, Z- 244 m sec
(Stump and Reinke, 1982) the t, - t1, time differences are 0.005 sec for ARTS 4
and 0.014 sec for ARTS 7. The 0.005 sec change is one sample interval in the
observational data and corresponds to a 31' phase shift at 17 Hz and a 63: phase
shift at 35 Hz. For ARTS 7, the phase shift is 86' at 17 Hz and 176' at 35 Hz.
The phase shifts for ARTS 7 are dramatic enough to jeopardize the single wave-
form superposition procedure. At higher frequencies, the ARTS 4 results should
also deteriorate.

Geometrical spreading will lead to amplitude differences from the two sources
which are not accounted for in the single seismogram superposition. Experi-
mental determination of geometrical decay rates for this test site give r - 6 ibr f
the body waves and r -. 5 for the surface waves (Stump, 1983). For ARTS 4, wtth
charges at 20 and 24 m, the ratio of body wave amplitudes from the two ranges
is predicted to be 0.75, while the ratio for the surface wave amplitudes is 0.93.
Similar calculations for ARTS 7 give the body wave ratio as 0.54 and the surface-
wave ratio as 0.82. These calculations indicate that, at least for the body waves,

the single range superposition procedure for ARTS 7 is inadequate.
Finally, the effect of attenuation (Q) must be quantified. The range of Q values

for the dry alluvium environment can be bounded between 10 and 40 (Flynn,
1986. The simple exponential Q model e- , where f is the frequency aud t
is the shear arrival time, was developed to quantify these effects for The 3 To 35
Hz band. The 24 to 20 m ratios show only moderate Q effects even at the highest
frequencies and smallest Q. The 30 to 20 m ratios give a value of 0.63 for Q = 0
10 and f = 35 Hz. Although Q effects are less dramatic than the phas" shift:3

p,,:• s ift
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and geometrical spreading terms, they may become significant for ARTS 7, if the
Q value of 10 is tal.en.

CONCLUSIONS

The series of small-scale explosive experiments tested the applicability of linear
superposition in the near-field. The study has shown that one must separate
stochastic and deterministic propagation path effects from the single-burst wave
field prior to testing for superposition. Once this process has been completed
(Paper 1), then superposition is verified as the two burst wave fields fall within
-_ 1 s.d. of the ensemble estimate (3 to 35 Hz). Thus, saperposition is supported
for two, 5-lb charges spaced as close as 2 m (147 m!kt" 3 ). Comparison with the
Mueller-Murphy source function for 5 and 10 lb shows that superposition must
be checked above the corner frequency.

Finite-spatial source effects are experimentally quantified by recording data
in the plane of the two charges. These finite effects in the near-field include: (1)
a rise in long-period spectral values that match direct superpositon; (2) lowering
of corner frequency with increased source separation; and (3) spectral scalloping
at high frequencies. Comparison of superposed ensemble spectra (time delayed)
show that, when travel-time differences between the two sources are the primary
effects in the observed wavefield, then the observed data are replicated, which
include large interference holes in the spectra. As propagation path differences
between the two charges result in waveform changes, the superpcsition procedure
can be applied using separate ensemble estimates for each range. The resulting
wavefurin, againl tiiatch the obaervations. Inte ference holes that were so prev-
alent when only source delay time was present , \RTS 4) are not as well defined
when wave shape changes due to propagation Lee present in the superposition
(ARTS 7). These propagation effects were quantified with the change in t., - t,
from the two charges leading to large phase shifts for ARTS 7. Differences in
geometrical spreading and Q for the two charges in ARTS 7 were important,
although not as strong.

Utilizing the principles of superposition as applied to the deterministic portion
of the wave field, a procedure has been developed which can be used to predict
waveforms from arrays of explosives. This procedure assumes that the single-
burst environment has been characterized and may require the environment to
be quantified at a number of ranges when arrival time differences, geometrical
spreading differences, and attenuation differences are important. The effect of
arrival time and attenuation differences increases with frequency.
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